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The first part of this paper reviewed much of the
work

done on recognition memory, as it relates to Sternberg's
(1969a, b) additive stage memory scanning model.

The second

part of the paper presented two experiments in dual task
pro-

cessing which combined either

a

standard fixed set version

of the Sternberg memory scanning task (Experiment 1), or the

simulated visual search task (Experiment

2)

used by Sternberg

and Scarborough (1969), with a simple tone detection task In
a

paradigm similar to that used by Posner and Boies (1971).

The purpose of these experiments was first, to investigate

the effects that the presence of the tone task would have on
the processing stages commonly assumed to underlie perform-

ance in each of the memory tasks; and second, to determine
the processing capacity requirements of each of these stages.

Experiment
subjects,

v/iiich

1

employed two groups, each containing six

were instructed either to treat the memory

scanning task (Group P; or the tone task

Group

i)

as une

task- of primary impoi'tance.

In each trial block subjects

memorized a short list of

^,

2,

or

6

target letters.

In

vi

each trial subjects were probed
visually with a test letter
which was either drawn from the list
for that trial block,
requiring a ^es response; or from one
of two groups of distractor items, requiring a no response.
Dis tractors were
either visually similar to (PC) or
dissimilar to (NC) target
items.
In addition, on 70% of the trials
in each trial block
a tone, requiring an immediate response,
occurred
in any one

of seven temporal positions relative to
the probe.
In Experiment 2, six subjects memorized
a short list of
2,

3,

or

4

target letters in each trial block.

On each

trial, 20 probe letters were flashed sequentially
on a screen
in the same spatial location at a rate of 10
items per

second.

Subjects were required to make

a

^

response imjne-

diately if one of these probes was detected as belonging
to
the target set, a condition which occurred on 50% of the
trials.

In each trial block all distractor items were drawn

either from a set of letters physically similar to (PC) or

dissimilar to (NC) target items.

All subjects treated the

visual search task as the primary task.

Orthogonal to the

occurrence of a target, a tone requiring an immediate response also occurred on half of the trials, in any one of

seven temporaJ positions relative to

scm.e

specific item, in

the probe sequence.

The results from the two experiments indicated that
probe processing was consistent with the Sternberg additive
stages model, but that the processing of successive probes

vii
in Experiment

task

V7as

2

overlapped in time.

The presence of the tone

found to have no effect on the com.parison
stage of

probe processing, but did interfere with one
or more of the
stages associated with the zero-intercept of
the function relating probe RT to target set size.
The pattern of interference effects in the probe and tone RTs in Experiment
ed for the two groups,

1

differ-

in each case indicating that the re-

sponse to the secondary stimulus was being deplayed and
syn-

chronized with the response to the prim^ary stimulus under conditions of close temporal contiguity between the two events.

Processing capacity was found to be required by those
processes capable of operating only under the control of a
central attentive mechanism.

These included at least parts

of the encoding and scan stages, and the decision stage, of

probe processing, as well as all response output processes.
The scan stage required capacity to initiate, but the com-

parison process itself was found to be capable of operating
either with, or v:ithout, attentive control.

However, a suf-

ficiently demanding stim.ulus situation, such as the simulated

visual search task of Experiment

2,

was required to m.otivate

the scan to proceed autonomously.

One additional finding from Experiment

1

was that tone

responses were much more efficient when the tone task was

designated as the primiary task than when it was the secondary
task, while probe responses were found equally fast under

both conditions.

Alternative models to account for the data

.

vlii

from the two experiments were considered, but
an elaboration
of the Sternberg model was favored to
account for the present
results

ix
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the experiments reported in the present

paper was to study the processes which occur when responses
are required to each of two temporally contiguous stimuli oc-

curring in separate modalities.

Each of the stimuli was as-

sociated with a distinct task, and instructions were used in

Experiment

1

to manipulate which of the two tasks was to be

treated as the primary, and which the secondary, task.
visual task used in Experiment

1

The

was a standard fixed set

version of the Sternberg memory scanning paradigm, while the
auditory task was a simple reaction time (RT) detection task.
In Experiment

2

a simulated visual search task (Sternberg

&

Scarborough, 1969) was used as the primary task, while the

secondary task was the same auditory detection task used in

Experiment

1.

It was hoped to deT:erm.ine the effect which the

detection task would have on the different processing stages
which are generally viewed as underlying performance in the

memory scanning task (e.g. Sternberg, 1969a, 1969b).

Because

the concept of an additive stages model, and its validity as
a descriptive and predictive device, are central to the pre-

sent work, the first part of this paper presents an extended

review of the findings and theories which have aeveloped from

research on memory scanning and other related paradigms.
Two other recent papers, one by Nickerson (197?) and

another by Sternberg (1975), also provide reviews of research

2

related to memory scanning.

An effort has been made to mini-

mize the overlap between each of these papers and the
present
review, and the reader is referred to each of them for dis-

cussions of supplementary m.aterlal not included in the present paper.

The reviev; presented in the first part of this

paper is self contained, and may be read independently of the
experiments presented in part two.

Those readers already

familiar with the memory scanning literature and Sternberg's
additive stages model, and who wish to proceed directly to
the research findings of the present experiments, may skip to

part two without loss of understanding.

3

REVIEW

A

OF

MEMORY

SCANNING

The name memory scanning has been applied to a class
of

experimental procedures made popular by Sternberg (I963,
1966, 1967a, 1967b, 1963, 1969a, 1969b, 1969c, 1971) in which

reaction time (RT) measurements are used to infer the processes underlying recognition memory.
The basic memory scanning paradigm is as follows.

each of

a

On

series of trials the subject is presented with a

set of items called the target set

(TS)

or list, and a short

time later is presented with a test item, or probe, to which
he is to respond as quickly as possible.

If the probe was a

member of the TS he is to respond yes and if not no.

Much

of the variability in the data arises because of variations
in procedure, but some procedural changes produce only minor

changes in the pattern of results.

The varied set procedure

as described above presents the subject with a new TS,

usually randomly selected

from, a

larger pool of

the target ensemble, on each trial.

item.s

called

In the fixed set pro-

cedure the TS remiains constant over a block of trials.

Each

trial then consists of a warning signal (usually) followed
by a probe, response, and brief inter-trial-interval (ITI).
Si;ernberg has argued that for lists residing mainly in STM
these, two procedures have been found to produce the same pat-

tern of results, even though the subject obviously obtains

considerably more practice with any given TS in the fixed

I

set case.

The basic set of findings from this paradigm
are

presented in the next section.

Basic Findings and the Additive Stage Model

Sternberg (1966) visually presented a random series of
from

1 to

6

digits to his subjects at a rate of 1.2 sec/digit

using a varied set procedure.

Two seconds after the last

digit came a warning signal (WS), followed by a probe digit.

Responses were key presses and positive probes occurred on
4/15 of the trials.

Negative probes were drawn from the non-

target set which in this study was simply the compliment of
The mean RT was plotted as a function of the target

the TS.

set size (3S)

separately for each response type

(

yes or no).

The two curves increased linearly as a function of SS, with

equal slopes of about 38 msec/item and equal zero intercepts
of about 400 msec.

Sternberg later found that the intercept

difference could be manipulated by changing the relative frequencies of the

tv:o

responses.

probable, the negative function

If the responses were equally
v/as

found to have a higher

intercept than the positive function, by about 40 msec.

The

only significant departure from this overall pattern of results

v;as

that the average yes_ RT to SS

1

fell consistently

below the best fitting linear function to the data (see also
Aube

&

1970).

Murdock, 1974; Clifton, 1973; Clifton

&

Birenbaum,

In a second study, Sternberg used a fixed set pro-

cedure with SSs 1, 2, and

4.

The only differences in the

second set of findings from those of the first study were
lower intercepts (presumably due to the extra practice
as

noted above) and no deviant SS

1

point.

Sternberg (1968)

also reported the absence of serial position effects (SPE)
in his data.

That is, when yes RTs were plotted as a func-

tion of the position of the probe in the list, the functions
were flat.
In the studies reported above, SS was confounded with

the probability of a specific stimulus occurring.
1,

2,

and

4

For SSs

the probability that a particular stimulus would

occur was 4/15, 2/15, and 1/15 respectively.

Since in the

RT literature, RTs to less frequently occurring items have

consistently been found to be slower than RTs to

m^ore

fre-

quently occurring ones, it was possible that this stimulus

probability effect could have been responsible for the observed SS effect.
SSs of

1

and

2

To test this, Sternberg (1963) used target

and varied the number of nontarget item.s by

presenting both sets to subjects in a fixed set procedure.
When RTs were plotted as a function of negative SS (and so
also probability) they were flat for both response types,

implying that stimulus probability (at least for nontargets)
could not account for the SS effects. v;hile the above

methodological differences, and the fact that positive stimulus probability was not manipulated, suggest that these

conclusions must be considered tentative, results from other

studies which avoid these problems will be
reported later
v;hich support these conclusions.

Sternberg interpreted his results as consistent
with the
notion that the probe item is compared with each of

the items

in memory in a serial manner, with the equality
of the posi-

tive and negative slopes implying that the scan was
exhaustive.

The slope of the functions then gave the time necessary

for a single comparison to take place.

Although the idea of

an exhaustive scanning process lacks intuitive appeal, there

are conditions under which an exhaustive scan would be more

efficient than one which was self-terminating (Sternberg,
1968).

This can be seen by noting that in order to- terminate

the scan, it miust be decided that a com.parison has resulted
in a m.atch.

It would therefore be necessary to make such a

decision after each comparison, rather than just once after
all comparisons had been completed, as could be done in an

exhaustive scan.

If this decision tim^e was long relative to

the com.pariscn tim.e, or if switching from the comparison to
the decision mode (and back) took a relatively long time,

then the time spent per memory set item in a self -terminating

process could be far greater than that spent in an exhaustive
scanning process.

This could then result in the average

self-terminating scan time being

miuch

longer than the average ex-

haustive scan time, even though only half as

m.any items,

the average, were being scanned in the former case.

on

Because

of the equality of slopes between the fixed and varied set

7

procedures, Sternberg also concluded that practice
did not
affect the scan rate.

Sternberg emphasized five procedural points which might
limit the generality of these findings.

First, one of the

response classes must be consistently smaller than the other.
Second, class miembers must be assigned arbitrarily.
the subjects should be relatively unpracticed.

Third,

Fourth, per-

formance should be essentially error free (Sternberg's subjects performed at a

1

to

2

percent error rate).

And fifth,

the subjects should not have access to the next probe item

until after their response to the current one.
The general pattern of results from the basic Sternberg

paradigm appear to be reasonably robust over

a

wide variety

of stimuli including 2- and 3-digit numbers (Scheirer
ley, 197^; Swanson, Johnsen,

&

Briggs

&

Han-

1972), random forms

,

(Sternberg, 1968; Swanson, 197^), pictures (Banks

&

Fariello,

197^), faces (Sternberg, 1968), colors (Williams, 1971),

phonemes (Foss
1969; Clifton

&
&

Dowell, 1971), letters (Chase

&

Calfee,

Tash, 1973; Corballis, Roldan,

&

Zbrodoff,

Atkinson, 1972; Okada

&

Burrows,

197^; Darley, Klatzky,

&

197^; Raeburn, 197^; Wlngfield

(Burrows
&

&

i

Branca, 1970), and words

Okada, 1973, 197^; Clifton

Craik, 1971; Okada

1973)

&

&

2=

Tash, 1973; Kirsner

Burrows, 1973; Wescourr

&

Atkinson,

as well as the single digits originally used.

In

addition, in some studies the stimuli have been presented

auditorily (Burrows

&

Okada, 197^; Chase

&

Calfee, 1969;

8

Corcoran et al

.

,

1971; Darley et al.

1972; Poss

,

&

1971; Raeburn, 1974), again with similar results.

Dowell,

Cavanagh

(1972) has proposed that the rate at which any of the various

types of items can be scanned, at least for relatively
un-

practiced subjects, varies directly with the proportion of
STM occupied by an item of that type, as measured by the
inverse of the memory span for that material.

This is equi-

valent to saying that the time required to process a full

memory load (approximately 250 msec) is independent of the
type of material being processed, a

finding consistent with

the notion of a fixed limited capacity processing system.
As we shall see later, other factors such as the type and

amount of practice received and the method of assigning
items to the positive and negative sets can also affect the

scan rate.

Sternberg (in press) has cited a number of studies in-

dicating that subjects of different ages, as well as groups
such as schizophrenics and alcoholics, show functions similar
to college aged normals except for generally higher inter-

Only aphasics showed any qualitative differences, in

cepts.

that their data was consistent with a slow self-terminating

process.

Several other studies (Klatzky, Juola,

1971; Klatzky

field

&

&

Smith, 1972; Wingfield

&

&

Atkinson,

Bolt, 1970; Wing-

Branca, 1970) have shown data consistent with an ex-

haustive search when the items in the TS are presented sim^ul-

taneously rather than sequentially.

Several studies have employed sets of letters
or digits
with up to 12 or 15 items (Corballis
lis et al., 1974; Wingfield

&

&

Miller, 1973; Corbal-

Branca, 1970).

Because of

manipulations of other variables, the RT functions for the
two Corballis studies differed systematically from
those pre-

dicted by a serial exhaustive scan m.odel.

However the third

study did show the predicted results for up to 12 letters.
The data also indicated that for items in a class of limited
size such as digits

^

when the SS exceeds half the size of the

class subjects are able to scan the complement of the TS,

producing inverted U-shaped RT functions.
Using what he called the additive factor method Stern-

berg (1969a, 1969b) has produced evidence for a four stage

model of the recognition process.

The additive factor m.ethod

assumes that a succession of functional stages intervene between the presentation of a probe and the classif icatory response.

The stages are assumed to be independent so that a

change in the RT distribution of one stage does not affect
those of the other stages.

The RT distributions of the

stages are also assumed to be stochastically independent so
that the overall properties of the RT distribution of the

process can oe obtained through convoluting the distributions
of the component stages (see also Taylor, 197^).

From these

properties it follows that if two experimental variables,
called factors, affect

a

stage in common, then these factors

should be found to interact in an analysis of variance.

10

Similarly, if

tv;o

factors affect different stages their ef-

fects should be additive.^

The factorial experiments Stern-

berg conducted led to the identification of four separate
stages in the reaction process:

1)

a stimulus encoding

stage affected by factors such as stimulus quality;

a

2)

serial exhaustive comparison stage affected by factors such
as SS;

3)

a binary decision,

or response selection, stage

affected by variables such as response type; and

a trans-

^)

lation and response organization stage affected by factors
such as the relative frequencies of the response types.
The factors indicated as affecting the different stages

were found to be additive with each other in all cases but
one.

Sternberg (1967b) manipulated stimulus quality by using

a superimposed checkerboard pattern to create a degradation
(D)

condition, and ran subjects for two sessions.

In the

first session the slope in the D condition was 2\% greater

than that for the non-D condition, implying that the D factor

v/as

affecting both the encoding and comparison stages.

However, the functions were parallel in session two.

In

both sessions the intercept of the D function was about 65
msec higher than the non-D function.

Sternberg concluded

that degradation had its primary effect on the encoding

stage, but can affect the comparison process indirectly as
well,- early in practice, due to residual degradation (see

footnote 1).

He attributed the disappearance of the effect

to the encoding operation becoming more efficient at removing

degradation rather than the scanning stage becoming
less
sensitive to it.

If the latter were the case, he argued,

the increase in efficiency of the comparison process
would

be reflected in a slope change in the non-D condition over

sessions, which did not occur.

While this argument rules

out any general increase in the efficiency of the scan pro-

cess over sessions, it does not rule out the possibility
that the scan became more efficient for degraded items, with
the encoded form of the probe remaining unchanged.

This

argument, however, does seem less plausible than Sternberg's

Smith CI968) reported a study by Chase and Posner in

which the stimulus quality was m.anipulated by changing the
discriminability among the stimuli by varying visual similarity.

As discriminability decreased, RT correspondingly

Increased due to an increase in the SS slope.

Johnsen and

Briggs (1973) used a visual noise pattern to degrade their
stimuli, while also varying SS and the number of simultan-

eously presented probes (NP), requiring subjects to respond
yes if any of the probes was in the TS

.

They found a SS x

NP interaction implying that both of these variables were

operating at the central comparison stage.
Sternberg, they obtained no S3

x D

However, like

interaction and only a

very slight NP x D effect, and so concluaed that stimulus

quality affected a different stage (encoding) than the com-

parison stage.

Wattenbarger and Pachella (1972) also investigated the

12

independence of the encoding and comparison stages.
berg's finding of

a SS X D

Stern-

interaction in session one is also

consistent with the notion that the SS demands on STM
influence the operation of the encoding stage rather than
the

other way around.

If the time to encode a probe depends on

the amount of STM capacity available, then increasing SS

would decrease the amount of capacity left to encode the
probe and so increase encoding time.

Thus SS could affect

both the encoding and comparison stages.

To test this, V/at-

tenbarger and Pachella presented subjects in one group with
from

1

to

5

letters on each trial.

This was followed on a

random half of the trials by a letter probe to which subjects
responded normally by pushing one of two buttons in front of
them located to the left and right of center.

On the other

half of the trials (CRT) an arrow appe8.red pointing to one of
the buttons requiring that response.

procedure control was also run.

A normal varied set

The results fromi the normal

and control conditions were similar with all SS functions

parallel, but lower intercepts for the control groups.
CRT functions were parallel and flat.

The

Since the CRT trials

were unaffected by SS it was concluded that m.emory load did
not affect encoding time, as Sternberg had suggested.

The

intercept aifferences were attributed to decision processes

associated with discriminating trial types.
The overall conclusions to be drawn concerning the

separation of the encoding and comparison stages seem clear.
There is ample evidence for two separate stages which, de-

13

pending on stimulus quality, amount of practice,
and method
of degradation production, may not be totally
Independent.
For low levels of practice and degraded stimuli,
the output

from the encoding stage, can be of low enough quality
to slow
down the comparison process.

We will return to other effects

of practice and the question of the nature of the
Internal

stimulus representation a bit later.
Two recent studies have raised the issue of whether the

encoding and response selection stages are separate under all
conditions.

Hawkins

et_

al.

(1973) varied stimulus and re-

sponse frequencies, S-R compatibility, and practice in a
2CRT task.

Doth stimulus and response frequency interacted

with S-R compatibility, with the size of the effects decreasing with practice.

They concluded that both stimulus and re-

sponse frequency effects occur in the response selection
stage, or that under CRT conditions stimulus identification
is response selection.

The model they proposed is one in

v;hlch the stimulus analysis stage of processing is comprised

of a series of gating and leveling operations v/hich are inde-

pendent of any relative frequency-induced performance changes.
As the analysis progresses, S-R counters for the stimulus and

those associated with it through generalization are incremented.

Response retrieval occurs when responses become

available through one or more of the counters reaching their
present critical values, and the response execution stage
then operates.

Within this framework there really is no

1^

distinction between stimulus identification and response
selection.
A similar conclusion was reached by Kirsner (1972).

presented subjects with

1

to

4

She

items in a varied set pro-

cedure, but her dependent variable was simply the time to

name the probe item on each trial.

She also manipulated item

type (word or letter), TS presentation m.ode (visual or audi-

tory

— probes

were always visual), and TS presentation rate

and probe delay (which are irrelevant to the present discussion, and had no effects in any event).

Kirsner constructed

a measure of the facilitation of RTs to target probes over

nontargets separately for each cell in the design, taking
serial position into account.

She found that facilitation

was greater for words than letters, that facilitation de-

creased as SS increased, and that it also decreased as the

distance (in serial positions) between the probe and the ap-

propriate TS item increased.
fects.

Presentation mode had no ef-

The data were interpreted in terms of Morton's (1970)

logogen model.
gens are primed.

When an item is presented, associated logoV/hen

their activation reaches an appro-

priate level, a response is made available to the response
output device.

Since logogens are lexical in nature, a

stronger effect was expected for words than for letters.
The logogen being abstract, no modality effects are expected,

and since the activation level decreases over time the ob-

tained SFEs are also predicted.

If it is assumed that a

,

.
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limited amount of priming energy is available,
then as SS increases both attention and energy must be
distributed over
more logogens

,

hence decreasing the amount of facilitation

each one can be expected to show.

The logogen model, like

the model proposed by Hawkins et al.

,

m.akes no valid dis-

tinction between perceptual and response processes, so
the
two can be considered functionally equivalent.

These results

question the Independence of the encoding, response selection, and comparison processes, which in turn raises doubts

about the use of the slope and intercept of the SS-RT func-

tion to estimate param.eters of the scan model.
sti-11

The question

remains, however, because of procedural differences

between these studies and the recognition

m.em.ory

task, if

these findings can be directly applied to the memory scan

situation

The Issue of a Serial vs. a Parallel Scan

,

and the Selectivity of the Memory Search

Theio? and his coworkers (Theios, 1972; Theios et al
1973; Theiob

&

.

Walter, 197^) have questioned the appropriate-

ness of a serial exhaustive scan in the com.parison process.

Sternberg based his arguments for an exhaustive scan on two
main points:

first, the equality of the slopes for the

positive and negative functions.

A self -terminating scan

would predict the slope of the positive function to be half
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that of the negative function since on the average
only half
as many items would be scanned before a response
was emitted.

His second point was the absence of SPEs in his
data.

In

the case of an exhaustive scan, RT would be
independent of

the position in which a match occurred (for any given
SS),

since a response is only given after all items have been compared.

In the case of a self-terminating scan, RT should in-

crease linearly with the serial position of the matching
item, as long as subjects scanned consistently from the

first item to the last.

However, if the scan began at a

random position in the memory list (as might happen if subjects sequentially rehearsed the list, beginning their scan

with the item which they were rehearsing at the time the
probe was presented) the self-terminating model would also

predict flat serial position functions.

Taken together the

parallel functions and flat SPEs led Sternberg to favor the

exhaustive scan model.
Theios presented a self-terminating scan model which

could also predict linear and parallel SS functions as well
as no SPEs.
a-nd

The m.odel assumes that all items, both positive

negative, are stored in memory each along with its ap-

propriate response.

STM consists of an ri-slot buffer (N

varying with instructions and task demands, but usually
equal to the current SS), with new items entering the buffer
from the top pushing down the items already there.

Items

already residing in the buffer can move up in position with
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some probability following their presentation
as a probe.

This probability is greater for positive items.

Thus the

more frequently and recently an item occurs, the
higher it
will be, on the average, in the push down stack
(PDS).
When
a probe item appears, the PDS is searched
from the top down
in a serial self-terminating manner, with the
associated re-

sponse being executed if a match is found.

If no match is

found, items in LTM are searched in parallel with a response

finally being emitted.

In later versions of the model, the

PDS and LTM searches occur simultaneously.

The model also

postulates a separate PDS holding response output (RO) programs, which operates in the same manner as the S-R PDS.

The m.odel predicts that for SSs of four or less the RT func-

tions will be essentially parallel and linear, while if SSs

larger than four are used the functions will be non-linear
and non-parallel.

It also predicts that RT will increase

linearly with the buffer position of the m.atch (and the response in the RO buffer), which in turn depends on stimulus
and response probabilities and sequences.
The model thus predicts probability and sequential ef-

fects for both positive and negative items, and can predict
a stimulus

probability

x

response type interaction with an

appropriate choice of parameter values.

More importantly,

because of the probabilistic dependencies of the PDS, the
model predicts probability effects due to the scanning stage,
and thus a stimulus probability x SS interaction.

The

I
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Sternberg model can only account for such probability
effects
by attributing them to the encoding stage,
and thus predicts
no such interaction.
Some of the interactions predicted
by

the Theios model are small in magnitude.

Since a Type II

error would favor the Sternberg model, the large RT
variances
and small numbers of subjects in many additive factor studies

would fail to support the Theios model.

The studies Theios

and his colleagues ran employed, in some cases, four times
the subjects and twice the trials of other studies to over-

come these difficulties.

Theios also removed the individual stimulus probabilitySS

confounding which existed in the Sternberg studies

by

keeping the positive and negative SSs equal and equating individual stimulus probabilities across target SSs.

Using

these constraints and a fixed set procedure Theios' studies

confirmed the model's predictions of:

non-parallel and non-

linear SS functions; stimulus and response probability and

sequential effects; and the important stimulus probability
SS interaction.

x

No stimulus probability x response type ef-

fect was found so parameters were adjusted accordingly, and
a Monte Carlo method was used to generate good quantitative

fits of the model to the data.

Although it was not demon-

strated, it was claimied that the model could handle unequal

positive and negative SSs.
Smith, Chase, and Smith (1973) found both stimulus and

response repetition effects using a 2CRT task in which ITI
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was also manipulated.

effects

v;ere

For adjacent trials both repetition

significant and decreased as ITI increased.

But on both adjacent and nonadjacent trials
the effects were

primarily due to stimulus rather than response
repetition.
In addition, some of the effects did not
decrease with ITI.

They interpreted this pattern of results as
supporting
Theios'

self-terminating model rather than a trace delay

model, with rehearsal during the ITI affecting the items'

positions in the PDS.

This predicts that as ITI increases

the stack is more likely to be perturbed and so less likely
to reflect stim.ulus recency effects.

Krueger (1970), using only SS

4

in a fixed set proce-

dure, varied probe probability for both positive and negative

items.

Ke found that more probable stim^uli of both types

were responded to faster, but that the function

v/as

a

loga-

rithmic one for targets and a linear one for nontargets.
Thus a stimulus probability x response type interaction was

found as the Theios model is capable of predicting.

Although

he did not favor one model over the other, he found his data

consistent with either a trace strength m.odel or a serial

self-terminating scan model which has only the most frequent
nontargets on the scanned list along with the targets (as is
the case with the Theios model).-

Miller and Pachella (1973), keeping positive and negative
SSs

constant at four items in a fixed set procedure, varied

stimulus probability and stimulus contrast.

2

They obtained a
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stimulus probability x contrast interaction,
but no probability X response r.ype effect. These
results support
Sternberg's model.

Klatzky and Smith (1972) criticized Theios et
on two bases.

First, SS and stimulus probability

al_.

v;ere

(1973)

not

manipulated factorially and second, the fixed set procedure
used could have confounded probability and recency
effects.

Klatzky and Smith ran their subjects in a

3,

4.

or

5

item

varied set procedure (subject paced, with simultaneous TS

presentation) and on some trial blocks designated one of the
targets as more likely to be probed than the others.

They

found no evidence of a probability x either SS or response
type interaction, but their findings overall did not support

either a serial exhaustive or self-terminating model.

Biederman and Stacy (197^) suggested that in studies in

which the positive and negative SSs are equal subjects could
have varied the set v/hich they scanned from trial to trial.
If the conditions are such that subjects cannot readily de-

termine the negative set on each trial (as for example in a

varied set procedure using a fast presentation rate and a
short probe delay), the subjects may scan the TS consistently

even if it is larger.

To remove this possible artifact from

the Theios procedure, they varied stimulus probability and SS

orthogonally in a fixed set procedure where the TS was much
smaller than the non-TS in each block.

They obtained only a

stimulus probability x response type interaction.

This is
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at odds with the Sternberg and Miller
and Pachella findings

since it places the probability effect
in the decision rather
than the encoding stage.
Biederman and Stacy argued that the

method that Miller and Pachella used to
produce
contrast condition (see footnote

2)

^their low

might have induced sub-

jects to employ a response selection strategy
biased toward

high probability stimuli, thus invalidating their
findings.
However, the failure to find the critical probability

x SS

interaction fails to support the Theics model as well.

Although Theios and several others (Okada

&

Burrows,

197^; Raeburn, 197^) have found the predicted probability x
SS effect the studies above have failed to confirm it

also

Briggs, Johnsen,

&

(see

Shinar, 197^), and the one study

which has m.anipulated SS and removed some of the possible
confoundings in Theios' procedure has also failed to replicate it.

The possibility must remain that this finding is

an artifact.

It is also possible that,

at least under cer-

tain conditions, a single mechanism such as the one proposed
by Kirsner (1972) or Hawkins et al.

(1973) is responsible

for both encoding and response selection, rather than a

series of separable s-ages.

Thus, even if the interaction

in question can be substantiated it could not be taken

as.

providing unqualified support for the Theios model.
Sternberg (in press), as well as others (Okada
rows, 197^1; Shiffrin

&

&

Bur-

Schneider, 197^), have suggested se-

veral other problems with the Theios model.

The assumption
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that each item, both positive and
negative, is stored in memory along with its response may be viable
for the fixed set

procedure, where even if the negative items
are not explicitly defined the subject has time to deduce
them.
But in the

varied set procedure, especially with rapid TS
presentation
and short probe delay, the subject cannot have
tir.e to form
the negative item associations. While the model
predicts

probability and SS effects and parallel SS functions when
the
positive and negative SSs are equal, nonparallel functions
are predicted when they are unequal.

By adjusting several

parameters the functions can be made more nearly parallel,
but not while producing no effects of nontarget SS.

Finally,

observed RT distributions violate several properties predicted by self-terminating models.

For one, observed RT

variances increase faster, relative to the

m^ean,

than is

predicted by some of these m.odels (Sternberg, 196^).
second example, no matter

v/hat

As a

the positive SS there should

always be some probability that the first comparison in the
PDS yields a miatch.

This implies that the minimum of the RT

distribution should be invariant with positive SS
data contradict this.

,

but the

Further discussion of this topic is

beyond the scope of this paper, but for

a

complete account

see Sternberg, 1973.

The above discussion of self-terminating search is not

meant to imply that an exhaustive search always occurs.

Later

some .results will be presented showing conditions under which
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search is selective or partially self-terr.inat
ing

now

.

However,

would like to describe two sets of results
which begin
to examine some conditions very close to
the basic paradigm
which show evidence of a self-terminating search.
Sternberg
I

(1968, 1969c) has reported three studies involving
retrieval

of contextual information from memory.

jects were shown from
cedure.

3

to

7

In the first, sub-

digits using the varied set pro-

The probe was always in the list, but the subjects

were to respond with the spoken name of the digit following
the probe digit in the list.

Although errors increased with

list length up to about 25^ at SS 7, RT was a linear function
of SS with a slope of about 124 msec/digit.^

There were also

strong linearly increasing SFEs suggesting a self-terminating
scan from the beginning of the list.

Although SPE functions

varied somewhat across subjects indicating mixtures of strategies, the results indicated that when not only the presence
but the location of an item is needed, the scan changes from
a fast exhaustive one to a slow self-terminating one. Due to

the high error rates in the first study it was repeated, but
this time the list

v;as

presented from

1

to

3

times on each

trial v;ith a recall test required on all but the last pre-

sentation (thus no recall was required when the list

presented only once).

was.

As the number of list presentations

per trial increased the error rate decreased, but there was
no systematic change in the RT function.

Thus the results in

the first study cannot be attributed to speed-accuracy trade

.

2k

offs.

The above two studies differ from the
typical memory

scanning study in one important way other than
the type of
information required. The response involved recall
rather
than recognition.
This difference was exam.ined in a third
study in which subjects saw from

using a varied set procedure.

3

to

6

digits on each trial

The lists were presented

twice to reduce the error rates from the first study.

These

were followed by a pair of consecutive digits from the list

which were either in the same or the reverse order from which
they appeared in the list.
ervt

order.

The response was same or differ-

Although the intercept for reverse order pairs

was about 255 msec higher than for

samie

order pairs, the

functions were linear and parallel with the same slopes as
in the two earlier studies.

The SPEs were again linearly in-

creasing as predicted by the self-terminating model.

Thus

under recall and recognition, for same and different order

responses, there is evidence for a slow self-terminating
scan

Gutschera (1972), using a varied set procedure, presented subjects with from

1

to

5

digits simultaneously in a

linear array, followed by a probe v/hich was repeated in each
of the originally occupied spatial positions.

Several probe

delay intervals were used and in a second study repeated
list items were allowed, but the results to be reported were

unaffected by delay and are only for trials on which no list
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item was repeated.

Error rates were high with larger list

lengths reaching 22% under some conditions. Positive
SS 1 RTs
were extremely fast and linear functions fit
to the data
from SSs

2

to

5

shewed approximately the 2;1 negative to

positive slope ratio predicted by a self-terminating
model.
The sPEs were U-shaped, but the effect was not
consistently
significant for all SSs.

The results were found to be con-

sistent with a middle outward self-terminating search strategy, sometimes starting out toward the left and sometimes to

the right.

If a match was not found in the first half of the

list, the scan returned to the m.iddle of the list taking some

unit time and proceeded through the remaining portion of the
-L

^O

O

•

A

number of studies have used memory lists containing

items from two or

m;ore

distinct conceptual categories, the

idea being to see if subjects could use the list structure to

reduce their RTs by searching only selected categories.
group of studies (Naus, 197^; Maus

et_ al_.

,

1972; Okada

One

Bur-

&

rows, 1973) using words categorized by semantic properties

found evidence for both exhaustive and self-terminating
scans.

The model proposed to account for the results, called

the random entry model, suggests that a subject randomly

.

selects one of the list categories without replacement, and
does a serial exhaustive scan of the items within it while

comparing the probe category name to the name of the category
being searched.

If an item match is found, or if no item
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match is found but the category names match, a
positive or
negative response, respectively, is emitted. If
neither of
these occurs, another category is sampled and the
process is

repeated until a response can be made.

The search across

categories is thus self-terminating, while within categories
it is exhaustive.

In the Okada and Burrows study this same

pattern of results was obtained whether or not the subject
was cued on each trial as to which category was to be probed.

When a probe word was presented which did not belong to any
of the list categories, the RT function was found to be flat.

These results clearly show that subjects are able to

m^ake

use of categorical information to reduce their RTs, but there
is a limit to the use that can be made of such information.

Naus found that, contrary to the Okada and Burrows finding,
if subjects were given an auditory cue of the name of the

category to be probed, they were able to restrict their

search to the

item.s in that one

category.

However, when the

cue was discontinued even after extensive practice with it,

subjects reverted back to the random entry search.
Tv;c

other studies using words (Koma, 1973) and letters

on backgrounds of various colors (Williams, 1971) also found

evidence of selective search, although the structure of the
searches implied by these studies was somewhat different from
the random, entry search above.

These studies concluded that

subjects do an exhaustive scan of the name of the probed category.

Homa found that these two scan rates were about the
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same while Williams found the category
scan to be slightly
faster.
Both studies found essentially flat RT
functions for

probes drawn from categories not from the memory
list.
A study by Kam.insky and DeRosa
(1972) also provides some

qualified support for selective memory search
using letters
and digits as the two categories.
They presented
subjects

with TSs of

6

items divided 3-3 or 4-2, which were grouped

by item type on half of the trials.

On half of the trials

for both grouped and nongrouped lists the probe was
preceded

by a cue as to the item type to be probed.

When a cue was

present the data were consistent with an exhaustive search of
only the items of the

sam.e

type as the probe.

Having the

list grouped reduced RT slightly, primarily for positive SS
2.

When no cue was present, about half of the subjects ap-

peared to perform an exhaustive search of the entire list.
The remaining subjects showed data implying a mixture of

selective and nonselective exhaustive search strategies.
However, in this noncue condition grouping retarded RTs, in-

creasing only the Intercepts of all functions.
Atkinson, Herrmann, and Wesccurt (197^) described several studies of recognition memory for lists of semantically

categorized words held in LTM.

One study, which used lists

of two categories with 2,

5

3,

or

items/category, found that

subjects did not use selective search strategies.

A second

study run at Stanford using two category lists of 10, 15, or
20 items/category found that subjects did use category in-
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formation to reduce RT.

Since in their labs previous studies

had indicated that the category scan rate
was one third of
the scan rate within a category, they
concluded that with
small sets the slovrer scan rate made a selective
scan inefficient.

However, the studies cited above found the scan

rates to be equal or lower for the category scan.

It remains

to be seen whether procedural differences can account
for

these discrepancies.

A third study presented subjects with

strings of letters and digits groups together with from
3

items of each type.

1

to

The data implied that subjects scanned

all items exhaustively, regardless of type.

This conclusion

must be tempered by the concurrent finding that positive SS

slopes were significantly greater than negative slopes,

which is at odds with any sim.ple exhaustive scan model.
Morin et
Item in the TS
ity.

al^.

,

(196?) used spatial position to isolate one

but failed to find any evidence of selectiv-

Burrows and Okada (197^) used a pause in the spoken

presentation of

a list of

digits (Experiment T) or words (Ex-

periments II and III) to segment TSs.

Subjects appeared to

scan the lists exhaustively, treating the pause as though it

were an additional

probe to indicate

iteia.
v\fhich

When a cue was used before the
segment of the list was to be probed,

and the pause always occurred half-way through the list, some

evidence of selectivity was observed.

The model which the

authors proposed to account for the search structure in this

situation involved a race between an exhaustive scan of the
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entire list and a self-terminating scan, of
the sort proposed by Naus et al. which required additional
time for
list segmentation to be carried out.
,

Lively (1972) and Lively and Sanford
(1972) used lists
of either all letters or all digits, but
probes could be of
either type.

'

Subjects were unable to make efficient use of

the information as to probe type to respond quickly
without

processing individual TS items.

RTs to probes of the oppo-

site type Increased with SS in both studies, although only
at about half the rate of probe items of the same type
as the

TS.

Finally, a study by Briggs and Swanson (1969) indicated

that words

r.ay

be organized in memory into ensembles based on

frequency of occurrence in the language, with ensembles being

entered directly and searched exhaustively.
Taken as a v/hole these studies provide am.ple evidence
that subjects can make use of list organization to restruc-

ture memory search to be more efficient, although not opti-

mally efficient.

While it is possible that pre probe cues

may help direct the search, this may depend both on the type
of miaterial used and the m.ethod of list segmentation.

Whether a self-terminating scan can be employed may depend
upon the total size of the memory set and the relative rates
of exhaustive vs.

self-terminating scans*

Sternberg (in

press) has presented evidence that individual subjects whose
data display the properties of a self-terminating comparison

process scan at a fraction of the rate of subjects whose data
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display the properties of an exhaustive scan.

A final pos-

sibility is that variations in procedure such as
presentation
rate and probe delay, as well as pretraining with
stimulus

materials and grouping techniques, may also prove to be
de-

termining factors.

Search Involving Multi-Item Probe Displays

Another manipulation which has been effective in showing
variations in search procedures is the presentation of multiitem probe displays.

with

1,

or

2,

simultaneous targets followed after one

h

second by either
items.

Nickerson (1966) presented subjects

1,

2,

or

4

simultaneously presented probe

The number of items common to the two sets varied

between zero and the number of

item.s in the

smaller of the

two sets, with a positive response required if the two sets

had any items in common.

When either set contained only one

item, the other set was searched exhaustively (at about

equal rates).

Hov/ever, over the study as a v/hole, KT varied

inversely with the num.ber of items common to the two sets.
RT was also found to be no longer to respond yes when both
sets had
2

item.s

H

all of which m.atched than v/hen each set had

items both of which matched (Mickerson, 1972).

This evid-

ence led Nickerson to conclude that neither of the sets was

searched exhaustively.
with from

1

to

4

Sternberg (1967a) presented subjects

digits using a varied set procedure, while
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varying the probe display size from
than one target present.

1

to

3

with never more

His data indicated that the memory

items were scanned exhaustively, while the
display item scan
was self-terminating but at about the same
rate.
Flat SPEs
for both sets confirmed the exhaustive memory
scan and im-

plied a random starting point for the display scan.
Burrows and Murdock (1969) used target SSs of from
3

digits and display sizes of from

and varied set procedures.

3

to

1

to

items in both fixed

6

Their data suggested self-term-

inating scans in both the TS and the display, although the

relative slopes of some of the conditions argued against this

interpretation.
Bolt

and

Procedure had no effects.

V/ingfield and

(1970) used a varied set procedure with SSs of 1, 2, 4,
6

and display sets of

1

to

3

items.

Subjects responded

yes when any (OR) or when all (AND) of the items were common
to the two sets, with one probe item memory search was ex-

haustive.

With

two or three probes

t;he

data v;ere mixed,

with search being self-terminating in either or both sets in
both the OR and AND conditions.

presented subjects with

^

to

6

Baumgarte and DeRosa (1973)
digits followed by a probe

pair, and required a yes response only when both probes were
in the TS

.

Yes RTs were faster than no RTs when one item

differed, but

no_

RTs when both items were different were the

faste st and slopes were unequal.

In addition, when both

probes were from the list RTs were faster if the probes occurred in the same order as in the list, and as the number
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of serial positions separating the two
list items increased,
RT to say ^es increased to a point and
then decreased. No

explanation was given for these findings, but
clearly any
scanning model would have difficulty accounting
for them,

^^.ile a

self-terminating model might handle the distance ef-

fects, the order effect seems to require

som.e

more wholistic

notion of the unit which is compared.
A somewhat different pattern of findings was obtained
by

Sternberg and Scarborough (I969) in a variation of the multiple probe procedure which they called simulated visual
search.

A fixed

set procedure was used, but instead of the

probes being presented simultaneously, a series of 20 probes,
each replacing its predecessor in the same spatial position,
was presented at a rate of about 14 digits/second (about 70

msec/item).

Only one item could be a target, and targets

occurred on two-thirds of the trials.

Only yes responses

were required as soon as a subject detected a target.

RT was

a linear function of SS, with about the same slope as in the

usual memory scanning study.

RT did not increase with the

target's position in the 20 item sequence as might be ex-

pected if the subjects were doing a com.pletely serial search,
and error rates sim^ilarly did not increase as might be ex-

pected if subjects stopped the memory scan for the current
item as soon as a new one appeared.

They concluded that each

probe item was being compared with the items in the TS in a
serial exhaustive manner, but that successive probes were
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processed In parallel.

The perceptually demanding nature of

this task indicated that the processing system is
capable of
at least partially parallel processing of items.

It is as

though multiple channels were processing items in the probe
series in parallel, with each channel processing items coming

through it according to the serial additive stages model.

Experiment

2,

in the second part of this paper, will present

some additional evidence that under these visual search con-

ditions parallel processing is possible due to the rapid
nature of the exhaustive scanning process.

However, the use

of the information accumulated in the scan stage by the later

decision and response processes appears to be controlled by
a

serial central processing unit.

Speed/Accuracy Effects
A number of studies have investigated the effects of

manipulating the speed/accuracy set given to subjects in
memory scanning task.

a

Sternberg (in press) has stated that

a speed set at the cost of accuracy

(up to about 10% er-

rors) changes the slope and shape of the RT functions very
little.

Briggs and Swanson (1970) and Swanson and Briggs

(1969) have reported results which supoort this, showing

that stressing speed over accuracy serves only to decrease
the intercept of the RT function.

Lively (1970) also found

that intercepts were lower under speed instructions, although
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his data also showed a nonsignificant 21% slope
reduction.
The presence of a speed/accuracy x response type
interaction

placed the effect at least partially in the response selection stage.

The decrease of this interaction with practice

while the speed/accuracy main effect remained unchanged also

placed the effect in the encoding stage.

Lively concluded

that speed/accuracy affects both the encoding and response

decision stages, with the effects upon the latter decreasing

with practice.
Briggs and Swanson, and Swanson and Briggs, attributed

their speed/accuracy effect to the encoding stage, postulating that subjects read less information off the icon under

speed set thereby reducing the duration of this stage.

Coots

and Johnston (1972) questioned this conclusion, and tested
it by running conditions where the probe was masked by a

visual noise field under both speed and accuracy sets.

They

argued that if the sensory read-out explanation was correct,
the mask would force a brief read-out under both sets de-

creasing the intercept difference under the mask conditions

producing

a

mask

x

speed/accuracy interaction.

Their results

showed the usual lower intercept under speed instructions as
well as a lower slope and no main effect of masking upon in-

tercepts, although there was an effect on overall RTs for

masked conditions to be slower.

Their subjects also gave

confidence ratings (CR) on each trial of the correctness of
their responses, prior to receiving feedback.

The CRs for
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errors were divided into two categories:

—a

high

CP.

preperoeptual (PRE)

to an incorrect response, and
postperceptual

(POST)— a low CR to an incorrect response.

PRE errors were

not influenced by the speed/accuracy set, but
POST errors

were higher for the speed set. Masking increased
PRE errors.
Coots and Johnston claimed that if a speed set
was really

cutting short the read-out from the icon, subjects should
make more PRE errors under speed conditions, as under the

mask condition. While their conclusions are consistent with
these error data, they do not follow necessarily from them.
It

is possible that

subjects can sense when their icon read-

out is inadequate and keep their CRs low.

The overall con-

clusions were that the slope reduction for the speed condition was a spurious result, since it disagreed with the re-

plicated findings in the Briggs experiments.

However, the

trend for masking to increase RT when they claimed that

Briggs would have to predict that it would reduce it, along

with the CR error data suggested that the speed/accuracy effect should be located in the response decision stage.

Per-

haps this could be due to a rechecking of the outcome of the
com.parison stage under accuracy set, the duration of which

would be constant across GSs.

Before accepting these con-

clusions it should be noted that the data from this study are
extrem.ely variable, with what appear to be obvious differ-

ences in the RT plots sometimes being nonsignificant.

A re-

plication is needed, with modifications in the CR procedure

.
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to eliminate the possibility of subjects
manipulating their

ratings as suggested above, before these results
can be taken

seriously
«

Serial Position Effects
As was Indicated earlier, the serial exhaustive scan

model cannot predict SPEs due to the stimulus comparison
stage.

Corballis et al.

(1974), Sternberg (I967), and Wing-

field and Branca (1970) have reported studies showing parallel linearly increasing RT frictions^ with no SPEs in sup-

port of this model (see also Corballis

study (Klatzky et al

.

,

&

Miller, 1973).

1971) has reported parallel linear

functions, but linearly increasing SPEs indicative of
to right self-terminating scan.

deviations

One

a left

While showing a variety of

the parallel linear RT functions of the

from^

serial exhaustive scanning process, a number of studies have

shown recency effects (Aube
1973; Clifton

Kirsner

&

&

Murdock, 197^; Baddeley

Blrenbaum, 1970; Juola

&

al^.

,

1971; Klatzky

primacy and recency effects (Burrows
1967; Corcallis et al

Corrln

&

.

,

&

Atkinson,

&

Smith, 1972), and both

&
&

Okada, 1971; Corbal-

1972; Corcoran

Cunningham, 1973; Morin, DeRose,

Morin, DeRcsa,

Ecob,

Atkinson, 1971;

Cralk, 1971), primacy effects (Klatzky

I97O; Klatzky et

lis,

&

&

&

Ulm, 1967; Raeburn, 197^).

al.

,

1971:

Stultz, 1967;

Clifton and Blr-

enbaum (1970) have suggested that recency SPEs occur pri-
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marily when list items are presented rapidly

(1

the probe delay is short (less than

(See also Forrin

&

Cunningham, 1973.)

2

sec).

They also suggest that a

item/sec) and

2

to

3

item

primary memory store which is not subject to visual masking,
or a one item refreshable image, might be necessary to
ac-

count for some of these effects.

The time parameters of the

SPEs along with the refreshable im.age notion seem to implicate the encoding stage in the production of these phenomena.
In fact, some results from, a study by Kirsner and Craik

(1971) support this contention.
v/hen

They found recency effects

subjects were required only to name the probe in a

varied set procedure which presented eight words to subjects
at a rate of 1 word/sec with a

2

sec probe delay.

It seems

unlikely that a comparison process of the type proposed in
the analogous decision task could be responsible here.

Two other sets of findings seem to argue against this

Porrin and Cunningham used a fixed set procedure

conclusion.

with

3

or

6

riemory itemis, and varied the probe delay from .5

to 3-5 seconds.

Their data showed recency effects at all

probe delays and a one position prim.acy effect at all but the
15 second delay, although the magnitude of the recency effect

decreased as delay increased.
sented

1

to

4

aigits at either

Burrov/s and Okada (1971) pre.'3

sec/item with a

delay or 1.2 sec/item with a 1/2 sec probe delay.

0

sec probe

They found

primacy effects and a one item recency effect at both rates.
They proposed a model which could account for their data and

^
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yet preserve the idea of a serial exhaustive scan.

sumed that a

_s_arrie

They as-

comparison is faster than a different com-

parison, provided that the memory item is in a special high

accessibility (HA) state; the probability of an item being
3n this state varying with serial position.

If the total

capacity for maintaining items in this state is constant for
all set sizes, the observed pattern of results can be predicted.

The one problem with the model was that it suggested

abnormally short com.parison times for same items.

In fact,

if as some data have suggested the recency effect is of

greater magnitude than the scan rate, this model fails completely, predicting negative comparison times.
Aube and Murdock (197^) have suggested

a

model which

will predict many of the effects already mentioned including

recency effects by assuming, as did Clifton and Birenbaum,
that a single item can be held in a short term sensory store
(STSS).

This item is compared first and a response emitted

if a match is found.

If not, STM is scanned exhaustively as

usual. Under short probe delay conditions the model predicts
the RT functions to be parallel and essentially linear.

also predicts that positive RTs for SS

1

will lie below the

best fitting linear function and positive SS

and that SPEs will be recency effects.

It

2

RTs above it,

The predictions cease

to hold if more than one item is assumed in the STSS.

To

test the model Aube and Murdock ran a study planning to mask

all but the last N items in the TS (using a varied set pro-
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cedure) to control the number of items likely
to be available
in the STS3
=

Unfortunately their procedure was such that a

masking stimulus was always presented after the last
list
item eliminating any differential effects they might
have

obtained from earlier masks.
model was incorrect.
et al.

They concluded that the STSS

Eaddeley and Ecob (1973) and Corballis

(1972) suggested trace strength models to handle a

variety of effects including the SPEs already discussed, but
a

further discussion of these models will be postponed until

several other topics have been presented.
One set of results is not only damaging to the exhaustive scanning model, since it simplicates the negative set of

items in the response determination, but seems puzzling within the broader framework of a scan theory.

Morin, DeRosa,

and Stultz (I967) presented subjects with four digits at

sec/digit with a

2

second probe delay.

2

The digits were

either consecutive (closed) or nonconsecut ive (open) and
were presented in either an increasing, decreasing, or ran-

dom order.

RTs were faster to closed than open sets with

both displaying large recency effects and a one
effect for open sets.

item,

primacy

RTs were fastest for the decreasing

order of presentation, and perhaps the most important finding
was that for closed sets negative RTs decreased as the dis-

tance between the probe and the list member nearest in mag-

nitude increased.

However, a second study by Egeth, Marcus,

and Bevan (1972) which employed closed and open sets of
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sizes

1

and 3, failed to replicate this remctenesG
effect for

negative Items in the closed sets,

Murdock (1971) has proposed a parallel scanning model

which can predict several aspects of the data discussed thus
far.

These include parallel functions, SPEs (but not re-

moteness effects) or no serial effects depending on rhe type
of scan assumed, the deviant SS

1

negative intercept difference.

It can also predict a 2:1

point, and the positive-

slope ratio as predicted by self-terminating m.odels.

The

model assumes that all list items are compared in parallel

with the probe, but with time constants which depend on the
items' serial pcsjtions.

The tim.e constants are expressed

as an additive linear primacy effect and a log recency ef-

fect.

If the scan is assumed exhaustive, parallel functions

and no SPEs are predicted, while if it self-terminating the

functions will be only approximately parallel and SPEs will
occur.

By varying the probability of a recheck on negative

trials the model can vary the slope ratio from 2:1 to 1:1

with either type of scan.

The ability of parallel processing

models to predict results equivalent to those predicted by
serial models has become well established in recent years
(see Townsend, 1971,

1972).

For another example of such a

model see Atkinson, Holmbren, and Juola (1969).

Hi

The Nature of the Memory Representation

Memory scanning studies have provided fairly
consistent,
although not very detailed, information on the
characteristics of the encoded representations used in the
recognition
process.

In the Sternberg (1967b) study employing digits

degraded by a checkerboard pattern, it was mentioned earlier
that degradation slowed down the scan process early in
practice, but not later on.

Sternberg interpreted this as indi-

cating that the encoding process became more efficient thus

reducing residual degradation of the encoded form used in the
comparison process.

This indicates that the internal repre-

sentation is an abstracted visual image containing representations of physical properties rather than just the name or
identity of the stimulus.

Clifton and Tash (1973) stressed

the abstractness of the representation finding no differences
in the scanning rates for single letters, 1-, and 3-digit
v;ords.

Since other studies have shown that subvocal recita-

tion slopes increased with syllabic length (cf. Swanson,

Johnsen,

&

Briggs

,

1972) and that same judgment RTs increased

with the number of letters in two strings to be matched, the
equality of the com.parison rates suggested abstract rather
than visual representations.

The increase in the RT function

intercepts they observed for the more complex stimuli indicated that although it did not take any longer to compare the

more complex stimuli, it did take longer to encode them.

^2

Clifton (1973) and Clifton and Birenbaum
(1970) found
positive RTs to SS 1 to be unusually
fast.
In the latter
study this finding was attributed to an
ability

to store a

single item in an uncoded form such as
the Posner, Boise,
Eichelnian, and Taylor

(J

969) refreshable image.

In the for-

mer study Clifton indicated that when a
single target item
is used subjects are able to use the
visual form, focusing
on the item itself.

With more than one item intheTS, the sub-

ject has to use more abstract representations,
focusing at-

tention on some sort of memory entry point to gain access
to
the stored representations.

Swanson, Johnsen, and Briggs (1972) presented results

which shed some light on the relative efficiency of physical
vs.

name matches.

The phenomenon they investigated has been

called the translation effect and arises when the probe in
a memory scan task can be of the same or a different

equivalent) form from the memory items.

(but

They trained sub-

jects extensively on the utilization of 2-digit numbers as
the names for random forms.

A

varied set procedure was em-

ployed in which the mem.ory set, containing stimuli all of
the same form, could be probed by an item of either form.

They found that when the probe and T3 forms differed, slopes
were about one third larger than when they were of the same
form.

'

Positive and negative functions were parallel for name

identity matches, but the negative slope was steeper than the

positive

when a physical match was present.

These results

.

were Interpreted as implying that the memory set was
recoded
to the form of the probe when necessary, but that
after neg-

ative results were obtained on

a

same form trial

a

recheck

was done involving recoding of stimuli to a name level.

The

results also suggest that visual information was used in the

encoded representations in both physical and name identity
conditions, since a recoding effect was found.

If the inter-

nal code was always a name, the form of the probe should not

matter
Burrows and Okada (1973) used

1

to

^

word lists to study

the translation effect, with three groups of subjects in-

structed to respond yes to:
b)

a)

exact physical matches only,

synonyms of list items only, and c) either a) or b).

All

groups showed parallel positive and negative functions with
the slope for Group A being steeper than that of Group B

while Group C's slope was intermediate but having the largest
intercepts.
Group

C

Burrows and Okada proposed that subjects in

formed both a physical and semantic representation

of the probe as indicated by its higher intercept.

The two

encodings were then compared in parallel and exhaustively
each against the appropriate encodings of the TS, with the
faster scan allowing an early response if it produced a
match.

This interpretation is questionable on three grounds.

First, the model that they propose predicts that for Group

C

the negative slope should equal the maximum of the slopes of

Groups A and B, while only the positive slope should equal

their mean.

Second, the data should have been broken
down as

to probe type, at least in Group C, to provide
a more de-

tailed analysis.

Third, it is not clear how a semantic en-

coding of a list item can be compared directly to that
of a
probe which may only be a synonym.

But even granting that

perhaps each encoding activates some common central representation, how plausible Is it for comparisons at this level to
be fast and exhaustive rather than slow and self-terminating

while being done in parallel with a second scan of a similar
nature?

Klatzky and Atkinson (1970) and Klatzky, Juola, and

Atkinson (1971) used letter memory lists with letter, word
or picture probes,

the response being made on the basis of

the first letter of the word or picture
cases.

nam.e

in the latter

Taken together the results of the two studies imply

that subjects are using mixed exhaustive and self-terminating

strategies with no condition showing data totally consistent

with either model.

Scans were faster for letter probes than

for words or pictures and slopes were steeper when probe

types were not blocked.

The data were interpreted as shewing

that subjects tended to use verbal

rather than visual rep-

resentations of stimuli, thus making a self-terminating scan
more efficient with the slower scan rate of verbal material.
Juola and Atkinson (1971) obtained similar results using word

probes which could be exemplars of the semantic categories
Indicated by words in the memory list.

Slopes for such

,
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probes were about four times the slopes of probes physically

matching words in the list.
Clifton, Cruse, and Gutschera (1973), Clifton, Gutschera,

Brewer, and Cruse (19'73), and Cruse and Clifton (1973) in-

vestigated the translation effect in a series of studies using a variety of stimuli and types of associations between

probes and TS items.

All three studies showed the transla-

tion effect of larger slopes on trials where the TS and probe
forms differed, with the intercepts being approximately
equal.

They concluded (as did Swanson, Johnsen,

&

Briggs

1972) that on trials requiring it, subjects translated the
TS serially into the form of the probe, after identifying it.

This was done at the time of the list's presentation.

If

the list presentation rate was too fast to permiit all TS

items to be translated before the probe appeared, those which

had been completed were compared to the probe.

At the same

time the probe was translated and scanned against the original TS.

If either scan finished first with a m.atch, a re-

sponse was emitted immediately.

In several of the experi-

ments the association level between the probes and the TS
was m.anipulated, in an effort to show a more pronounced

slope for the

m.ore

distant associations.

While one study

showed only partial comfirmation of this prediction, a second
found no support for it at all, and a third failed to even

replicate the original translation effect.

A trace strength

theory was finally suggested which related an item's strength
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to rehearsal strategies, which in turn depended upon
memory

load factors,

in order to begin to account for the complex

pattern of results obtained.

But even this model was not

satisfactory.

Kirsner and Craik (1971) used visual and auditory pre-

sentations of both TSs and probes in a 2x2 design and collected both decision and probe naming latency data making the

total design 2x2x2.

Both measures showed RTs to positive

probes were faster than to negative probes under comparable
conditions for all modality combinations, with recency SPEs.
For naming data, only the probe modality had an effect with
the auditory m.ode being superior, while for both m.easures

performance

v;as

auditory mode.

better when both presentations were in the
In a follow up study Kirsner (1972) manipu-

lated presentation rate measuring only naming latencies, and
found it to have no effect on RTs.

The importance of the

probe modality over that of the TS, along with the irrelevance of the rate variable, suggested that the priming effect

which facilitated RTs to positive items was not strictly sen-scry, and so the internal representation must be somewhat

abstracted.

In addition, the superiority of the auditory-

auditory condition prompted Kirsner to propose the existence
of an auditory mem.ory which holds information longer than

visual memory.

These findings were at odds with those of

Chase and Calfee (196$).

They also manipulated presentation

modalities, but in addition used memory sets of letters which

^7

were either visually confusable, auditorially conf
usable, or
neutral.

Their RT functions were compatible with an exhaust-

ive scan model.

A3 in the Kirsner studies, only the test

mode affected performance, with the auditory mode showing
lower intercepts.

Search rates were faster when presentation

and probe modalities were the same, however in this study

visual-visual was the superior.

Acoustically confusable ma-

terial slowed the search rate compared to the visually confusable and neutral items, which did not differ.

This con-

fusability effect resulted mainly from the slowing of the
search rate for nontargets.

This last finding may suggest

the scan becoming self-terminating, or the use of some other

criterion besides the scan to determine the response.
Bindra, Donderi, and Nishisato (1968) used a two stimulus sam-e- diff erent task and varied stimulus codability (coda-

ble stimuli were those susceptible to absolute judgments,

while noncodable stimuli were those requiring

a

reference

stimulus for judgments), and difficulty of discrimination,

along with several other variables.

Their results were that

same judgments were faster than di ff erent judgments for coda-

able stimuli, .whereas the opposite was found with noncodable
stimuli.

This result com.firms that a scan which requires

comparisons among stimuli may be quite susceptible to the
type of stimuli used, but goes one step further in perhaps

implicating factors such as codability which obviously influence the ability to form an accurate and useable internal

HQ

representation.

They also concluded that the difficulty of

the discrimination was important (as did Chase

&

Calfee),

but the results were ambiguous as to the nature of the effect

since it also appeared related to the method for varying dis-

criminability (see also Smith, 1968).
One final study which also sheds some light on the na-

ture of the memory representation is by Ellis and Chase
(1971).

In three experiments subjects performed memory scan

tasks using letters as stimuli, but on some trials the probes
were either smaller, or

normal letters.

a

different color (red), than the

In these cases the subjects were told that

a negative response would always be correct.

The data indi-

cated that most subjects were able to use either kind of in-

formation to reduce their RTs (the negative functions were

negatively accelerated) while the rate of scanning the normal
letters was unaffected.

Ellis and Chase proposed that a pre-

attentive stage, operating on gross physical features and allowing a rapid response based on this analysis, is carried
on simultaneously with a stage conducting foveal processing
of information.

Perhaps some of the physical features which

several of the authors cited earlier have proposed as being
part of the internal representation are actually processed

separately and independently by a stage such as the preattentive one suggested here.

Findings such as the slowing of

inthe search rate for confusable items might be due to the
be
ability of this stage to use as much information as might
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possible under nonconf usable conditions, thus
forcing the
foveal stage to carry more of the burden.
Porrin and Cunningham suggested a similar two process
model with a serial exhaustive scan going on in parallel
with
a physical identity matching process, using direct
access to

rapidly decaying visual information, as has been suggested
by Posner (I969).

The identity match process could yield

fast RTs, not being required to wait for the scan to finish,

and the m^odel can predict a quadratic trend in the positive
RT function which could produce a steeper slope than the neg-

ative function in some cases.

Such data have been reported

in a number of studies.
It should be apparent that the nature of the memory

representation and the efficiency of the comparison process,
especially if it differs for positive and negative comparisons,

is of critical importance in the understanding of the

recognition process.

The feasibility of a model such as that

proposed by Burrows and Okada (1971), discussed earlier,
which assumes differential comparison rates for matches and
nonmatches, considerably expands the range of many other
models. By applying this level of analysis these models could

hope to account for nonlinearity or SPEs within the stages
they have already elaborated, v/ithout having to complicate
the models still further by developing submodels of the

stages v;hich have not been researched nearly as extensively.
For a somewhat different view, cf. Taylor, 1973-

.
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Factors Affecting the Shape of the Scanning
Function
One of the more consistenc bodies of findings
in the

memory scanning literature involves the effects
of stimulus
and response assignment procedures on the shape
of the RT

functic;.-.,

and the effects of various types of practice on

these relationships.

Before proceding with this discussion

it will be useful to define three terms relating to
these

procedures.

Positive set nesting refers to the procedure of

having each TS contain all of the items in the smaller TSs
Response consistency refers to the procedure of having each
stimulus item associated v/ith only a single response throughout the course of the experiment, so that an item used as a

target would never be used as a negative probe for some

other TS.

Specific practice refers to the use of fixed TSs

for each SS throughout the experiment, so that whenever the
TS of size N is used it always consists of the same N items.
It should be noted that these three procedures can be ap-

plied independently of one another, since none requires any
commitment to either of the other two.
A number of studies have found primarily linear RT

functions, but occasionally the positive function has been
found to have a quadratic trend due prim:arlly to the SS

1

point lying markedly below the best fitting linear function
and occasionally to the positive SS
as well (Aube

&

2

point being too high

Murdock, 1974; Clifton, 1973; Clifton

&

Bir-
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enbaum, 1970; o^uola

&

Atkinson, 1971; Sternberg, 1966).

Still other researchers have found negatively accelerated or

logarithmic functions when one or more of the three procedures

mentioned above have been used.

Fourteen studies have been

found in the literature which have employed all but one of
the seven possible combinations of these three procedures.

The results are clear cut, nesting (Burrows

Lively

&

&

Murdock, 1969;

Sanford, 1972), specific practice, and nesting and

specific practice em.ployed together (Corballis

et_

Experiment III) have produced linear RT functions.

consistency (Briggs
Briggs

Sc

&

Blaha, 1969; Briggs

Swanson, 1970; Lively, 1972

;

Simpson, 1972; Swanson, 197^; Swanson

&

.

,

197^,

Response

Johnsen, 1973;

o'ohnsen
&

al

&

Briggs, 197^;

Briggs, I9S9), posi-

tive nesting and response consistency (Kristof ferson, 1972b;
Ross, 1970), and all three together (Graboi, 1971) have all

produced log functions.

The deciding factor in all of this

appears to be response consistency.

When it is used the

functions become negatively accelerated, and when it is not
used the functions are linear.

l^istof ferson (1972b) has

produce
also noted that the SS effect, under conditions which

positive function.
log functions, is more pronounced for the
functions
Generally the procedures which produce linear
be unaffected by
have shown the slope of these functions to

practice.

Burrows and Murdock (1969), Corballis et al. (197^,

(1966,
Experiment II ), Kristof ferson (1972a), and Sternberg

the RT functions to be un1967) have all found the slope of

.
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affected by practice while the intercept decreases monotonic-

Nickerson (1966) also found intercepts decreased with

ally.

practice, but he also found that the facilitation that subjects showed when the number of items common to the target
and display sets was increased was reduced as well.

From

this he concluded that practice reduced the slope of the RT

function (Nickerson, 1972).

Burrov;s and Murdock also reported

that while practice did not effect the slope of the memory

scan functions, the rate at which the visual display was

scanned increased.
et al.

It should also be noted that Corballis

(1974, Experiment III) found some evidence for both a

slope and intercept reduction with practice.

Practice appears to have just the opposite effect on the
scan rate under conditions favoring a negatively accelerated

function.

Kristof f erson (1972b) reported reduced slopes and

intercepts with practice as did Lively (1972) and Ross (1970).
Only Simpson (1972) reported only intercept decreases after
practice, but his functions had been linear early in the ex-

periment and only became negatively accelerated later in

practice
Kristof f erson et al.

(1973) have further verified the

the
above findings by noting that the conditions favoring
low error
log function form, i.e., response consistency,

the studies
rates, and nesting (nesting was included because
it with
they cited as producing the effect always confounded

and produced
the former two factors), were the same factors
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the same type of results as in studies of visual search. They

argued, then, that If the conditions v;hlch favor linear functions were used in a visual search paradigm the data should

look like these found in the standard memory scanning study.

Their results were gen-erally consistent with this prediction,

showing linear functions

-with

slopes which did not change

with practice.
The explanation of these effects on the form of the RT

function has been as consistent as the findings.

When stimu-

li are consistently associated with only one response, the

sets of items associated with each response begin to become

unitized, or reduced to a set of common features (Briggs

&

Johnsen, 1973; Lively, 1972; Nickerson, 1972) which subjects

learn to scan instead of the individual items (Foss
1971).

&

Dowell,

Smith (I968) has come to the same cone Itis ions based

on findings from the CRT literature, in which RT is limited

by the number of common properties of the stimuli associated

with a common response.

Graboi (1971) has suggested that

subjects selectively develop feature analyzers for the specific stimuli, while Krlstof f erson has suggested that feat-

ures get -organized into a hierarchy of tests which are done
in sequence

(see also Rosenbaum, 197^).

As the number of

will
items in a set increases, the number of common features

with
also increase but at a progressively slower rate, and
group
practice the set of features necessary to define the

efficient.
will become reduced as the process becomes more

5^

Thus the function should become negatively accelerated.

The

study by Foss and Dowell directly confirmed this by
using
sets of phonemes which were either similar (sharing a large

number of phonologlcally distinctive features) or dissimilar
as stimuli.

The dissimilar stimuli yielded linear functions

while the similar ones produced log functions.

Probably be-

cause of the extreme familiarity of the materials used, the

study showed no practice effect in either case.
In the extreme case, when the set of items associated

with one response is exceptionally familiar or overlearned,
one might expect the functions to be independent of SS.

This

pattern of results has been observed in studies by Clifton
(1973), using sibling names, and Swanson (197^), using neg-

ative stimuli from a large pool which the subjects had never
seen before and each of which was only used on a single trial

during the experiment.

Briggs (197^) has suggested that what

might be an important consideration in the shape of the func-

tion is the integrity of the stimuli.

He claimed that uni-

tary figures such as digits give data better fitted by lin-

ear functions, while more complex stim.uli, or ones which can
be grouped or form patterns, give data better fit by log

functions.
a major one,

While this may be a factor, it is unlikely to be

except in the case of simultaneous TS presenta-

tion, or when the makeup of the stimulus unit is ambiguous.

The results cited above also seem to indicate that response

consistency is at least a much more potent factor.

Briggs
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also fails to present convincing evidence for
his contention.
His arguir.ent is based on frequency counts of
the number of
studies in the literature producing data

favorin,e;

]cg vs.

linear functions, given stimulus materials considered
to be

unitary or not.
siderations.

This evidence ignores several important con-

First, because one function happens to fit the

data better than another does not necessarily imply that the

other function misrepresents that data.

If, for example, a

log function accounted for 95^ of the variance in a data set,
a linear function could account for nearly that amount.

Second, it is not clear that the same conclusions would follow if the degree of departure from linearity in each -study

had been taken into account.
ing that RT to SS

1

Third, given the frequent find-

falls below the best fitting linear func-

tion, that this can be accounted for by models which other-

wise predict linear functions, and that this point will give
rise to data fit better overall by a log than a linear function, it seems at best suspicious that Briggs included studies
in his frequency counts w^hich employed SS

least in such studies the SS

1

1

conditions.

At

points should have been elim-

inated, and the fits recalculated wherever possible.

Further evidence that specific practice is not relevant
to the process,

but rather the properties of the set asso-

ciated with the response as a whole,

v/as

provided by Ross

(1970), who employed procedures producing nesting and re-

sponse consistency.

He analyzed RTs for individual stimuli

,
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m

the larger sets and found that the RTs did
not vary, even

though some of them had many tlm.es the practice
of others due
to their repetition in smaller SSs.

In the 21st through 23rd

sessions he varied the size and case of the letters and
digits used in the first 20 sessions and found substantial
sav-

ings due to the accumulated practice.
that whatever is learned over the

not totally stimulus specific.
to Kristofferson'

s

This seems to imply

course of practice, it is

This lends additional support

notion of a hierarchy of tests, some of

which could be based on abstracted properties of the stimuli
and which would be invariant with size and case changes in
the stimuli.

Briggs and his colleagues (Briggs
&

Johnsen, 1973; Briggs

1973; Swanson

&

i

&

Blaha, 1969; Briggs

Swanson, 1970; Johnsen

&

Brjggs,

Briggs, 1969) have applied some information

theory techniques consistent with the ideas of unitization
and the hierarchical series of tests proposed by Kristofferson, to analyze the processes underlying item recognition.

Their studies typically varied both target and display SS

using fixed and varied set procedures, and using consistent

response assignments.

In this situation the central process-

ing stage is conceptualized as employing a succession of

binary decisions based on both positive and negative set in-

formation which are executed exhaustively.

This process of

uncertainty reduction requires that the information content
of the individual stimiuli, which includes the probability as
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well as identity of each item, be taken into account.

Their

RT data is thus plotted as a function of a Shannon
type in-

formation metric H^, reflecting this stimulus uncertainty.
The method of calculating

H^.

also depends upon whether the

fixed or varied set procedure is -used, since data have indi-

cated that in the former case negative set stimuli can be

treated as a unit v;hile in the latter case they must be sub-

divided reflecting the variations in their composition from
trial block to block (Briggs

&

Johnsen, 1973).

The method

used for this calculation was devised so that the plot of RT
vs.

for each probe display size had equal zero intercepts

(since at

K^^

=

0

there is no uncertainty to resolve, regard-

less of the size of the display), and was later validated

(Johnsen

&

Briggs, 1973) by showing that memory and display

load both influence the same central processing stage.
In a series of experiments the RT equation was decom-

posed to reveal five components to the time between stimulus
and response.

One component was a constant reflecting only

randomly varying operations such as the loading of stimulus

information into a STSS.

A second component reflected the

operation of a stimulus sampling process in reading information from the sensory register, and was found to be independent of the familiarity or complexity of the stimulus.

It

was this process which was found to be affected by the

speed/accuracy trade off (Swanson

&

Briggs, 1969).

A third

component involved the transfer of positive and negative set
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information from LTM to a working memory.

It

is this compon-

ent which is affected by stimulus familiarity and
complexity.
The fourth component reflects the time per test at
central

processing to classify the display items as to set status.
This stage, like the second, is independent of stimulus

familiarity and complexity, but along with the third stage
is affected by memory load.

identified as

a

The fifth and final stage was

response decoding stage.

This stage deter-

mines the form of the response, and is sensitive to response

uncertainty as influenced by the number and relative frequencies of the various responses.
It was determined that prior to negative responses a

rechecking operation was used which resolved only
of the uncertainty of the original opei'ation.

a fraction

This led

Briggs to conclude that while the original central process
was exhaustive, the rechecking operation was self-terminating.

The units in which the fourth stage or testing cycle

was expressed (bits squared/sec) was interpreted as implying
a partially serial, partially parallel central testing pro-

cess.

This lends some credence to Sternberg and Scarborough's

conclusion that each probe was compared serially to every
memiory item, but that successive probes were processed in

parallel.

Hov/ever,

it does not square well with Sternberg's

(1967a) finding of a serial exhaustive memory scan, but a

serial self-terminating scan of the display.

/
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Stimulus Freq uency

,

Seq uence

,

and Expectanc y Fffects

One of the mov.t consistent findings In the memory
scan-

ning and CRT literatures ±z the stimulus probability effect,
the observation that RTs tc more frequently occurring;
dtimuli

are fastei* than to less frequently occurring ones.

To a

leaser extent, response frequency effects have also been
found, displaying the same

r;T

properties.

Independent of

these overall probability effects systematic deviations have

been found

:In

RTs due to the repetition, or trial to trial

sequencing, of probes as well as responses.

But while the

existence of these effects nas been well documented, an ex-

planation of

tiiolr causes has

been less forthcoming.

Corballls and Miller (1973), Krueger (1970), Theios
al.

et_

(1973), and Theios and Walter (197^) have all reported

the existence of stimulus probability (S-PRCB) effects in

memory scanning studies for both poslT:ive and negative stiAlthough the exact f:rm of the RT-probabillty func-

muli.

tion

not clearly specified, Krueger did indicate that a

VJ3.S

log function was a better fit to the positive RTs while a

linear function approximated the negative data.

A

number of

other studies have confirmed the S-PROB effect for positive
items, but have found no effects for negative stimuli (Ble-

derman

Klatzky

Stacy, 197^; Brlggs, Johnsen,

&
&

Smith, 1972; Okada

&

&

Shinar, 197^;

Burrows, 197^; Raeburn, 197^).

While Briggs, Johnsen, and Shinar, and Klatzky and Smith,
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found that the RT-SS function for more probable items had

only a reduced intercept from the function for less probable
items, Okada and Burrows, and Raeburn found the slopes to be

reduced.

Darley et

cially cued item

v^as

al,.

(1972) had trials on which a spe-

probed with probability 1.0, but made

certain that the subjects attended to the entire list by re-

quiring recall of the target set at the end of each trial.
They found typical slopes for standard noncued trials, but
RT functions for both response types on cued trials were
flat.

Corballis and Miller, Theios and VJalter, and Stern-

berg (1969b) have all reported response probability (R-PROB)
effects which Sternberg, as noted earlier, found to influence only the intercept of the SS function.
The CRT literature provides a bit m.ore information con-

cerning the interrelationships between stimulus and response

frequencies and the subjects' expectations.

Smith (1968) has

noted that the S-PROB effect is independent of both R-PROBs
and the num.ber of stimuli used.

He also reported that sti-

muli to which higher values are assigned are responded to
faster, again independent of response factors.
his coworkers (Hinrichs, 1970; Hinrichs

Hinrichs

&

&

Hinrichs and

Craft, 1971a, 1971b;

Krainz, 1970) have required subjects to predict

which stiFiUlus they expect to occur on each trial in
task.

a 2CR

The studies they ran used a variety of S-R mappings

and varied the relative stimulus and response frequencies
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over a wide range.

The results of these studies will be dis-

cussed as a v;hole.
RTs to correctly predicted stimuli were found to be

faster than those to incorrectly predicted stimuli (all RTs

based on only correct responses), and this was true whether
or not the stimulus which actually occurred had the same re-

sponse as the predicted stimulus or not (the RTs in each of

these latter cases being equal).

However, this finding of

the presence of stimulus rather than response bias effects

was not independent of the relative frequencies of the two

responses.

While the above findings held for relatively

balanced response frequencies, as the frequencies became more
unbalanced response bias effects began to occur.

This pat-

tern of results held only for incorrectly predicted stimuli.
The RTs to correctly predicted stimuli were independent of

both the stimulus and response probabilities.

RTs to incor-

rectly predicted stimuli also varied with the relative frequency of the stimulus which occurred, in a manner similar to
the response bias effect.

The superiority of the RT to more

frequently occurring incorrectly predicted stimuli over less

frequently occurring stimlui decreased as the relative fre•

quencies approached one another.

These findings, together

with the fact that subjects tended to probability miatch in
their relative frequencies of predicting the various stimuli,

provide a more detailed account of the S-PROB effect.

Cor-

rectly predicted stimuli are responded to faster and more

.

6?

frequent stimlui are predicted correctly more
often (because
of the probability matching) than less frequent
stimuli,

thereby giving them a greater proportion of the
faster correct RTs.
They also benefit since they are responded
to

faster on incorrect prediction trials.

Thus the S-PROB ef-

fect is a combination of an expectancy effect and
a frequency

effect.

Hacker and Hinrichs (1974) further showed that faster

RTs were emitted to both primarily and secondarily expected

stimuli, with the size of the effects decreasing with practice.

Again only stimulus, and not response bias was found

responsible
Probe repetition or sequence effects have been found in

memory scanning (Briggs, Johnsen,
1973; Theios

Smith, Chase,

&

Shinar, 197^; Juola,

Walter, 197^) and CRT studies (Smith, 1968;

&
&

Smith, 1973), and have been found to decrease

generally with lengthening ITIs.

A few studies have also

found response repetition effects as well (Smith, 1968; Smith,

Chase,

&

Smith, 1973; Theios

&

Walter, 197^), although these

have not usually been found to be as strong as the stimulus
effects.

There has not been a good deal of work done in ex-

ploring such sequential effects, but the Theios PDS model
described earlier has had reasonable success in providing
quantitative fits to the RT patterns.

.

Juola has found probe

repetition effects in both positive and negative RTs (as have
Theios

&

Walter), but the effects have been greater for posi-

tive stim.uli.

He also found the effects present, to a smaller
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degree, when the probe form

changed from the same form as

v:as

the m.emory item on the first test

(words) to a picture probe

on the next trial.

Rabbitt and Vyas (1973, 197^) have raised serious questions about the additive factor m.ethod, because of the

com.-

plex forms of repetition effects observed in their data.
They found that variations in S-R assignment rules affected

stimulus identification, classification, and response stages.
The application of these rules was further found to be faci-

litated by repetition, and their nature modified by practice.
They identified as many as six possible sources of sequential

facilitation:

1)

physically repeated stimuli;

without stimulus, repetition;

peated;

4)

response,

the repetition of spatial

3)

S-R mapping rules where neither

2)

S

nor R is physically re-

physically distinct successive responses made from

a common semantic category;

5)

m.otor response class repeti-

tion; and 6) repetition of actual muscle movements.

may or may not be successive in time, and
act with one another.

m.ay

These

in fact inter-

This large array of events, both in-

ternal and external, was judged to be far too complex to support over-simplifications such as are apparent in many of the

models and experimental approaches discussed in the present
paper.

Apparently, Rabbitt and Vyas can offer no good al-

ternative to these methods, and it is not indefensible to argue that occasionally as m.uch can be learned from our fail-

ures as from our successes.

It is just not clear that parsing
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the problem in terms of sequential
dependencies among and
between the set of constructs above
will prove any more productive than the approaches currently
in use.
Two types of models have been developed
having special

sensitivity to the expectancy, frequency,
and sequential effects above.
These are expectancy, or special state, models
and strength or priming models.
Their primary distinction
derives from a natural capacity to modify the
inputs to the

comparison and decision processes on the basis of the
past
probe sequence as well as changes in the target set.

Shif-

frin and Schneider (1974) investigated two models which
at-

tributed special properties to those items the subject was

expecting on any given trial.

In general each of the possi-

ble probes on a trial can be expected with a probability

equal to the relative frequency of the occurrence of that
item..

Items so expected can either be responded to faster

due to reduced stimulus encoding and/or response time (Model
I), or tested for prior to any memory search with an

imirie-

diate response being executed if the probe is expected
(Model II).

Notice that Model

I

assumes that a scan always

occurs, while Model II assumes that expected items bypass
the scan.

The form of the memory scan used to generate pre-

dictions for the two models was the serial exhaustive scan,

although clearly any type of scan can be incorporated into
either of the models.
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A processing structure similar to that of
Model II can

arise in many ways.

Aube and Murdock, Clifton and Birenbaum,

and Kirsner and Craik have all proposed models either
similar
or equivalent to Model II.

The two models make indistinguish-

able predictions for some RT properties such as the S-FROB

effect, but differ in their predictions concerning the re-

lative slopes of the SS functions for expected vs. nonex-

pected probes.

Model

I

predicts expected items to have a

lower intercept only, while Model II predicts a flat function
for expected items.

Okada and Burrows (1974) proposed

a

model which also predicts reduced slopes (although not necessarily flat) for expected items by having

operating in parallel.

tv;o

serial scans

One scan is the usual exhaustive scan

of the TS, while the second scan is a self-terminating scan

of a selected subset of items ordered according to their fre-

quence of being probed (cf. Theios, 1973).

However, Klatzky

and Smith (1972), based on the order of items in protocols

obtained by requiring their subjects to recall the TS at the
end of every trial, found no evidence that subjects reordered
the positive set on trials where one item

v/as

cued during

list presentation to be expected as a probe on as m.uch as 88^
of the trials.

Shiffrin and Schneider tested their two models by running a fixed set memory scan study in which their subjects

predicted the probe they expected to occur on each trial.
The main features of the data were:

the RT function for ex-

.
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pected items had a lower intercept, but the same slope as

nonexpected items (excluding SS

l

for nonexpected deviant

data); linear, but nonparallel positive and negative func-

tions for expected and nonexpected items (again excluding SS
1); minimal S-PROB effects for expected items, but signifi-

cant ones for nonexpected items; probability matching for ex-

pectancy predictions,

v;ith a bias

toward expecting positive

set items; and no response bias effects (i.e., RTs were no

faster to nonexpected items having the

sam.e

response as the

expected item than to those having a different response).
Except for SS related effects, these results are in remarkable agreement with the CRT data of Kinrichs

discussed

earlier
Clearly Model

I

was supported over Model II in this

study (although the quantitative fits to the fine grained

data were not im.pressive

)

,

but in other experimental situa-

tions either model, or some combination of the two, could

very easily turn out to be appropriate.

There are several

aspects of the present data that neither model predict very
well.

S-PROB effects are predicted to be due to the mixing

of faster RTs to expected and slower RTs to nonexpected

items, with the former making up a greater proportion of the

mixture for more frequent items due to the probability matching phenomenon.

No effects due to S-PROB should be observed

for either expectancy type separately, but the data showed

them to be present for the nonexpected items.

Hinrichs re-
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ported the same result.

The model's predictions assume that

the subject does not switch his expectancies between the time
of the prediction and the occurrence of the stimulus.

The

violation of this assumption, or the operation of secondary
expectancies (Hacker

&

Hinrichs, 197^) could explain the ob-

served effects, although the switching hypothesis would predict probability effects for expected items as well, which

were not observed.

More serious was the prediction that po-

sitive and negative slopes would be equal, but the data showed
a 2:1 ratio of slopes for both expected and nonexpected items

as a self-terminating model would predict.

V[hile a self-

terminating scan could be substituted for the exhaustive scan
in each of the models and improve the fits to the data con-

siderably, the S-PROB effects would still require modifications as indicated and the reasons for the self-terminating
scan in this situation would have to be explained.

For reasons that were not very compelling, Shiffrin and

Schneider tentatively attributed the expectancy effects in
Model

I

to the encoding, rather than the response stage.

questions yet
In addition, they indicated several important
to be answered.

These included questions about how the model

effects in the
might handle SPEs, fluctuations and secondary

expectancy state, and sequential effects.

This last quest:ion

how items in
could be answered by specifying more precisely
the expectancy state become displaced.

members of
Expectancy models such as the ones above are
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a class of tv:o state models which predict that observed
RT

distributions are comprised of a probability mixture of RTs
coming from two underlying distributions.

While such models

can account for several of the properties of 2CRT^data (Falm.agne,

1965; Theios

several problems.

&

Smith, 1972), they appear to have

First, they have difficulty predicting ac-

curately the higher order moments of the observed RT distribution.

Second, observed RT distributions violate the fixed-

point property of such models (Falmagne

Sternberg, 1973).

&

Theios, 1969;

This property holds that if the relative

weightings of the two underlying distributions varies with
some aspect of the task situation (e.g., the stimulus proba-

bilities used) and two different conditions lead to observed

distributions which cross at a point, then the observed dis-

tribution for any other task situation must also pass through
this point.

Data which contradict this property (Falmagne,

1968) imply either that the nature of the component distri-

butions is not constant across situations or that at least
three component distributions are needed.

Raeburn (197^) has presented such an expectancy

m.odel

having RTs deriving from mixtures of three distributions.

Raeburn assumed that partly on the basis of frequency and
recency considerations subjects formed three priority subsets
of items:

high-priority positive items, high-priority

negative items, and low-priority positive items.

These three

subsets are searched in order with the items in each subset
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scanned exhaustively, but with the search self-terminating
after any subset which yields

a

match.

Raeburn's data showed

reduced slopes for high frequency positive and negative
items, and nonparallel positive and negative functions for

both high and low frequency items.

The model can predict

these and other properties of the data by manipulating the

trial-by-trial priority assignments.

Although no detailed

description of how such priority assignments might be made
was given, if such assignments were made on the basis of target recency in a varied set procedure the SS function for

only those probes from the last serial position should be
flat.

This prediction was supported by the data from Experi-

ment II.

Strength and Priming Models
A number of authors have proposed strength models or

priming models to account for the complex pattern of results
already discussed, and one additional effect, that of list
item reoetition effects.

Both Baddeley and Ecob (1973) and

Gutschera (1972), using varied set procedures with digits as
repeated
stimuli, have reported lower RTs to probes or items
elth^-in the TS than to probes of ncnrepeated items

-

containing
lists also containing repeated items or lists not

repetitions.

Baddeley and Ecob reported only lower inter-

functions for
cepts for the repeated item probes, with the
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the two types of nonrepeated item probes being the
same.

Gutschera, however, has reported not only intercept differ-

ences for repeated item probes, but also lower intercepts
for

negatives in repeated lists and slope differences for both.
Under some conditions SPEs were observed in both studies.

Baddeley and Ecob have proposed a trace strength model which
assumes that each item has associated with it a m.easure of

strength which is incremented when that item is presented or

rehearsed and v;hich decays as the time, or number of intervening items, since the critical item increase.

When a probe

is presented items are directly accessed and a yes-no deci-

sion is made for each item based on a comparison of the trace

strength with that strength expected for a list of the same
length.

RT is assumed to increase as the difficulty of the

decision (closeness of the strength to the expected value)
increases.
The total pool of strength is assumied to be limited so
that the trace strength per item decreases as the number of

items increases, as does the variability among the trace
strengths.
irrjnediate

The miodel predicts parallel functions, SPEs with
(but not necessarily delayed) probes, list item

repetition effects, and probability bias effects.

The func-

tion form will be negatively accelerated unless limited pro-

cessing capacity is assumed, in which case the functions will
be linear.

The model will also predict certain types of in-

terference effects and recency effects, barring rehearsal.
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Baddeley and Ecob have indicated that the model cannot naturally predict these effects in the fixed set procedure, and
that the generality of the limited strength capacity and spe-

cific decision rules is questionable.

An alternative con-

ceptualization, in which the basic limitation is one of at-

tentional capacity rather than trace strength, has the benefit of being able to bridge the gap between the varied and

fixed set procedures.

Krueger (1970) has presented a strength model which

Nickerson (1972) has indicated has the following properties.
Each target item has associated with it a trace strength

which will increase with the relative frequency of occurrence
of the item and decrease with the number of items.

Nontargets

are stored as well as targets, with their strength increasing

with the frequency with v;hich they are probed.

All traces

are examined simultaneously for their set status with the

time taken for this determination increasing as the trace

strength decreases.

Nickerson has pointed out two problems

with this m.odel as it stands.

First, the miodel predicts that

because the strength of nontarp-ets decreases with the number
of nontargets (due to the lower frequency with which each
item, is
ZiiHt

probed) RT should increase, but the data indicate

ohe Lis decrease as the nurr.ber of nontargets increase.

Second,, if a target's strength is increased when it is probed

and if the TS is randomly varied from trial to trial, the

frequency of any particular item appearing as a probe, and
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hence its RT, will be independent of SS.
To overcome these problems Nickerson proposed the fol-

lowing mxodlficatlon of Krueger's model.

Each trace is as-

sumed to be strengthened by an item's presentation or rehearsal, with traces showing rapid decay and subjects rehearsing

targets sequentially after their presentation.

The time to

classify a probe as a target decreases as the item's strength
increases, while the time for a negative decision is deter-

mined by the minimum strength the trace could be expected to
have if it were a target.

This means that negatives are

classified by default, which is contrary to many data sets
including Krueger's.

Thus, v/hile Nickerson

's

modifications

overcome the original objections, they create new ones.
A slightly different type of strength model,

called a

priming model, has been proposed by Corballis and Miller
(1973;

Burrows

see also Corballis, Roldan,
&

Okada, 1971).

&

Zbrodoff, 197^; and

In this model list items are se-

quentially primed to give them "signal strength", and the
internal representation of the probe is accessed directly.
The duration of the primiing process yields an increase in RT
as a function of SS, while SPEs can be predicted due to vari-

ations in the strengths and decision parameters.

Stimulus

and response frequency effects are assumed to be in the de-

cision stage

.

V/hile

priming may be necessary in lists or-

ganized serially, through rehearsal, if the rate of list pre-

sentation is rapid and the probe delay is short the priming
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may be unnecessary, since items are still likely to be in a

sensory store.

Unfortunately Corballis and Miller have not

presented enough details of the model to determine the exact
nature of its predictions, and so it remains to be seen

whether the model can prove to be
the others presented.

a

viable alternative

t'o

In support of strength models, a num-

ber of researchers have presented data v/hich they feel sup-

port a strength model rather than a scan model (Corballis,
1967; Corballis et

al^.

,

1972; Kirsner

1971; but cf. Smith, Chase,

&

&

Craik, 1971; Okada,

Smith, 1973).

Sternberg (in press) has admitted the difficulties that
SPEs, sequence and probability effects, and list item repeti-

tion effects pose for his scan model as it stands.
gests three possible remedies:

He sug-

elaborate one of the nonscan

stages to account for such effects if it is not believed that

they occur in the scan; utilize probabilistic mixtures of

processes to account for the effects; or replace the scan
model.

V/hile he has not made any detailed positive proposals

regarding the first two possibilities (but see the Sternberg
paper for some general suggestions), he has indicated the in-

adequacies of three other types of models to fill the third
possibility.

His comjnents regarding self-terminating models

such as the one proposed by Theios, have already been presented.

The two other types of models are strength models and

parallel models.,

Sternberg has indicated that many of the strength models

7^

can be rejected on the basis of their predictions of RT dis-

tributions (Sternberg, 1973), but models like that of Baddeley and Ecob survive this criticism.

Three other problems

are cited which relate to these models.

First, they have

difficulty accounting for results from the fixed set procedure being like those from the varied set procedure, since

under fixed set conditions the positive set items are

v;ell

overlearned and positive and negative items are probed with
equal frequency over a series of test trials.

Second, these

models have adjustable decision criteria v;hich should vary
with the probability of the positive response.

These adjust-

ments predict unequal positive and negative slope changes as

well as intercept changes which are not observed in the data.
The third argument involves the results of studies which

require the subject to maintain items in both long- and

short-term m.emories.

with from

1

to

5

Darley

et_

aJ

.

(1972) presented subjects

items on each trial and cued one of the

items to indicate that it would be probed on that trial with

probability 1.0.

The subjects were also required to remember

all items for later recall.

They found that RTs to the probe

were independent of the number of items in the set.

Mohs and

Atkinson (1974), and Wescourt and Atkinson (1973) had subjects
remember a large list of words prior to the experimental session and presented them with up to four STM words on each

trial in a varied set procedure.

In both studies RTs to

words contained only in the LTM set, and negative RTs, were
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independent of STM SS

Forrin and Morin (I969) used a simi-

.

lar procedure with letters as stimuli, but also varied the
size of the LTM set as a between subject variable.

items in LTM were again flat.

RTs to

Scheirer and Hanley (1974)

varied the number of items in STM and LTM as did Forrin and
Morin, but also manipulated whether the two sets
sam.e

v;ere of

the

or different type items (they used 2-digit num^bers and

bigrams) as a second between subject variable.

Groups with

different type items in the two sets showed RTs which in-

creased linearly with the number of items of the same type
as the probe, but which v;ere independent of the number of

items of the other type, consistent with the findings of the

other studies.

However, the sam.e-types groups displayed RTs

which increased linearly with the number of
set.

itemxS

in either

This latter finding is contrary to the findings of all

of the other studies cited, and the explanation will have to

await further research.

Taken together the results of these studies seem
parent.

ap-

If the strength pool is limited in capacity and m.ust

be shared by all of the items, then RT should increase with

the number of items in both STM and LTM.

But in all of the

above studies RT to some subset of items has been shown to
be independent of a second subset of items which also had to

be attended to because of either the possibility of a probe
or of later recall.

Across the various studies it seems dif-

for the
ficult to either postulate separate strength pools
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two memory stores, since sometimes both sets were in the same

store (Darley

et_

al

.

)

or to hypothesize a pool which is only

shared by members of the TS, since in the remaining studies
all items were potential targets.

This poses a serious pro-

blem for the strength mtodels.
Parallel processing models also have several problems

according to Sternberg.

These models assume a buffer of

limited processing capacity v/hich is divided among the items

being processed, and in some forms of the model this capacity
becomes redistributed among the rem^aining items once the

processing of some items is completed (Atkinson, Holmgren,
Juola, 1969).

r'ost

&

of these m.odels use the exponential dis-

tribution to describe the processing durations of the items.
If capacity is limited then these models have the same pro-

blem as the strength models in accounting for why RT is independent of the size of a second set of items which, al-

though irrelevant to the decision, must be concurrently held
in memory.

V/hat m.ust

this capacity be used for?

Posner and

Boies (1971) have claimed that encoding is one process which
does not require capacity in such a buffer.

However, we

shall see some evidence in Experiment II in part two
of

this

paper that casts some doubt on this conclusion..

These models also have difficulties in accounting for intercept changes in the RT functions, since the removal of a

constant amount of capacity from the comparison process for
use by some other task v;ould cause a slope change.

In order
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to obtain only an intercept change it must be assumed that

the amount of capacity removed decreases as the size of the

positive set increases.

Finally, Sternberg has questioned

the use of the exponential distribution to reflect processing

duration.

He claims that the Markov (no memory) property of

this distribution is inconsistent with what is usually meant
by processing over time.

It is more consistent with the no-

tion of a waiting time for an item to be processed in an all-

or-none fashion at some point in time.

The Response Process

Although the response process has received only a

sm.all

fraction of the attention given the other stages of the

recognition process, the few studies which have been done
have indicated the importance and pervasiveness of this
stage.

'In

a study

employing a digit naming task reported by

Sternberg (1969b) the number of S-R alternatives, stimulus
quality, and S-R compatibility were manipulated.

The number

of S-R alternatives interacted with each of the other two

variables, so the response set is im.plicated in both the

encoding and response organization stages.

Smith (1968)

reported that ir.creaoing G-R ccr.pat ibility tended to decrease
the slope of the SS function in a memory scanning task.

ballls et al.

Cor-

(197^) provided support for these findings by

requiring both positive and negative responses, positive
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only, and negative only, in both between- and within subject

designs.

The slope of the yes-only condition was about two

thirds that of the yes-no condition, but the slope of the noonly function was about the same as the yes- no slope.

It

seems that response processes must also affect the comparison

stage and the decrease in slope found when the number of possible responses was reduced was shown to be due to more than
just the reduced response load, since in that case the no-

only slope would have been reduced along with that of the

yes -only condition.

Egeth, Marcus, and Eevan (1972), and

Krlstof f erson (1975, Experiment

I)

have reported this same

pattern of results for the yes -no and yes- only conditions,
although Kristoff erson
the reduced slope.

'

s

Experiment II failed to replicate

Briggs and Swanson (1970) failed to find

a central effect due to number of responses, and found only

the response decoding stage of their model to be affected by

this manipulation.

The conclusion to be drawn from these

findings seem.s to be that response related factors can be

shown to interact with factors related to encoding, comparison, and response processes in the Sternberg stage model.
It seems unlikely that all of these stages are really the

same stage, but it does seem that the present conceptuali-

zation needs some form of modification.

Sternberg (1969b)

has stated that some factors can cause stages to be correlated. As long as these factors are under subject control and

are not influenced by experimenter controlled factors, their
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variation would not disrupt the Independence or additlvlty
of factors which Influence the stages separately.^

Alterna-

tively, the situation may be closer to that suggested by

Hawkins et al.

(1973) or Rabbltt and Vyas (1973, 197^), in

which case we should be looking for a different framework

within which to cast our theories.

Recognition

of_

Items in LTM,

and_

the Atkinson and Juola Model

Atkinson and Juola and their colleagues have developed
a podel based on recognition memory for items residing in LTM,

which has also been applied to the STM scanning paradigm with
favorable results.

The model has been described, along with

supporting data, in a number of papers (Atkinson, Herrmann,
&

Wescourt, 197^; Atkinson

Juola, 1971; Juola

et_ al_.

,

&

Juola, 1973, 1974; Fischler

1971; Juola

reader is referred to them for

a

et_ al_.

,

&

197^) and the

more detailed development.

The actual search model is tied into a

m.ore

general theory of

memory which assumes that LTM list items are represented as
nodes in a lexical store with which are associated familiarity values as well as Internal codes.

V.'hen

an item is to be

retained on a long-term basis such as in a memory scanning
•?,+-ik'v

^tr.

'^nde

denoting the

is onn^ed

list

into nn event-knowledge (E/K) store

membership of the item.

If an item

is to

be maintained on a short-term basis, as in the typical STM

scanning paradigm, a set of its codes (not necessarily the
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same ones as used in lonR-term retention) is copied into a

STM buffer again to denote list membership.

The rate of

scanning the Items in this STM buffer is assumed to be slower
than the scan rate in the E/K memory.

When an item is probed

its lexical node is directly accessed and its familiarity

value tested.

If this value is sufficiently high or low it

leads to an immediate response, while if it is intermediate
in magnitude an appropriate code is accessed and this is com-

pared exhaustively to the list of items in either the E/K or
the STM store.

The scan processes in these stores are as-

sumed to be error free, so that errors can occur only in re-

sponses based on familiarity.

These occur because the items

in the list are assumed to have a distribution of familiar-

ity values which lies above the distribution for nonlist

items.

High and low cutoffs are set up by the subject, pre-

sumably sensitive to factors such as the speed/accuracy de-

mands of the task, as

a

basis for the familiarity decision,

but generally some extreme values from each disti'ibutiuri will
lie outside of each cutoff leading to erroneous responses.

The separation of the two distributions along the

f ar.lll.irlty

dimension depends upon a variety of factors such as the frequency with which items residing in each set occur as probes,

whether response consistency is used in a varied set procedure, the degree of learning of the TS, and the absolute

familiarity level of the distractor items used.

In this

to be
model, as in the expectancy models, RTs are predicted
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probability mixture of fast and slow responses, so
that observed SS function slopes should reflect this mixture
and

a

not

only the internal scan rates.

The more frequent are responses

based on familiarity, the lower should be the slope of the
functions.
The body of data that has been reported in support of

this model is extensive.

LTM studies require subjects to

memorize lists of items at least a day before the experimental sessions begin.

A session is com.prised of some number of

trial blocks each consisting of a sequence of probes some of

which may be repeated more than once. The dependent measures
used have been RTs and error rates for repeated and nonre-

peated target and distractor probes, as well as lag statistics.

The similarity of distractors to targets has also been

manipulated which should affect familiarity values, as should
probe repetitions.

Repeated target probes are found to have

lov/er RTs and error rates than

nonrepeated ones while repeated

distractor probes show increases in both m.easures.

These ef-

fects are clearly predicted by the model, as repetitions of

items of each probe type should shift the corresponding fami-

liarity distribution to the right, relative to the two cutoffs.

This argument also predicts that the relative propor-

tion of fast responses for targets should increase with

a cor-

responding decrease in the SS function slope, while the proportion of fast responses for nontargets should decrease
thereby increasing their slopes.

These were the results
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which were found.

Increasing the lag between two probes of

the same target item

v;as

found to increase the RT to the

second probe, with the effect being more pronounced for
larger LTM list lengths.

RTs of errors were found to be in-

dependent of SS as the model predicts.
RTs to distractors were found to increase when their
sem.antic or visual similarity to targets was increased, but

not with an increase in acoustical similarity.

It seems

either that familiarity in this task has both semantic and
visual, but not acoustic, components or that the effect is
in the encoding stage.

If the placement of the two cutoff

points is related to the expected familiarity value for the
two distributions and the RT for a decision is based on the

distance of the observed value from the cutoffs, the m.odel
will predict the finding that the RTs to low frequency

English words was faster than to high frequency words.

It

was also found that RTs and error rates decreased as the

acqusition level of the list increased.

Another method of

manipulating familiarity was to require positive responses
to probes which differed from targets along som^e associa-

tional dimension.

In one study words were probed by words

or pictures of the objects denoted by the words.

RTs

to-

re-

peated probes of the same form decreased the encoding time
of the model, while repetition of either form was shown to

increase the familiarity value.

This implies that encoding

time is related to physical properties of the stimulus, while
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the familiarity value is independent of probe form.

Probes

were shown to also increase the familiarity values of
seman-

tically related items by decreasing RT to them.

This is ana-

logous to the phenomenon known as semantic priming.

Repeat-

ing items in the LTM lists was also found to increase their

familiarity, since both RTs and error rates to probes of
these items decreased.

None of the LTM studies found any

evidence of SPEs.
The model has also been applied to STM scanning studies.

Under the varied set procedure familiarity values should be
of little use in responding because both positive and negative items would appear equally frequently as probes.

One

study using this procedure used never before seen probes on
every trial, but varied the familiarity of negative probes by

repeating some probes twice.

Some of these second negatives

had also .required negative responses on their first presentation, while others had been targets on the previous trial

(meaning that the item had been presented three times, the
first time in the TS on the preceding trial).

Both slopes

and intercepts increased with the increased familiarity of

these negatives (number of times seen), all of which were

slower than RTs to targets, such as the model predicted.

Parameter comparisons between the LTM and STM studies confirmed that memory searches occurred more often, took less
time to initiate, and proceeded more slowly in STM.

In

studies using both long- and short-term memory lists on each

i

trial, the two memory scans were found to occur in parallel.

Three recent studies have suggested certain modifications or qualifications of the original model.

Banks and

Atkinson (1974) have pointed out that since speed/accuracy

manipulations affect the cutoffs which in turn change the

proportion of fast responses, the slope of the SS functions
should also change.

They manipulated the speed/accuracy set

and item familiarity (by varying the size of the pool of
words from which stimuli were selected) in a varied set procedure.

Speed instructions decreased both slopes and inter-

cepts, with only the slope change predicted by the model.

Slopes

v/ere

greater and intercepts less for more familiar

worlds under

both speed and accuracy sets, but error rates

were extremely low for the accuracy set.

While the inter-

cept difference can be accounted for by the encoding stage,

the slope differences are more serious.

Error rates were

found to increase with SS, contrary to the model's predictions, and while false alarms were more frequent than misses
for familiar items this was reversed for low familiarity
items.

Two additional assumptions are necessary to account

for these findings.

First, speed instructions must reduce

the times for the encoding and/or the response execution

stages.

Second, speed instructions must also cause errors to

occur in the output of the encoding stage both in the familiarity value and in the item's identity, thus causing errors
to occur in the scan and the familiarity distributions under
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the speed set to be more variable.

These modifications seem

adequate to account for the discrepant features of the data
and are not totally ad hoc in nature.

Banks and Fariello (1974, Experiment II) used highly

recognizable pictures

as'

which varied the SS from

stimuli in a fixed set procedure
4

to 64 items.

RTs of errors were

found to increase with SS, which can be accounted for by the

second assumption above, but all of the observed errors were

found to be false negatives.

The implication of this is that

errors were being made in storing target items in memory,

rather than a preponderance of fast no responses,
Juola (1973), and Juola, Taylor, and Young (1974) have

noted that RTs to distractors in some conditions have decreased with repetition, but have attributed these decreases
to a facilitation of the encoding process large enough to

overcome the decreased proportion of fast responses.

How-

ever, this explanation leads to the prediction that error

rates should increase along with the increased familiarity
of the nontargets.

In fact, error rates were found to either

decrease or remain stable at about zero.

Using carefully

constructed probe sequences to control for possible local
context effects which might be expected to affect familiarity values, Homa and Pish (1975) replicated the decrease in

RT to distractors with repetition, with no accompanying change
in error rates which were again at zero.

They also failed to

find the lag effects that the model predicts.

Error RTs were
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found to be generally faster than correct RTs which is again

counter to the predictions of the model.

These results are

difficult to accomodate, but the stability of the distractor
error rates at zero does suggest one explanation.

If it is

assum.ed that the familiarity distribution of the distractors

started out considerably below the lower cutoff, then the
increase in distractor familiarity caused by the repetition
of specific probes within the carefully constructed sequences

used might have been inadequate to overcome this floor effect.

Some distractors used in the study were learned along

with the targets prior to the experimental session.
showed the same pattern of results as targets.

These

Again, with-

in the context of the procedure used, it is possible that

these were treated the same way as targets, being included in
the set scanned and thus producing similar data.

Of course

this still leaves open the question of the absence of lag effects.

Perhaps more precise specifications of the factors

influencing the changes in the familiarity values and the
criteria settings from trial to trial mdght lead to

a

more

comprehensive model, at only a m.oderate cost in additional
complexity.

In spite of these difficulties, this model ap-

pears to hold the greatest promise of those discussed.

It

accounts for a much broader range of phenomena, and lends itself more naturally to modifications than any of the others.
As a final advantage, the model fits readily into a larger
fram.ework for viewing memory, being able to encompass both
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long- and short-term memory phenomena within its scope.

i
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EXPERIMENTS IN
DUAL TASK PROCESSING
What is clear from a consideration of the work that has

been done on recognition memory and memory scanning is that
no one model of the processes operating in the memory scan-

ning situation is wholly satisfactory.

Many scanning stra-

tegies can be identified depending on the properties of the

memory set (e.g., list length, category structure), the form
of the probe, and the response requirements.

The human in-

formation processor seems capable of using any pertinent aspects of the task situation to help structure the processing
effort.

He may m.odify his strategy on the basis of instruc-

tions, task demands, practice, time constraints, stimulus

limitations, and a number of other considerations.

He is

also limited by his memory capabilities, so that when demands
on short-term memory are great, strategies may have to be

adopted which, although inefficient, are necessary to meet
the memory demands.

Slight variations in the procedures and

apparatus used could induce modifications in behavior due to
changes in any or all of these components, so that what is

typically interpreted in terns of a single model is the result of some specific allocation of resources to various

processes based upon the immediate situation.

The critical

questions to be investigated must therefore include how these

allocations are controlled and how they are related to their
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antecedent conditions (see Norman

&

Bobrow, 1974).

This

means knowing what the organism is capable of doing, as well
as how he uses these capabilities.

ployed , while important

,

The specific model em-

is not nearly as important at present

as determining whether factors,

such as the operation of

strategies in a memory scanning situation, can be cast suc-

cessfully in Sternberg's analytic framework.

This is one of

the main goals of the research about to be described.
A question which is currently fashionable among cognit-

ive psychologists, and which is closely related to the idea
of a succession of processing stages, is whether the pro-

cessing of a number of items sim.ultaneously available in
some task occurs sequentially, or in parallel.

The work of

Townsend (1971, 1972), and others, has made it apparent that
this sort of determination is not likely to be an easy one.

While this question is one which will ultimately have to be
answered, the more important question at present involves
the ordering of the overall stages in the processing se-

quence; which stages, or operations, if any, can be conducted
in parallel with which others?

If, for example, Sternberg

and Scarborough (1969) were correct in their interpretation
of the overlapping of the processing of successive probes in

the simulated visual search task they used, then it should be

demonstrable that, say, the encoding of an item can occur
simultaneously with some other stages in the processing of

preceding items.

This would be possible if it could be shown
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either that one or more of the overlapping operations demands
no processing capacity, or that the total capacity used by
all of the concurrent operations does not exceed that v/hich
is available.

The assumptions underlying this argument are that the

capacity to process information is limited at any given point
in time

and that it is possible to obtain an indication of

the capacity demands on the system..

The appropriateness of

the first assumption of a capacity limitation has been demon-

strated in a number of task situations (see the reviews by
Keele, 1973; Kahneman, 1973).

A

number of studies have also

shown that various indicators of spare capacity are possible,
even if not totally satisfactory, through the use of a sec-

ondary, or loading, task.

Measures such as error rates, er-

ror magnitudes, and secondary task RTs have been shown to

vary with the complexity and processing dem.ands of the pri-

mary task (Keele, 1973; Kahneman, 1973).

Posner and Boies (1971) have reported several results

which are relevant to the above discussion.

They used a

same - different letter matching task to study the nature of
the encoding process.

By manipulating the tem.poral separa-

tion between two successively presented letters, and by varying the interval between a warning signal and the first letter, the warning interval (WI)

,

they were able to show that

used
the time courses for encoding and preparation processes
in the task were additive.

They also used a second task, a
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simple RT to a tone, to assess the capacity requirements of
the letter matching task.

They varied the trial-to-trial

occurrence of the secondary task tone across eight possible
positions relative to the letters in the primary task.

RTs

to the tone decreased, compared to RTs to tones which occur-

red during the ITI, as the tone more closely preceded the
first letter during the WI, and continued to decrease after
the first letter had been presented, until the RTs began to

rise about

.5

sec before the occurrence of the second letter.

Posner and Boies argued that the continuing decline in the
tone RTs after the onset of the first letter, and during the
time in v;hich that letter was presumably being encoded, in-

dicated that the encoding process was using no processing
capacity.

This conclusion was also supported by the additiv-

ity of the encoding and preparation functions.

The increase

in tone RTs observed prior to the second letter was assumed

to reflect response preparation, which they concluded does

require capacity.

Similar tone RT curves were found for first letter durations of 50 msec to

1

sec, although at shorter durations

there was a nonsignificant tendency for the RTs to begin to
rise sooner after the first letter.

However, even at the

shortest durations the tone RTs did not begin to actually
rise until at least 300 msec after the first letter.

Thus,

it was argued that subjects were not switching their atten-

tion away from the first letter in order to process the
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tone, and so delaying the encoding of the letter.

Comstock (1973) questioned the validity of these conclusions on two grounds.

First, the nonsignificant tenden-

cies for the tone RT curves to begin showing interference

sooner at shorter exposure durations suggested that some

capacity requirements for encoding might exist.

Second, it

was not clear that merely turning off the first letter

v:as

successful either in immediately removing it from the display screen, or preventing

ti:e

subject from switching to the

secondary task and then returning to read the first letter

information off of his visual iconic store.

To test this,

she replicated Pcsner and Boies 's experir.ent, except thar

the first letter was

exposed

for only 15 msec.

She also

ran other conditions in which the first letter was m.asked by
a

random dot pattern.

The com.plexity of the secondary task

was also varied, being either a simple RT, or a discrimina-

tion RT task, to check whether any failure to find interference m.ight be because the capacity required by the simple RT

task and the encoding of the first letter, together did not
exceed the capacity available.

The no-mask conditions rep-

licated the earlier findings of Posner and Boles, but the
tone RT curves began to rise only 100 msec after the pre-

sentation of the first letter at the very short 15 msec ex-

posure duration, consistent with Comstock'

s

first objection.

In the mask conditions significant interference effects

were found even in RTs to tones which were simultaneous with
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the first letter.

Errors under these conditions were also

found to increase for both the primary and secondary tasks.

There was no interaction of the pattern of tone RTs for the

various -tone positions with the difficulty of the tone task,

indicating that the effect was not central.

Althoufrh several

interpretations of the interference effects are possible, all
are consistent with the position that encoding, in one way or

another, requires processing capacity."^

These studies illustrate the use of a secondary, or
loading, task to assess the capacity requirements of opera-

tions performed on a primary task.

There is, however, one

major problem in the interpretation of results in
situation of this sort.

a

dual task

The capacity requirements of each

task are reflected by fluctuations in the performance measures of both tasks.

This means, as Kahneman (1973) has

pointed out, that the two tasks must be evaluated together,
if processing demands are to be adequately assessed.

Since

no response was required to the first letter at the time of
its occurrence, it is impossible to know what effects the

processing of the tone might have had on the processing of
this first letter.

And even when a primary task response

was required Immediately, as to the second letter, the

absence of any explicit model of the processing of that letter made it impossible to determine which processing stages

might have been affected, and reduced the interpretation of
any RT changes to little more than guesswork.

The use of a
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memory scanning task, in place of the letter matching tasks
used in these studies, would allow for the possible assessment of tone processing effects on the letter task RTs

well as the letter task effects on the tone RTs.

,

as

In addi-

tion, the nonunitary nature of the scan task RTs, i.e., their

decomposition into slope and intercept components, could help
to determine the processing stage or stages in which any in-

terference effects occur.
The use of the Posner and Boies paradigm in Experiment
1

of the present study, with the substitution of a memory

scan task for the usual letter matching task, provided a simple way of achieving the two major goals outlined above.

First, it allowed for the examination of the operation of two

aspects of strategy in the performance of a task which can be
cast in the fram.ework of an additive stages model.

One type

of strategy involved changes in the stages underlying probe

processing caused by the presence of the tone task.

The

other type of strategy involved changes in processing caused
by manipulating instructions designed to induce subjects to

treat one or the other of the tasks as the primary one.

Second, it allowed for the assessment of the capacity requirem.ents of the various mental operations in the memory

scanning task, while at the same time allowing the effects
of the tone tack to be reflected in the decomposable RTs to
the scan task.

While a decomposition of probe RTs into slope and in-
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tercept components would help to discriminate factors affecting scan versus nonscan stages, it was also thought
desirable
to manipulate a variable which might discriminate among the

stages which influence the zero-intercept.

To accomplish

this, the similarity of distractor items in the scan task to
the items in the TS was varied.

Distractors were either phy-

sically similar to, or physically dissimilar to, targets as

measured by a percent overlap metric.
Since all distractors, regardless of similarity, re-

quired a no response, it was hoped that this factor would
not affect the response organization stage, but should affect

encoding and, possibly, decision stages.

The presence or

absence of interactions between this confusability variable
and the other factors could thus serve to further localize

the stages in which effects occurred.
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EXPERIMENT

1

As just indicated, subjects in Experiment

to perform two RT tasks concurrently.

1

were required

One task was a standard

fixed set version of the Sternberg memory scanning paradigm,

using letters of the alphabet as stimuli.

At the beginning of

each trial block a list of target items was presented to the
subject.

On each trial in the block, a test item, referred to

as the probe, was presented, requiring a yes response if it

was a member of the TS for the current trial block, and a no

response otherwise.
tion RT task.

The other task was a simple tone detect-

On 70% of the trials in each block, a brief

tone was presented, requiring a simple button press response
as soon as the tone was detected.

Method

Subjects
Twelve students at the University of Massachusetts, eight
males and four females, served as subjects.

Each

vvas

run in-

dividually for four 1-hour sessions run as closely as possible
on consecutive days.

For each hour of participation, each

subject had the option of selecting either $2 or one experi-

mental credit (used to fulfill grade requirements for some

psychology courses), and any combination of money and credits
could be chosen.
in RT experiments.

No subject had had any previous experience
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Design

Each session consisted of 13 blocks of 4o trials each.
For each subject, the entire first day was used for practice,
to develop speed and coordination in responding to the two

tasks.

In addition, the first trial block on days two, three,

and four were warm up blocks.

blocks were not analyzed.

Data from practice and warm up

Each subject contributed a maximum

of l^^O observations (40 trials/block x 12 blocks/day

days), less any trials on

v.-hich

x

3

errors occurred.

The 12 subjects were randomly assigned to two groups of
six subjects each.

The probe group (Group P) was given in-

structions which stressed the memory scanning task as the primary task.

The tone group (Group T) was given instructions

which stressed the tone detection task as the primary task.
All other variables manipulated in the study were within-

subject variables.
The ^0 trials in each trial block were divided up as follows.

Half of the probes in each block were members cf the TS

(20 trials), while the other half were distractors

(20 trials).

Half of the negative probes were physically confusable (PC)

with the items in the TS (10 trials), while the other half
were nonconf usable (NO, 10 trials).

On

of the trials in

each probe type (28 trials) a tone was presented with equal

frequency in each of seven temporal positions relative to the
time of occurrence of the probe.

These seven tone positions,

measured relative to the occurrence of the probe, were:
msec, -100 msec,

0

-1500

msec, 20 msec, 50 msec, 80 msec, and 150

98

msec.

Table

1

shows the number of trials in each probe type

by tone position (or no tone) com.bination

,

for a sinp;le trial

block.

Three target sizes (SG:
the study.

2,

4,

and 6) were employed in

One third, or four, of the 12 trial blocks on* each-

day were run under each of the three SSs.

The trial blocks

were sequenced so that each SS occurred exactly once in each

quarter of the blocks (1-3, ^-6, 7-9, and 10-12), with the
further restriction that no SS was repeated on two consecutive
blocks.
day.

A new order was determined for each subject on each

Warm up blocks all used three-target sets.

Days was

also considered a variable (3 levels).

The experiment can be viewed as a mixed design, with one

between-subject variable and four within-subject variables.
The between-subject factor was groups (G,

2

levels), with

The within-subject factors were:

subjects per group.

type (P,'3 levels), tone position (T,

7

levels,

8

6

probe

levels when

the no-tone condition is included), number of targets (SS,

levels), and days,

(D,

3

levels).

3

Replications per cell were

unequal, depending on the probe type, presence or absence of
a tone,

and the number of trials lost because of errors.

Aparatus and Stimuli
A Hewlett Packard 2114B computer was programmed to select

the stimuli, control the presentations and timing sequences,

and record the responses.

proofed room at

a

The subjects sat in a small sound-

table facing a Hewlett Packard 1300A X-Y
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display with a 20.32

x 25.^

cm screen, at a distance of ap-

proximately 1.22 meters and centered at about eye level.

The

room was moderately lighted, and the display was clearly

visible

Visual stimuli were uppercase letters and a plus sign,
formed from a

9

x 13

grid of dots measuring 6.35

x

9.525 mm.

The visual display presented blue greem stimuli on a black

background, using an aluminized P31 phosphor which decays in
20 msec.

The auditory stimulus used was a tone of intermedi-

ate frequency, presented for 50 msec, which was clearly audible to all subjects.

The response console, located on a table in front of the

subjects, consisted of a black panel with ten white buttons

arranged in two side-by-side finger-like arrays.

The two but-

tons under the right index and middle fingers were used for
yes and no responses, respectively.

The leftmost button, op-

erated with the left index finger, was used for tone responses
The two stimulus confusability conditions used in the

present study were determined by constructing a visual confus-

ability matrix as follows.

The dot arrays for each of the 325

possible pairs of letters were superimposed, allowing as much
horizontal displacement of one letter with respect to the
other as was necessary to produce the maximum overlap.

This

was then expressed as a percentage overlap by dividing the

number of dots in common to the two letters by the number of
dots in the smaller of the two, and multiplying the result by
100.

This result was placed in the appropriate cell of the
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upper right triangular matrix of the 26

x

2G array formed by

crossing the letters of the alphabet with themselves.
Two stimulus populations

consisted of the
0,

Q,

m

;^'ere

then chosen.

The PC set

letters E, L, D, H, T, C, P, E, F, R, G,

and I, having a mean pairwise overlap of 69.

set consisted of the eight letters A, X, Z, Y, V,

The NC
V/,

K,

and N

having a mean pairv^ise overlap with members of the PC set of
^3.86^.

At the beginning of each trial block, the number of

letters in the TS for that trial block were chosen at random
from the PC set.

These letters comprised the TS for that

block, the remaining 1^ minus SS letters from the PC set com-

prised the no-PC set, and the eight letters in the NC set com
prised the no-NC set.
item.s to be

This procedure thus allowed PC set

associated with both yes and

rro

responses across

trial blocks, while NC set items were response consistent, al

ways requiring a n£ response.

Procedure
On the first day of the experiment a complete set of in-

structions were read to each subject.
Group

P

The instructions for

stressed the probe task as the primary task, while

those for Group T stressed the tone task as the primary task.

This was done by both instructing the subjects as to where

their primary responsibility for speed and accuracy lay, and
by creating a RT feedback situation which accentated the ap-

propriate task.

In all other respects, the two instruction

sets were identical.

Subjects were told that yes and no re-
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sponses would be required with equal frequency,
that tones

would occur on 1Q% of the trials, and that no more
than 5%
total errors would be tolerated over the course of
the experiment (practice and warm up not included).

Both groups were given RT feedback at the end of each
trial, but the form of the feedback differed for each.

jects in Group
1

P

Sub-

had their probe RTs (in msec) displayed, for

sec, at the end of each trial, with no feedback given for

tone responses.

Subjects in Group T were given feedback on

their tone RTs at the end of each trial by displaying the
word GOOD, FAIR, or SLOW on the screen.

GOOD meant that the

tone -RT for that trial was under some criterion value, FAIR

meant that the RT was within 50 msec of that value, and SLOW
meant that the tone RT was slower than the criterion plus 50
msec.

The criterion value was arbitrarily set at 400 msec

at the beginning of the practice session, and was then modi-

fied by averaging in the subject's own RTs under what were

presumably the fastest conditions, those when the tone preceded the probe by 1500 msec on trial blocks when the SS
2.

v;as

For the final three days the Initial criterion was re-

moved from the running average, so only the subject's own
RTs determined his critical value during the actual experi-

mental trials.
was Group P.

Group T was also given probe RT feedback, as
On trials on which any error occurred, the

letters ERR were displayed and no RT feedback of any kind was
given.

Copies of the instructions for each group are in-
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eluded in the Appendix.
Each trial block was initiated by the subject pressing
one of the response keys to indicate that he was ready to
begin.

The TS for that trial block was then presented by

displaying each of the letters in the set in the center of
the screen, one at a time for

1

sec each, followed by a re-

hearsal period equal to the total list presentation time.

Each trial then consisted of the following events.

Two sec

after the timing for a trial began, a fixation point, a plus
sign, appeared in the center of the screen for 200 msec, fol-

lowed 300 msec after its offset by

a

probe letter.

The

probe remained present for 100 msec, and was replaced by a
visual noise mask which degraded the rapidly decaying image
of the probe item.

The subject was given 2.5 sec from the

onset of the probe in which to respond to it, and to the tone
if one occurred.

At this point the feedback sequence was

initiated, followed by a
next trial was begun.

1

sec ITI, and the timing for the

RTs to either the probe or tone sti-

mulus of less than 100 msec were treated as errors, since
RTs of this magnitude are almost certainly the result of

anticipatory or error processes, and not stimulus processing.
Subjects were also invited to look at sumimary RT and error rate statistics, which were printed out on the teletype
in the computer control room,

trial blocks.

after the seventh and final

This was optional, and while all subjects made

use of this break on the first day or two, most continued
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nonstop on the remaining days.

Results

Analyses were performed on probe and tone RTs from correct trials only, and on error rates.

trials for all subjects,

Of the total 17,280

were eliminated because of

errors on the visual task, 1.24^ because of errors on the
tone task, and .08^ because of time errors, for an overall

error rate of ^.01%.

Individual subject error rates ranged

from 2.01;: to ^.93%.

Probe RTs

For each subject and each cell of the design, a mean

probe RT

v/as

computed over the replications in that cell.

These miean RTs were treated as the basic unit of measurem.ent
and were' subj ected to a one between-subject, four within-

subject, analysis of variance, with days being included as a

within-subject variable.

The analysis was repeated with and

without the no-tone condition treated as an eighth level of
the T variable, and the results were the
lyses.
2Q>

-

sam.e

for both ana-

Days was a significant source of variability (? (2,
5.67, r <.C2^}, v:ith RT decreasing by ^5 r;Sec over the

three .day period.

Only one other effect involving D was

Significant, the D

x SS

p <

.01).

x P

interaction (F (8,80)

=

2.89,

This was due to an increase in the slope of the
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no-PC SS function over days (from 25.^ to 35.9 to ^1.0 msec),

while the slopes of the other two response types showed no
systematic trends.

Because the mean RTs in many of the cells

were based on a maximum of four replications, and since only
the above two effects involving D were found to be significant, neither of which had any theoretical importance, it was

decided to collapse the data over days in order to obtain more
reliable cell means.

All remaining probe RT analyses have

been based on m.eans computed over days.
Figure

presents mean probe RT for each

1

combination, plotted as

a

function of SS.

the same data plotted as a function of T.

which

v;as

P x SS x C x T

Figure

2

contains

Although Group P,

instructed to treat the probe task as the primary

task, was expected to show faster RTs to the probe stim.uli

than Group T, an analysis of variance based on the mean RTs

revealed that the two groups did not differ significantly

with respect to probe RTs (F (1,10)
RT for Group

P

p <

(F

1

1).

In fact, the mean

(557 msec) was actually slightly slower than

that for Group T (538 msec).
by Figure

<

A second salient result revealed

was that RTs increased with SS (F (2,20) = 9^.9^,

.001), with this increase being alm.ost entirely linear

(1,10) = 1.46, n.s., for deviations from linearity).

•

Lin-

earity was found to account for virtually 100^ of the SS

variability in Group

P,

and more than 99^ in Group T.

Al-

though several other effects were significant in the overall
analysis of

m.ean RTs,

in view of the clearly linear SS ef-
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Figure

1.

Mean probe RTs plotted as a function of set size

from Experiment

1

107

MEAN PROBE

RT

msec

108

Figure

2.

Mean probe RTs plotted as a function of
tone

position from Experiment

1

10 9
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fects in the probe RT data, separate analyses of the slopes

and intercepts of the SS functions would indicate most clearly the effects which the various experimental manipulations

had upon the processing stages of the memory scanning task.

Analysis

slopes

c_f

.

The only factor which affected the

slopes of the SS functions was probe type (F (2,2C)
p <

=

21.77,

The slope increased from the yes to the no-NC to

.001).

the no-PC probe conditions (averaging 26.6, 12.9, and 34.3
msec, respectively), and all three conditions differed sig-

nificantly from one another
vs.

no-NC;

6.1, p

<

t

(10)

=

(10) = 5.12, p

(t

2.15, P

for yes_ vs. no-PC;

.05,

<

.001, for yes

<

(10) =

t

for no-NC vs. no-PC; all tests one-tailed).

.001,

The complete AN'OVA table is presented in Table 2.

Analysis of intercepts

.

Consistent with the earlier

analysis of mean RTs, SS function Intercepts for the two
groups did not differ significantly (F (1, 10)
ing 450 msec for Group

P

<

averag-

1),

and 449 msec for Group T.

However,

the manipulations of probe type, tone position, and their

interactions, including those interactions involving groups,
did have significant effects on the intercept values.

Figure

1

From

it can be seen that intercepts increased from the

yes (401 msec) to the n£-NC (464 msec) to the no-PC (483-

msec) probe conditions (P (2,20)

=

increase being more marked in Group
20) = 4.95, P

<

.025).

positions (F (7,70)

=

6O.9I, P
P

<

.001), with the

than in Group T (F (2,

Intercepts also varied across tone
27-56, p

<

.001,

including the no-tone

Ill

Table

2

Analysis of Variance of Slopes and Intercepts
of Probe RT Set Size Functions in Experiment

1

Slopes

Source

df

Group (G)
Probe Type (F)
Tone Position (T)
Subjects/G (S/G)
G X P
G X T
P X T

2
7

10
2
7

P/G
T/G

S
S
G
S

1

P X T
P X T/G

14
20
70
14
140

Mean Square
1542.95
11230.27
131.22
1617.58
351.29
206.61
285.38
515.80
189.22
223.96
194.42

P
<1

21.77^
<1
<1

1.09
1.47
1.15

Intercept s

Source

df

Group (G)
Probe Type (P)
Tone Position (T)
Subjects/G (S/G)
G
G
P
S
0
G
S

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

p

1
2
7

10
2

T
T

7

14
20
70
14

P/G
T/G
P X
P X

^•D

140

<
<

^p
^p

<

<

.001
.005
.025
.01

Mean Square
82.98
176927.25
94747.91
55988.63
14396.98
15492.46
5701.45
2902.70
3437.82
6644.68
2437.01

P
<1

160.92^
27.56^
4.96^^

4.515
2.34^

2.73
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condition), but the pattern of change differed for the two
groups (F (7,70)

=

^.5, p

<

.001).

At the -1500 msec separa-

tion, the intercepts for the two groups were at their lowest, and approximately equal (352 msec).

This must reflect

the fact that under this condition, when the probe appeared,

the tone had already been presented and responded to, allow-

ing full capacity to be allocated to the probe task.

Group

P the

In

intercepts remained relatively stable across the

other separations, implying that the possible presence of a
tone interfered with one or more of the intercept related
stages, while the magnitude of the interference effect was

unrelated to the precise temporal separation.

In Group T the

other intercepts increased monotonically with the tone-probe

separation, again showing the possible occurrence of a tone
to be interfering with one or more of the intercept related

stages.

However, in this group the magnitude of the effect

was related to the temporal position of the tone, consistent

with the secondary nature of the probe task.
The intercepts at the -1500

misec

separations for the two

groups, under each of the three probe conditions, were ap-

proximately equal.

This suggested the use of this tone con-

dition as a baseline against which to assess the am.ount of
interference occurring at the other separations.

In Group P

the average difference between the nonbase line intercepts,

and that in the base line condition, increased from 64 msec
on ^es_ trials, to 95 msec on no-MC trials, to l69 msec on
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no-PC trials.

The same ordering of the magnitude of the

average interference effect was found in Group T, although
the effect was smaller in size.

The values for Group T were

100 msec for yes trials, 106 msec for no-NC trials, and 132

msec for no-PC trials.

Thus to different extents both groups

showed an increase in the amount of interference arising from
the possible occurrence of a tone, accounting for the pres-

ence of significant P x T (F (1^1,140)
G

X

P

X T

(F

(14,140)

=

2.72, p

<

=

.005)

2.33, P

<

.01)

interactions.

complete ANOVA for intercepts is presented in Table

and

The

2.

In summary, no group effect was found on mean probe RTs,

even though the different instruction sets for the two groups

suggested that such an effect might be present.

Linear SS

effects were found in both groups, accounting for over 99^ of
the SS variability in mean RTs.

The slopes of the SS func-

tions were found to be extremely consistent across tone positions and groups, differing only among the three probe types.
The intercepts for both groups shovred interference effects

from the possible presence of a tone, as compared to the
-1500 msec separation baseline conditions.

In Group P, the

average amount of interference was relatively constant with
respect to the actual temporal position of the tone, but

varied in m.agnitude with the probe type.

In Group T a sim-

was
ilar, although somewhat reduced, effect of probe type

found to
found, but the magnitude of the interference was

increase with the tone-probe separation.

Tone RTs
A mean tone RT was computed over replications for each

subject and cell of the experimental design, including days
as a factor.

An analysis of variance showed neither the D

main effect, nor any interaction involving D, to be significant, so means were recomputed over days and eliminating the D

variable from all further analyses.
An analysis of variance on the collapsed data revealed
that responses to the tone were significantly faster in Group
T (303 msec), which was instructed to treat the tone task as

the primary task, than in Group

P

In addition

(566 msec).

all first order G interactions, and two of the three second

order G interactions (G
be significant.

x T x

P

and G

x T x SS)

were found to

Since these results indicated that there

were some fundamental differences in the pattern of tone RTs

between the two groups, separate within-subject ANOVAs were
computed for each group, and the results are presented in
Table

3.

Figure

3

shows tone RTs for each

P x SS

combination plotted as a function of T, and Figure
the same data plotted as a function of SS

.

G

x
4

x T

shows

The data for each

of the groups will be considered separately.

Group

P.

Tone RTs increased from the yes to the

to the no-PC trial types (F (2,10) = 22.68, p

the probe RTs.

<

no-i.'C

.001), as did

RTs also varied across tone positions, rising

markedly at the -100 msec separation and generally falling

thereafter (F (6,30)

=

4. 4^4,

p

<

.005,

for the T main effect;
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Table

3

Analysis of Variance of Tone RTs for Group
and Group T Separately in Experiment

P

1

Group P

Source

df

Subjects (S)
Set Six (SS)
Probe Type (P)
Tone Position (T)
S X SS
S X P
SS X P
S X T
SS X T
P X T
S X SS X P
S X SS X T
S X P X T
SS X P X T
S X SS X P X T

275936. 42
228203.79
474822.78
138505.69
7949.02
20935.42
3731.05
31148.13
5940.46

5
2
2
6

10
10
4

30
12
12
20
60
60
24

16819.13
3372.72

28.71
22.68g
4.45^

1.11
3.13^
5.35^

1895. 80

3146.55
1676.88
1987.69

120

<1

Group T

Source

df

S

5
2
2
6

SS
p

T
X SS
S X p

10
10

SS X P

4

S

S X T
SS X T
P X T
S X SS X
S X SS X
S

X

P

X

T

X T
S X SS X P X T

SS X

P

<

001
.005

.

30
12
12
20
60
60
24

120

Mean Square
64389.03
274.23
11143.30
28672.59
1548.15
809.32
1264.23
5370.07
496.25
1760.63
665.08
466.86
565.38
667.85
442.17

<1 ^

13.77'^

5.34a

1.90
1.06
3.11

1.51

Figure

3.

Mean tone RTs plotted as a function of tone

position from Experiment

1

MEAN TONE

RT

in

i.isoc
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Figure

i].

Mean tone RTs plotted as a function of set size
from Experiment

1

119

MEAN TONE

RT in

msec

I
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F (1,5) = 10.49, p

Figure

3

<

.025,

for the quadratic T component).

shows that the rise at the -100 msec separation be-

came more pronounced from the yes to the no-NC to the
no-PC

trials, while the recovery of the RTs when the tone followed
the probe became less pronounced, never quite reaching the

-1500 msec RT level in the no-PC condition.

confirmed by the presence of a
(F (12,60)

P

=

5.3^, P

P x T

This effect was

interaction in the data

.001).

<

Figure

4

shows that tone RTs increased with SS in Group

(F (2,10)

=

28.7, p

a linear component

ity).

(F

<

.001), with the increase showing only

(1,5)

<

for deviations from linear-

1,

The slopes of the SS functions appeared constant for

the three probe types (F (2,10)

Inspection of Figures

3

and

4

=

1.31, n.s.), but a closer

indicated that the slopes did

change across the tone positions (F (6,30)

=

4.55, p

<

.005).

SS appeared to have a small effect on tone RTs when the tone

preceded the probe by 1500 msec (slope

6.01 msec), a larger

=

effect when the tone occurred from 100 msec bel'ore to 80 msec

after the probe (mean slope

=

25.14 msec), and a som.ewhat re-

duced effect when the tone followed the probe by 150
(slope

=

17.25 msec).

The curves in Figure

3

r.sec

for the three

SSs thus appear to diverge as the tone occurred later with

respect to the probe, and then to converge again when the
tone followed the probe by

a

sufficient amount of time.

These observations were supported by the presence of a SS

quadratic T trend in the data (F (2,10)

=

4.2, p

<

.05).

x
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Table

^4

presents the SS slopes for each tone position, sep-

arately for each probe type.

As can be seen, all probe types

provide similar evidence for the divergence and reconvergence
of the tone RTs for the three SSs, the effect occurring

slightly earlier in the no-PC condition.
The tone RTs in Group P shov;ed a tendency to rise and

then fall when the tone followed the probe in time.

This

effect vms confirmed by the significance of the quartic com-

ponent of the T effect (F (1,5)

=

10.1, p

<

.025).

An effort

was made to further determine how this effect might be re-

lated to the other experim.ental factors.

The value of the

tem.poral separatiqn between the tasks at the point of m.axim.um

rise in tone RT, betv;een the

0

and 80 m.sec separations,

determined separately for each subject and SS x
tion.

P

v;as

combina-

These values were then subjected to an analysis of

variance, however, none of the effects approached significance.

Group T.

Tone RTs increased

to the no-PC conditions

(F

from,

the yes to the no-NC

(2,10) = 13.77, P

<

.005), al-

though this increase was not as large as in Group

P.

This P

effect also appeared to occur mainly at the 80 and 150 msec

separations, giving rise to a significant
(F

(12,60)

=

3.11, p

<

.005).

Figure

3

P

T interaction

x

shows tone RTs to

be relatively stable until the occurrence of the probe, at

which time they become

m.ore

variable, and finally rise

sharply at the 150 msec separation (F (6,30)

=

5.33, P

<

-001
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for the T main effect^ P (1,5)

=

2^.53, p

<

.005,

for the

cubic T component).
As in Group P, Group T also showed evidence for
a sec-

ondary rise and then fall in tone RTs when the tone
followed
the probe in time (F (1,5)

=

44.44, p

<

.005).

This effect

was further investigated as described earlier for Group

P

to determine how it might be related to the other experi-

mental factors present.

The effect was found to vary with

probe type, occurring later under the no-NC condition (mean
35.3 msec) than under either the yes (mean

=

=

19.4 msec) or

the no-PC (mean = 12.2 msec) conditions (F (2,10) = 5.l6, p

<

.05), but the pattern of cell means is not easily interpreted.
V/hen the

analysis was repeated with groups included as

tor. Group P was found to show the effect later (mean

msec) than Group T (mean
.005).

<

22.3 msec

,

=

41.6

F (1,10) = 17.26, p

<

The only other effect involving groups to reach sig-

nificance was the
p

=

fac-

a

G

x SS

x P

interaction (F (4,40)

.025), which again is not easily interpretable

=

.

3.32,
It

should be pointed out that care must be taken in interpreting
the results of this analysis, since the data could only take

on values corresponding to the tone-probe separations used in
the study.
In summary, tone RTs were found to be more than a quar-

ter of a second faster in Group T, which was instructed to
treat the tone task as the primary task, than in Group

P.

The pattern of tone RTs also differed considerably for the

12^1

two groups.

In Group P tone RTs strongly reflected the pro-

cessing demands of the probe task, varying with probe type
and SS.

However, these effects were only present under con-

ditions of close temporal contiguity between the two stimuli,
and decreased as the stimuli occurred further apart in time.
In Group T, tone RTs were relatively fast, and remained stable

until the occurrence of a probe.

As the tone followed the

probe by intervals of up to 80 msec the tone RTs began to
show fluctuations, and then rose sharply at the 150 msec separation, with the amount of rise varying with the probe type.

Both groups showed evidence of a rise and then fall in tone
RTs when the tone followed the probe by up to 80 msec.

In

Group T there was a tendency for this effect to occur earlier,
and for it to be related to the parameters of the probe task.

Response Coordination
In Group P, tone RTs were sensitive to the parameters

of the probe task, while probe RTs showed only a global in-

terference from the possible occurrence of a tone.

In Group

T, probe RTs reflected varying am.ounts of interference de-

pending upon when the tone occurred, while tone RTs only
showed substantial effects due to the probe at the greatest
separation.

These patterns of results indicate that the re-

sponse to the secondary stimulus may have been delayed relative to, or coordinated with, the response to the primary sti-

mulus under conditions of reasonably close proximity between
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the two stimuli.

If this was the case, RTs to the two sti-

muli should show appreciable correlations under experimental

conditions requiring the overlapping of the processing of the
stimuli.

Because of the approximately equal probe and tone

RTs in Group P, it was expected that conditions favoring co-

ordination of the two responses would be more likely to occur
in that group than in Group T, where tone RTs averaged 230

msec faster than probe RTs.

Since in both groups the two re-

sponses would clearly occur at separate points in time at the
-1500 msec separation, correlations at that point were ex-

pected to be close to zero.

In Group P, as the tone was de-

layed longer relative to the probe, the opportunities for co-

ordination were expected to decrease.

Correlations were

therefore expected to show a decreasing trend from the
the 150 msec separations.

0

to

correlations were ex-

In Group T,

pected to be higher under those conditions which would bring
the expected times of the occurrences of the two responses

close together.

These would be the yes and no-MC response

conditions, the larger tone-probe separations, and the

smaller SSs.

The correlations, for each group (averaged

across the six subjects) and

presented in Table

5.

P

x SS x T

combination, are

An analysis of variance was performed

on the data for each group separately, and the results of

these analyses are presented in Table

6.

In a separate analysis containing groups as a factor,

Group

P

was found to have higher correlations (mean r

=

.61)
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Table

5

Correlations Between Probe and Tone RTs for Each Group,
Set Size, Probe Type, and Tone Position Combination
in Experiment 1, Averaged Over Subjects

Set Size

Group

2

P

Tone Position
Probe Type
Yes
No-NC
No-PC

-1500

-100

.140
.255
.370

.645
.732
.735

0

.549
.689
.771

20

50

80

150

.604
.672
.878

.710
.759
.715

.652
.625
.780

.529
.343
.664

.705
.801
.663

.578
.434
.678

.565
.501
.804

.699
.641
.557

.772
.729
.659

.603
.65I
.783

.^04
.470
.250

.432
.665
.241

.109
.06I
.296

.359
.709
.424

.490
.643
.764

.374
.292
.275

Set Size

Probe Type
Yes
No-NC
No-PC

.116
.189
.237

.750
.563
.584

.719
.598
.792

.774
.738
.820

Set Size

Probe Type
Yes
No-NC
No-PC

.147

-.134
.345

.688
.774
.845

.756
.775
.501

.140
.393

-.000

.289
.681
.235

.515
.553
.539

.143
.163

-.159

.267
.536
.230

.409
.830
.380

4

.583
.617
.324

Set Size

Probe Type
Yes
No-NC
No-PC

2

.553
.547
.480

Set Size

Probe Type
Yes
No-NC
No-PC

6

.642
.763
.845

Set Size

Group T
Probe Type
Yes
No-NC
No-PC

4

6
,

.032
.155
246

.299
.323
.440
.394
.125 -.042

.272
.626
.275

,

.244
.644
.107

,

.421
.643
.323

.364
.307
.347
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Table

6

Analysis of Variance of Probe-Tone
RT Correlations
in Experiment 1,

for Group

P

and Group T Separately

Group

Source

P

QI

Mean
S

SS
P

T
S X SS
S X P
SS X P
S X T
SS X T
P X T
S X SS
P
S X SS
T
S X P X T
SS X P X T
S X SS X P X T

Mean Square

±

140. 9138

5
2
2
6

2.8042
.0134
.3147
2. 0065
.0672
.1377
0542
.1242
0802
.0793
.0547
.0525
.0631
.0592
.0498

10
10
4

.

30
12
12
20
60
60
24

.

120

p

50.25a
<1
2.29^

16.16^

<1

1.53
1.26

1.19

Group T

Source

df

Mean

1

S

SS

5
2

p

2

T

6

S X SS
S X P
SS X P
S X T
SS X T
P X T
S X SS X P
S X SS X T
S X P X T
SS X P X T
S X SS X P X T

.001
.025
.05

10
10
4

30
12
12
20
60
60
24
120

Mean Square
51.2168.7531
.3574

68. 01^

1.7265
1. 0022
0770
.2235
.0168
.1129
.1722

7.72^
8.88^

4.64C

.

.1125
.0427
.1106
.1072
.1046
.0691

<1

1.56
1.05

1.51
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Table

6

Analysis of Variance of Probe-Tone RT Correlations
in Experiment 1, for Group P and Group T
Separately

Source
Group
Mean

df

iiccLii

otjud.re

P
1

S

N

J
2

P

2

mI

6

S X N
S X P
N X P
S X T

10
10
4

N X T
P X T
S X N X P
S X N X T
S X P X T
N X P X T
S X N X P X T

Group T
Mean
S

N
P

T
S X N
S X P
N X P
S X T
N X T
P X T
S X N X P
S X N X T
S X P X T
N X P X T
S X M X P X T

Jp

<

cP

<

p

<

.001
.025
.05

?0
12
12
20
60
60
24

120

50 .25^

m

<1

.3147
2.0065

2.29
16.16^

•

'kh.
U± J
4

.

U0

/

d:

•

-^J

1

1

•

JTa
.L c M

•

\J

•

.

.

.
.

080?c
07Q ?
0547
0S25
06?1
0592
0498
\J

1

51 2168

5
2
2
6

7531
3574
1. 7265
1.0022
.0770
.2235
.0168
.1129
.1722
.1125
0427
.1106
.1072
.1046
.0691

10
10
30
12
12
20
60
60
2i»

120

.

-L

1

0J

IQ

68.01^

.

4

.

.64^

7.72^
8.88^

<1

1.56
1.05

.

•

1.51

1
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than Group T (mean r

=

.368), F (1,10) = 6.24, p

firming the first prediction.

.05,

con-

Both groups also showed low

correlations at the -1500 msec separation (mean
Group P,

<

r =

.18 for

.12 for Group T), with almost one third of them

.and

being negative, confirming the second prediction as well.
The remaining pattern of results will be considered separately for each group.
'^roup P.

The correlations in Group P averaged .68 over-

all but the -1500 msec separation.

Although they tended to

decrease as the stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) increased,
the linear component of the T effect for positions

msec was nonsignificant (F (1,5)

1.62, n.s.).

=

0

to 150

Because

m.ost

of the correlations were large, the possibility existed of

nonnormality affecting the results.

The correlations were

therefore normalized, using Fisher's

Z_

the preceding analyses recomputed.

Table

5

transformation, and

The pattern of results in

remained unchanged, but the linear component of the

T effect for the positive SOAs now reached a marginal level

of significance (F (1,5)

Group T.

=

5.0, p

<

.10).

The correlations in Group T were somewhat lower

than those in Group P, averaging .^1 over all but the -I5OO

Correlations were highest in those probe,

msec separation.

SOA, and SS conditions predicted, giving rise to significant
P

(F(2.10)

=

7.72, p

and SS (F (2,10)

=

<

4.6^1,

.025), T (F (6,30)
p

<

=

8.87, P

.05) main effects.

<

.001),

In addition,

inspection of the cell means for some of the treatment com-

.

.
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binations

favoring contiguous probe and tone responses

showed correlations similar to those in Group
.66 at SS =

SOA).

i|

and 80 msec SOA; r

=

(e.g., r =

P

.68 at no-NC and 80 msec

As for Group P, the data for Group T were normalized

and the preceding analysis was recomputed.

The pattern of

results was the same as the original, supporting the earlier
findings

These analyses on the two groups were taken as confirming the original predictions, and providing evidence for the

existence of response synchronization, primarily under the ex-

perimental conditions favoring contiguous responses.

Errors

Error rates were low for the present study (2.75p on the

scanning task, and ^.07% overall), consistent with those
typically obtained in memory scanning experiments, even without a tone RT task.

Errors were classified as occurring in

response to the probe or tone task, and further subdivided
as being misses (responding no to a target, or failing to

respond to a tone) or false alarms (FA, responding

^

to a

distractor, or a tone response prior to the occurrence of,
or in the absence of, a tone).

Time errors, RTs of less than

100 msec, occurred on only l4 trials in the experim.ent

Probe errors

.

Targets were missed on

trials on whidh they occurred.

Figures

5

2.S'5% of the

and

6

show the per-

respectively.
centage of misses as a function of SS and T,
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Figure

5.

Percent probe misses plotted as a function of set
size from Experiment

1

•
b

4

2

TARGET

SET SIZE (SS)

•target

trials

^ no-nc

trials

6

132

Figure

6.

Percent probe misses plotted as a function of
tone position from Experiment

1

133

.

13^

Figure

also shows the percentage of misses
on no-tone

6

trials.

Percent misses for each subject at
each treatment
combination were subjected to an analysis of
variance with
G, T, and SS as factors.
Figure 5 indicates that error rates
increased with SS and the analysis showed
this effect to be
,

significant (F (2,20)

=

6.63, p

<

Misses were relat-

.01).

ively stable across tone positions for Group P,
but increased

markedly at the -100 msec separation for Group
confirmed by the presence of a
2.19, p

=

x T

G

T.

This was

interaction (F (7,70)

.05), and separate analyses for each group showed

the T effect to be significant only for Group T (F
(7,35)
2.37, p

<

=

=

.05)

False alarms to distractors occurred on 2.65^ of the

nontarget trials.

Figures

5

and

6

show percentages of FAs,

separately for each conf usability condition.

Percent FAs was

subjected to an analysis of variance with the same three factors as in the previous analysis and, in addition, confusa-

bility type (C) was included as

a

two-level fourth factor.

More FAs were made to PC (^.65/0 than to NO (.65%) distractors (F (1,10)

=

43.37, p

<

.001), and as shown in Figure 5,

FAs increased with SS only under the PC condition.

rise to a S3 X

C

interaction

(F

(2,20)

=

8.3, p

<

This gave
.005).

Errors also varied across tone positions (see Figure 6), with
the pattern varying for the two groups and the

within each group.

In Group P,

C

condition

combined NC and PC errors ap-

peared higher at the -1500 and 150 msec separations than at

.

.
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the others, and the pattern was the same at
both levels of C.
In Group T,

PC errors appeared to increase markedly
at the

-100 msec separation, while they remained reasonably
constant across the other SOAs.

across tone positions.

NC errors showed little change

This pattern of results gave rise to

a significant G x P x T interaction

(F

(7,70) = 2.5, p

<

.05),

but separate analyses of the T effect for the two groups re-

vealed
5.^, p

a significant T effect only in Group P
<

(F

(7,35) =

.001).

Tone errors

.

Tone FAs occurred on i\,09% of the no-tone

trials, while tone misses occurred on only three trials in the

entire experiment.
a function of SS.

Figure

7

shows percent FAs to the tone as

Percent FAs was subjected to an analysis

of variance with factors G, SS, and P.

only

P

The results showed

to be a significant source of variance (F (2,20)

1^.29, p

<

=

.001), with more than twice as high an error rate

occurring on target trials than on either type of distractor
trials

Discussion
The data from Experiment

number of conclusions.

1

provide strong support for

a

First, the data from the mer.ory scan-

ning task for both groups were consistent with a serial ad-

ditive stage model of probe processing, as probe RTs were a
strictly linear function of SS

136

Figure

7.

Percent false alarms to the
tone plotted as a
function of set size from Experiment
1
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TARGET SET SIZE

(SS)

138

Second, the comparison stage of the probe
processing was
unaffected by either the instructions as to which
task to

treat as the primary task, or the occurrence, or
possible

occurrence, of a tone, which also required the execution
of
a speeded response.

Only the probe type variable affected

this stage.
Third, the presence of the tone task did interfere with
one or more of the intercept related stages of the probe pro-

cessing.

In Group P, the intercept of the SS function was

increased compared to the base line condition by approximately the same amount regardless of when, or even whether, the

tone actually occurred.

In Group T, the amount of interfer-

ence increased with the SOA, as though the occurrence of the

tone (or the elapsing of a certain amount of time) triggered
the release of processing operations on the probe task which

had been held up at some point.

In both groups, the amount

of interference was related to the probe type, but this probe

type effect was stronger in Group

P

than in Group T.

Fourth, tone RTs in the baseline conditions for both

groups were unrelated to the parameters of the probe task.
In Group T, consistent with the primary status of the tone

task, tone RTs remained relatively stable until the largest
SOAs.

In Group P, tone RTs rose markedly and reflected both

probe type and SS m.anipulations when the tone closely preceded the probe, as though tone processing was being delayed un-

til much of the probe processing had been accomplished.

As

i
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the tone occurred later with respect
to the probe, tone RTs
actually became faster (under some conditions)
than under the

corresponding baseline conditions.

This may be an indication

that if the probe response had been
prepared (at least at a
central processing level) at a time when the
tone response

was being prepared, a general state of response
disinhibition

may have existed which actually facilitated the
tone response.
Fifth, there was considerable evidence that
response

synchronization occurred in both groups.

This was enhanced

under those experimental conditions which favored either the

execution of both responses close together in time, or the
delay of one response relative to the other.

The data also

indicated that this coordination took the form of a synchro-

nized rhythm between the two responses, rather than a com.plete
temporal contiguity, since the responses were emitted with an
average

tim.e

interval of the order of 200 msec between them.

Sixth, the efficiency of the two responses was found to
be dependent on v/hich task was designated as the primary

task.

When the more com.plex probe task was treated as the

prim.ary task (Group F;, probe RTs were found to be slightly

faster than tone RTs.

When the simpler tone task was treated

as the primary task (Group T), tone RTs were found to be much

faster than those in Group
v;c-re

P

while, surprisingly, probe RTs

slightly (although nonsignificant ly

Several of the above points require

)

faster as well.
som:e

elaboration.

The effect of probe type on the slope of the probe RT SS

1^0

functions (point two) seems inconsistent with
an exhaustive
scanning model (point one). However, this problem

can be re-

solved if it is assumed that the time taken to
compare

a

probe item with a target is related to the similarity
between
the two items.
The equal
and no slopes usually found in

^

the standard memory scanning task can then be viewed
as being
the average comparison times within each of two
large, more-

or-less random, samples from the same population of pairwise
item comparison times.

This would explain why the MC slopes

in Experiment 1 were lower than the slopes of the other func-

tions, since the comparison times for this group of probes

would be less than for the others.

This would also lead to

the prediction that the slopes of the yes and the

tions should be equal.

PC_

func-

The results indicated that the dif-

ference in these slopes was at least marginally significant.

Assuming this difference to be reliable, the following explanation seems most reasonable.
It

is

assumed that following the comparison stage for PC

items the subject has two conflicting pieces of information;
that a mismatch occurred, but that the probe item is familiar

like a target.

Based on this discrepant information the sub-

ject takes a precautionary measure, that of rechecking the
test item.

This may occur only on some trials, and may in-

volve either a complete rescan, or only a rescan against some
of the TS items.

Evidence for such rechecking operations has

also been found by Briggs and Blaha, 1969, and by Briggs and

1^1

Johnsen, 1973.

Alternative explanations of the observed
dif-

ferences among the three probe type slopes are
also possible,
and some of these will be considered later.

Based on the above discussion, the observed slope
differences among the three probe types cannot be viewed

as be-

ing inconsistent with the Sternberg exhaustive scanning
model.
A similar argument can be made for the observed
intercept

values.

While it is impossible to know from past studies

using visually presented letters as stimuli what proportions
of distractors were either physically confusable or noncon-

fusable with TS items, a 50-50 mixture is probably not too
atypical.

The average of the two

ri£

intercepts from the

present study should thus provide a reasonable estimate of
a combined no intercept

(^73 msec).

While the difference

between this value and the intercept for the yes function
(401 m.sec) of 72 msec is somewhat larger than that usually

obtained (about 40 msec), this can be attributed to the fact
that in the present study no responses were always made v;ith
the right middle finger and yes responses with the right in-

dex finger.

It should also be pointed out that the inter-

cept for the yes function in the present study was almost

identical to that obtained by Sternberg.

The higher inter-

cept in the FC than in the NC condition (19 msec) can also be

accounted for, by the above rechecking argument, since it
must be assumed that restarting the scan requires some addi-

tional intercept time.

1^2

Points one and two make It clear that any
differences in
strategy involved in treating one task or the
other
as the

primary task had no effect on the nature of the
processes
that occurred in dealing with the probe task.

Point three,

however, indicates that the tone task did interfere with
the
time course of some of these processes.

While the comparison

stage was unaffected by this interference, one or more of
the

Intercept stages must have been either delayed or increased
in duration, although the precise location of this effect is
in question.

Since the magnitude of the interference effect

varied with response type for both groups (with more variation occurring in Group P, although the average size of the

effect was about the same for each group. 111 msec),

but

did not depend upon the actual occurrence of a tone, it is

difficult to see how the encoding stage could account for the
effect.

To do so, it would have to be assumed that the

capacity requirements of the encoding process depended on

which stimuli were expected to occur, capacity always being

reserved for the encoding of a tone.

However, this still

would not explain why a difference in the average magnitude
of the effect was not observed between the two groups, given
the priorities created by the instructions and feedbacks, and

especially why the effect varied with the actual probe type.
While the encoding stage cannot be completely ruled out,
these results do imply that at least part of the interference
effect must be occurring elsewhere.
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If the interference effect were located
in the decision

stage, it is not clear why the effect was
larger in the PC
than in the NC condition.
It is also not clear why tone po-

sition had no influence on the size of the effect,
and es-

pecially why the effect occurred on no-tone trials.

While,

as with the encoding stage, the decision stage
cannot be con-

clusively ruled out, it does seem to be a rather unlikely
candidate.

By process of elimination, therefore, we are left

with the response stage.
The response stage, however, seems able to account for
the observed pattern of results in a natural, although admit-

tedly somewhat post hoc, m.anner.

It is assumed that response

organization and execution are accomplished in a response
output buffer, and that the amount of capacity allocated to
any response in this buffer is proportional to factors such
as the frequency of the response,

in it.

While capacity allocations

or the subject's confidence
m.ay

be set prior to the

occurrence of any actual processing on a trial, they may also
be modified after the decision stage on the basis of factors

such as rhe confidence in the decision for that trial.

Yes

responses, being more frequent than either type of no response, would be expected to maintain the greatest allocation
No-PC responses,

of capacity or effort for their execution.

often being the results of a rechecking operation and therefore perhaps best typified as reluctant nos

most reduced allocation.

,

would have the

When a tone response might still be

required in addition to a probe response (as at all but
the
-1500 msec position), a constant amount of capacity would
•

have to be allocated for it.

The capacity allocation to any

other response sharing the buffer would therefore be reduced
In proportion to its original space in the buffer.

Since the

duration of the response stage is directly related to the
capacity allocated to the response, the observed ordering of
the interference effects is predicted.

This model also ac-

counts for the no-tone function showing the same effect as
the others within the same response type, since the room

would still have to be reserved in the buffer for the possibility of a tone occurring.

Only when the tone response had

been dispensed with early, at the -1500 msec separation,
could the probe responses retain their full allocations.
Point four indicates that the pattern of interference

effects in the tone RTs clearly complemented the effects in
the probe RTs, and pointed out the effectiveness of the in-

struction sets in inducing different strategies in the two
groups.

While the primary task RTs in each group sometimes

reflected the presence of the secondary task, they generally
did not vary with the specific processing requirements of
that task.

(The one major exception to this, the narked in-

crease in tone RTs in Group T at the largest SOAs, could have
been' due to the tone occurring during some critical stage in

the processing of the probe, perhaps the comparison or re,

sponse stage.

Thus immediate attention could not be given to

.

.
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the tone, and hence the increase in tone RTs.)

On the other

hand, the secondary task RTs showed a strong dependence
on

the parameters of the primary task.

The primary-task-set effect on the efficiency of the

overall dual task responses (point six) appears to be due to
the manner in which each of the psychological sets governed
the allocation of capacity to various processes.

when the primary task
P)

v^^as

Perhaps

perceived as being difficult (Group

too much capacity was allocated to it, leaving too little

to handle the relatively much simpler (and perhaps underes-

timated) secondary task efficiently.

On the other hand, when

the simpler task was allocated a small, but more nearly opti-

mal, am.ount of capacity (Group T), the more difficult sec-

ondary task did not suffer.

Several other effects in the data from Experiment
more difficult to interpret.

1

were

First, for reasons that are not

clear, slope values in the present study were somewhat lower

than those obtained by Sternberg (about 38 msec).

Perhaps

this can be attributed to differences in the visual displays

used
Second, there was evidence in both groups that tone RTs

increased and then decreased between the

0

and 80 msec SCAs.

This is similar to the result obtained by Comstock (1973) under her mask conditions and may reflect the operation of

capacity requiring encoding processes related to the probe
St imulus

1
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Third, as mentioned earlier, alternative
explanations
for the differences in the slopes of the three probe
RT SS

functions, especially between the two no functions, must
be
evaluated.

One possible explanation for this difference Is

that the no_-NC stimuli were response consistent, while the

no-PC stimuli were not.

While it is true that response con-

sistency has been the critical factor in producing lower SS

function slopes (see review), several pieces of evidence argue against this Interpretation.

First, the slope decreases

in other studies using response consistent stimuli were found

to be gradual,

sometimes extending over many days.

No such

slope reductions for the MC function were found the present
study.

Second, the main reason why slope reductions have

been found was that the SS functions became increasingly

negatively accelerated.

Plowever, there was no evidence in

the present study for any appreciable deviations from lin-

earity.

Third, response consistency appears to have had its

effect through the increasing ability of subjects to use as-

pects of the various response sets as wholes to determine
their responses, rather than having to use the features of

Individual items.
(NC)

Since only half of the negative stimuli

in the present study, occurlng on only one fourth of the

trials, contained this property, it is doubtful that subjects

could make efficient use of it, especially since they were
not Informed beforehand of this characteristic.

The use of a familiarity value In the rechecking expla-
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nation given earlier suggests that a model such
as that of
Atkinson and Juola (see review) might also be able

to account

for the observed pattern of results.

This model would have

to assume that the three response distributions
were ordered
NC,

PC, and

ity

from lowest to highest, along the familiar-

dimension.

If the cutoffs were placed appropriately,

the lower MC slope would be due to the mixture of a large

proportion of fast no responses (zero slope) with the rest
occurring after a scan.

The PC slope would be the largest,

since most of this distribution would lie between the two

cutoffs resulting in a

m.ore

frequent scan.

The observed or-

dering of the overall error rates for the three probe types

would also be predicted.
blem, however.

A

This model does run into one pro-

significant days

x SS x P

interaction was

reported earlier, due to an increase in the PC slope over
days.

The Atkinson and Juola model could account for this

slope increase in two ways, either if the mean PC familiarity

value was assumed to increase over days, or the variance of
this distribution was assum.ed to decrease.

In the former

case, an increase in PC FAs v;ould be expected to accompany
the slope change, while in the latter case a decrease in the

error rate would be expected.

Neither of these effects was

observed, the PC error rates for the three days being 5.1^%,
H.2h%',

and ^.5Q%.

More complex combinations of changes in

the means, variances, and cutoffs in the model could possibly

account for all of the observed effects, however, guarding

U8
against undesired changes in other aspects of the
data requires increasingly intricate and post hoc assumptions.

This

model will therefore not be considered further.

Taken together, the following model is proposed to
account for the pattern of results observed in Experiment

1.

Processing of the probe by both groups was accomplished roughly in accordance with Sternberg's serial exhaustive model,

with a few modifications and expansions.

Comparisons are

made at varying rates, depending on the similarities of the
items being compared.

If items of high similarity to TS

items result in no match being found, the subject may perform
a rechecking operation,

for such items.

thereby increasing the slope value

The overall slopes of the usual yes and n£

SS functions therefore reflect an average of varying compari-

son rates, coupled v/ith rechecking of at least some items on
at least some trials.

Familiarity values of items thus play

a role in the comparison stage.

The occurrence of a tone before or during the scan stage

does not steal capacity from the scan, but could have any of

three effects.

One, it could delay the scan until the tone

has been at least partially processed.

Two, it could inter-

rupt the scan, later resuming where it left off.

Or three,

the processing of the tone could be delayed at least until

after the scan.

The particular way in which the tone would

affect the probe processing would ultimately depend on which

task was designated as primary, and possibly how prepared the

1^9

subject was for the tone at the moment of its occurrence.

In

any case, the slope of the probe RT SS function should
remain

unchanged.

Responses are organized and executed by

a

response out-

put buffer, which allocates capacity to various responses on

the basis of their frequency of occurrence and the subject's

confidence in their being correct.

already been emitted, or

it

Only when a response has

is otherwise known that it cannot

occur, can the allocation of capacity for that response be

dropped.

This response buffer is also the locus of a bottle

neck in the system, for unless two or more responses are or-

ganized together, or arrive at the buffer in a propitious
temporal relation, one of the responses may have to be appreciably delayed.

This bottleneck may be due to the capacity

requirements of the buffer, refractoriness on the part of
efferent networks, or the inertia of the output mechanism.
In any event, it is at this point in the system that the re-

sponse to the secondary stimulus

m.ay

be delayed, in antici-

pation of the use of the buffer for the execution of the primary response.

The decision to delay may also depend on the

expected time of arrival of the primary stimulus.
If the system has time, the secondary response may be

organized to be output in synchrony with the primary response, provided the secondary response arrives at the buffer

sufficiently in advance of the primary response for such co-

ordination to occur.

If time is required to overcome the in-

.
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ertia of the buffer when at rest, such
response coordination
could account for at least part of the efficiency

of the dual

task situation compared to what a strictly serial
processing
model would predict. While the response stage provides
a

likely 6andidate for the point at which time sharing
processes
might occur. Experiment

2

provides evidence that time sharing

may occur, under some conditions, in other parts of the sys-

tem as well
One final point should be raised about the results of

Experiment

1.

The processing of the two tasks could not have

been done completely serially.

RTs to probes, under many

conditions, were no longer on trials on which a tone occurred
than on no--tone trials.

In addition,

F^Ts

to tones which oc-

curred close in time to the probe were no longer, under many
conditions, than RTs to tones which occurred 1500 msec prior
to the probe.

If processing were done serially, RTs for the

second response to closely occurring stimuli would have been

approximately equal to the sum of the RTs to each of the stimuli when they occurred in relative isolation from each
other, plus the SOA.

This clearly

v/as

not the case.

The

processing of the two tasks must therefore have overlapped
to some extent.

Whether this overlap represented the paral-

lel processing of information, or some efficient time-sharing

process which reduced the amount of "dead time" which otherwise would inflate the individual RTs, is unclear from the

present data.

These data do indicate, however, that the dual

1
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task processing was very efficient,
allowing RTs to concurrent stimuli to be at times faster than
to their counterparts,
the same stimuli occurring in relative
isolation.
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EXPERIMENT
Experiment

2

2

was designed to further examine the nature

of the overlap of processes in a dual task situation.

periment

1

left open the question of

hov/

Ex-

probe and tone task

processing interacted at the central processing level to
yield a more efficient processing operation than a strictly

additive model would predict.

One possibility was that some

stages, or processing operations, were being conducted simul-

taneously, in parallel.

A

second alternative

cient switching, or time sharing, system

v;as

v/as

that an effi.

responsible for

reducing "dead time" in the processing sequence.

Although

the model proposed to account for the results of Experiment

1

favored the latter explanation, the former cannot be ruled
out.

One barrier to this sort of determination was the dis-

crete nature of the two tasks.

Instructions to the subjects

to give their primary attention to one task or the other may

have induced them to process the two tasks, at least par-

tially, successively, even if they were ultimately capable
of doing otherwise; and in spite of efforts made in the in-

structions to get subjects to respond as quickly as possible,
and independently, to the secondary task as well.

The. alter-

native, which was to instruct the subjects to attempt to re-

spond to both tasks as quickly as possible, without treating
of
either preferentially, might have resulted in a mixture
to trial
strategies, both between individuals, and from trial
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for any single individual, which would leave
little hope of

ever sorting out those processes involved.
A more desirable situation would involve
one of the two

tasks being of a more continuous nature.

This task should

demand enough of the subjects' attention to require
constant

processing in order to perform it adequately,

v;henever the

processing of a second signal becomes necessary, pressure
would then be exerted to process both sources of information
simultaneously.

The simulated visual search task used by

Sternberg and Scarborough (1969) fulfills these requirements.
To review briefly,

in this task a TS is presented to the sub-

ject just as in the fixed set version of the usual memory

scanning task.

On each trial, instead of being presented

with a single probe item, a series of 20 probes is flashed
sequentially, in the same spatial location (to avoid the

necessity for eye movements in the usual visual search task),
at a rate of about 70 msec/item.

If any item is a member of

the TS, a yes response is given, v/ith no response

required

on trials on which all 20 item.s are distractors (50% of the

trials).

Sternberg and Scarborough's data showed SS func-

tions for the yes responses which were comparable to those

obtained in the memory scanning task, with the position in
the 20 item probe sequence in which the target item occurred

having no effect on RTs.
A fundamental assumption in accounting for these re-

sults was that each probe item was processed in accordance
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with the Sternberg additive stages model.

However, the pro-

cessing of items later in the probe sequence was
allowed to
overlap with the processing of earlier items, so
that suc-

cessive probes were processed in parallel.

If probe items

had been processed serially, the short inter-stimulus-interval would have forced successive items to enter a
processing

queue behind earlier items, causing longer response lags
as
the target occurred later in the probe sequence.

In addi-

tion, the masking properties of each probe upon its predeces-

sor would have m.ade this sort of strategy infeasible.

The

alternative explanation, that some items were ignored in order to keep up with the rapid succession of probes, was dis-

counted on the basis of the lower error rates obtained (about
10^) than the time parameters of the study would predict

(about ^0%)

.

This same model was assumed in analyzing the

results of Experiment

2,

since it adequately described the

main characteristics of the Sternberg and Scarborough data,
and is a close variation of the additive stages model used
in interpreting the results of Experiment 1.

Method
"ub j ect

3

.Six

female graduate students were paid $2/hour for their

participation.

All subjects were run individually for eight

1-hour sessions, with no subject taking longer than 12 days

.

i
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to complete the study.

All had had prior experience in
RT

experiments

Apparatus and Stimuli
The apparatus was the same as that used
in Experiment

1.

Tone responses were made by depressing the
left most button
on the panel with the left index finger
as before.
Since
only yes responses were required to probes,
the right most

button was used for this response.
The confusability between targets and distractors
was

again manipulated using the same measure of stir.ulus similarity as in Experiment 1.

Two stimulus populations were chosen,

each containing 15 letters.

The NC set consisted of the let-

ters A, G, I, K, L, Q, R, S, U, V, W, X, Y, and Z, having a

mean

pairwise

letters B,

C,

overlap of
D,

E,

F,

G,

The PC set consisted of the

^44.57..

H,

K,

J,

L,

0,

having a mean pairwise overlap of 69.^%.

P,

R,

S,

and T,

From each of these

sets, four items were chosen to comprise the target ensemble
(NC = A, Q, W, and X;

PC = B, D, H, and L), with the remain-

ing 11 item.s being used as distractors.
It is important to note several differences in the pres-

ent study from Experiment 1.

Two different target ensembles

were used for the two confusability conditions, instead of
just one.

These two target ensembles were disjoint from

their respective distractor sets.

This is similar to the re-

lation between the MC set and the target ensemble in Experi-
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ment 1, but quite different from that of the target ensemble
to the PC set.

In Experiment 2, except for the occurrence of

the letter L in both the NC distractor set and the PC target

ensemble, all stimulus items were response consistent throughout the experiment.

That is, each of the other letters was

associated with one, and only one, response during the course
of the experiment.

periment

2

were yes

And finally, NC and PC responses in Ex,

rather than no, responses made to over-

lapping sets of items.

In Experiment

1

all yes responses

were made to items from the same set.

Target and Probe Tasks
The primary task in the present study was the Sternberg

and Scarborough simulated visual search task already described, while the secondary task was the same simple tone

detection task used in Experiment

1.

In the search task, on

each trial a plus sign came on in the middle of the screen
for .5 sec as a fixation point.

It was followed by a sequence

of 20 letters presented at the center of the screen success-

ively in the same spatial location.

Each letter was plotted

once, with a 100 msec interval between the onset of successOn trials on which no target occurred, all 20

ive letters.

letters were drawn randomly from the nontarget set with re-

petitions allowed.

position
^

3,

8,

13,

On target trials, one item, in temporal
or l8 (target position (TGPN) 1, 2,

3,

and

respectively), was replaced by an item drawn randomly from
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the target set for that session.

Subjects were to respond by

pushing the right most button on any trial on which a target
was detected.
In the tone RT task the subject was required to push the

left most button on any trial on which a tone occurred.

target

v/as

If a

also present on the trial, the tone could occur in

any one of seven temporal tone positions (TOPN) with respect
to the target.

get, or 0,

20,

They were:
50,

80,

-500 or -50 msec before the tar-

or 500 msec after the target.

On tone

trials on which no target occurred, tones occurred at the
same times v;ith respect to the beginning of the trial as on

target trials.

Design and Procedure
Three target SSs (2, 3, and 4) were combined with the
two confusability conditions to yield the six between-session

experimental conditions of the study.

These will be identi-

fied by the SS and confusability condition, for example, 3-PC.

The TS for each condition was chosen by selecting the re-

quired number of itemiS from the target ensemble, with the

restriction that for each subject the nine TS choices in each
confusability condition used three of the four TS items- twice
each, and one item three times.

The particular letter used

the extra time was counterbalanced across subjects as closely
as possible.
A

within-subjects design was used with a fixed-set pro-
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cedure, so that each subject received one of the six
experi-

mental conditions each day on days three to eight.

The order

of treatments for each subject was determined by a latin

square procedure, so that each condition appeared exactly
once on each of the last six days.

Days one and two were

considered practice, and the data from them were not analyzed.
In each of the eight sessions, each subject received three

112-trlal blocks, with a five minute rest between blocks.
In addition, preceding each of the experimental sessions on

days three to eight, each subject received 50 warm up trials

using the TS for that day.

In the practice sessions on days

one and two, each condition was used for one block of trials
In the order 2-NC,

3-NC,

on day one, and 2-PC,

3-PC,

4-PC on day two, for all subjects.
In each 336 trial session the occurrence of targets and

tones were manipulated Independently, so that each combina-

tion of the presence and absence of each stimulus appeared on
one quarter, or 84, of the trials.

On target-tone trials

each of the four TGPN x seven TOPN occurrences was replicated

three times; on target-no-tone trials each TGPM was repli-

cated 20 times; and on no-target-tone trials each of the 28

(4x7)

tem.poral tone positions was replicated three times.

At the beginning of the experiment each subject was read
a set of Instructions

(see Appendix)

which stressed speed

and accuracy on both tasks, but clearly emphasized that the

subjects' primary responsibility was to the target task.

A
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maximum of 10% errors was indicated as being acceptable.
Subjects were also cautioned not to deliberately delay
their

response to either task until the other had been executed,
but on trials on which it was necessary, to make both re-

sponses as quickly as possible.

Mo subject reported any dif-

ficulty in carrying out these instructions.

Feedback was provided on each trial on which the subject
correctly detected a target, and made no other error, by dis-

playing the target RT for

1

sec at the end of the trial.

On

trials on which an error was made on either task, the letters
ERR

v;ere

displayed for

1

sec at the end of the trial.

On all

other trials no feedback was given, and the next trial began

immediately with the fixation point.

Following each trial

block the subject was told her error rate, and whether or not
her RTs appeared too slow, and was allowed to come into the

computer control room to look at a summary of her error and
RT performance printed out on the teletype, if she desired.
No RT feedback from the tone task

v;as

given during the ses-

sions to accentuate its secondary nature, but such informa-

tion was available on the teletype.

Results

,

RT analyses were performed on data from correct trials
only.

Of the total of 12,096 trials for all subjects, 3.1%

were eliminated because of errors on the search task, and .8%

.
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because of errors on the tone task, for an overall
error rate
of 3.9%.

Errors on both tasks occurred on only six trials

in the experiment.

Individual subject error rates ranged

from 1.95^ to 5.25^ on the search task, and from .3% to
1.35%
on the tone task.

There were also more errors made on each

task on trials on which the stimulus for the other task was

present, than on trials on which either stimulus occurred
alone

Target RTs
Even though all variables in the present study were

within-subject variables, the administration of the six SS

x

confusability (C) conditions on different days introduced a
possible order-by-treatment interaction to the evaluation of
all between-session effects.

By looking at these between-

session, effects averaged over subjects, it was hoped that the

order effects could be minimized.

There are two problems

with this procedure which should be recognized.

First, SS

effects are between-session effects which are confounded with
order of presentation.

Since these order effects ^vere coun-

terbalanced ever subjects, the shape of the SS functions must
be determined by averaging over subjects.

This suggests

caution in interpreting the absolute values of the slope
values obtained.

Second, in designing the study in the pres-

ent manner it was assumed that subject-by-order interactions

would be small.

To the extent that this assumption has been
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violated, treatment effects will be distorted.
hand, the expected robustness of the SS and

On the other

effects, as

C

well as the large numbers of trials run, should serve to offset these problems to some extent.

The data were collapsed into a

x

6

modified repeated

6

measurements latin square design (Myers, 1972), with the rows
being subjects, the columns order of treatment administration, and the cells a latin square arrangement of the

fusability

x

3

SS treatment conditions.

2

con-

The entry for each

cell was the mean of all correct RTs to targets for that subject in that condition, based on a possible maximum of l68

observations.
7.

The analysis of variance is presented in Table

As expected, subjects was a significant source of varia-

bility (F (5,20)

=

21.81, p

also significant (F (5,20)

<

=

The order effect was

.001).

6.83, p

<

.001), with RTs de-

creasing over the first five sessions and levelling off at
the sixth.

RTs to PC targets were significantly slower than

to nc targets (F (1,20)

=

16.23, p

significantly with SS (F (2,20)
two factors did not interact (F

=

<

.001), and RTs increased

5.82, p
1).

<

.025), but the

Figure

8

shows the

mean target RTs as a function of SS, plotted separately for
NC and PC conditions, and tone and no-tone trials.

The equa-

tions represent the best fitting linear functions for each of
the conditions.

The root mean square deviations (RMSD) of

the data points about these functions were .2, ^.46, ^4.52,

and i.56 msec for the NC-tone, NC-no-tone, PC-tone, and PC-
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Table

7

Modified Latin Square Analysis of Variance
of Probe RTs in Experiment

Source

df

2

Mean Square

F

Subjects (S)

5

8671.53

Order (0)

5

271^.6

6.83^

Target Set Size (SS)

2

2316.O8

5.82^^

Confusability (C)

1

6453.4^

l6.23^

SS X C

2

84.19

20

397.62

Residual

<

^p

<

.001
.025

21. 8l^

.21
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Figure

8.

Mean target RTs plotted as a function of set size

from Experiment

2
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no-tone conditions, respectively.

Only the linear component

of the SS effect was significant (F (1,20)

tions from linearity).

Figure

8,

<

1,

for devia-

From inspection of the functions in

and the RMSDs above, there appear to be no sub-

stantial differences among the slopes, while all intercept

differences appear to be reliable.

This was substantiated

by the failure to find any linear SS x C interaction (F
(1,
20)

<

1), together with the significance of the C main effect.

It should be noted that,

for both conf usability conditions,

RTs tended to be shorter on trials on v/hich a tone occurred

than on trials on which only a target

average of about 18 msec (F (1,5)
Figure

9

=

vias

present, by an

5-32, p

<

.10).

shows target RTs on trials on which a tone also

occurred as a function of TOPN, for the two conf usability
conditions separately.

The data points have been averaged

across the three SSs to increase the reliability, and reduce
the order related effects, but the individual SS plots showed
An analysis of vari-

the same trends as the averaged data.

ance showed the TOPN effect (F (6,30)
not the C

(F

=

6.25, P

(1,5) = 3.16, n.s.) or TOPN x C

effects, to be significant.

(F

<

(6,30)

Also shown in Figure

average target RTs for the no-tone trials for each
tion separately.

The'

.001), but
<

1)

are the

9

C

condi-

rough equivalence of the RTs at the end

points of the U-shaped TOPN functions to their respective notone controls suggested a facilitation of the primary task

responses under conditions of small temporal separation of
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Figure

9.

Mean target RTs plotted as a function of tone po-

sition from Experiment

2

540

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

NO

500

-50

0

20

50

80

500

TONE

TONE POSITION

1
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the two stimuli.

To test this hypothesis, each TOPN was
con-

trasted with the no-tone control for its
results are shown in Table

8.

C

condition, and the

Except for points

and

5-PC the facilitation effect was reliable.
To further examine the nature of the effects present in

Figures
TOPN and

and 9, separate SS functions were plotted for each

8

C

condition separately (see Figure 10), and best

fitting slope and intercept values computed.
and intercepts are shown in Table

The slopes appear to

9.

be relatively stable across all TOPNs
in the NC condition and position

5

the slopes decrease to about zero.

These slopes

,

except for position

4

in the PC condition, where

Correspondingly, the in-

tercepts appear to display the same rough U-shape as the

overall RTs, except at these same two positions where they
Increase markedly.

Inspection of the individual functions

in Figure 10 indicates that at these two critical separations,

where the tone followed the target by 20 (NC) or 50 (PC) msec,
the SS functions flattened out at approximately the level of

the SS

^

RTs.

The data for these functions appear reasonably

stable, having RMSDs over about the same rancre (.04 to 5.7

msec) as the data in Figure

8.

They also appear to be fit

well by linear functions, except for positions
PC conaiuion where the S3

3

1

and

4 .in

the

points are high, giving rise to

negatively accelerated functions.
To get some idea of the reliability of these effects at

TOPNs

h

and 5, slopes and intercepts for each TOPN and C
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Table

8

F Values of Pairwise Comparisons of Probe RTs on

Tone Trials with the corresponding No-Tone Control,
for Each Conf usability Condition and Tone

Position of Experiment

2

Tone Position

Confusability
Condition
-500

-50

NO

1.66

<1

PC

<1

4.03

p <

>
%
S

<
<
<

.01
.025
.05
.10

0

20

12.8^

2.69

7.5^^10.1^

50

2.9

17.7^

80

500

6.37^

<1

11.27^

<1
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Figure 10.

Mean target RTs for each tone position plotted
as a function of set size from Experiment

2
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conditions were determined separately
for each subject.
to the order effect confoundings overall
ANOVAs

Due

on these

,

values, corresponding to those done in Experiment
1, lacked
adequate power.
However, several contrasts of major concern

did produce enlightening results.

For the slope data, single

degree of freedom contrasts were done separately for
each

C

condition, comparing the critical point with the mean of
the

other six, using the error term based on the contrast.

The

slope change was significant for the PC condition (P (1,5)
7.66, p

<

=

.05) and marginally significant for the NC condi-

tion (F (1,5)

=

4.1^, p

<

.10).

For the intercept data, the

increase at the point in question gave rise to a quartic

function which was tested for significance.

This trend was

marginally significant for the NC condition (F (1,5)
p

<

=

5.9,

.10), and nonsignificant for the PC condition (F (1,5) =

3.24, n.s.).

As mentioned above, these tests were conservat-

ive due to their lack of power, so these results v;ere inter-

preted as providing at least marginal evidence for the effects in

question.

If the confoundings had not been pres-

ent, it would have been preferred to determine the critical

point separately for each subject, as was done for the data
of Experiment

1.

It is likely that there were individual

differences as to what event separation was critical, which
the present analyses have obscured.

The proposed analysis

would therefore have had more power than any not taking these
differences into consideration.

i
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Target RTs as a function of TGPN, for each

condition

C

and for tone and no-tone trials, were subjected to an analysis of variance and yielded no significant effects.

There

was, however, a reliable tendency for RTs to decrease across

TGPMs by about 20 msec, considering only trials on which no
tone occurred (F (3,15)

=

6.39, p

<

.01).

Tone RTs
The tone RT data were collapsed into the same

6x6

mo-

dified latin square as were the target RT data, and the analsis of variance is presented in Table 10.

(5,20)

=

40.94, p

<

Only subjects (F

.001) and order (F (5.20) = 7.36, p

.001) were significant sources of variability.

<

Figure 11

shows mean tone RT as a function of target SS, for NC and PC

conditions and target and no-target trials separately.

The

equations represent the best fitting linear functions for
each of the conditions, with RMSDs of 4.04,

.95,

4.16, and

2.51 msec for the NC-target, PC-target, NC-no-target

PC-no-target conditions, respectively.

,

and

Again, the data appear

LO be fit quite well by straight lines, with slopes not dif-

ferent from zero.

Figure 12 shows tone RTs on target trials as
of TOPN, for HC and PC conditions separately.

a

function

An analysis

of variance showed only the TOPN effect to be significant (F
(6,30) = 6.15, p

<

.01).

When TOPN

v;as

included in the ana-

lysis, a significant TGPN x TOPN interaction was found (F
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Table 10

Modified Latin Square Analysis of Variance
of Tone RTs in Experiment

Source

2

df

r

Subjects (S)

5

Order (0)

5

4984.67

Target Set Size (SS)

2

111.08

.16

Confusability (C)

1

1023.78

1.51

SS X C

2

4.03

.01

Residual

20

<

.001

27712.0

676.9

40.94^
7.36^
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Figure 11.

Mean tone RTs plotted as a function
of set size
from Experiment 2

«
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I

\

?
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TARGET SET SIZE
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(SS)

PT =2 5 SS + 474
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Figure 12.

Mean tone RTs plotted as a function of tone position from Experiment

2
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TONE POSITION
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(18,90) = 1.97,

p<

.05), reflecting an increase in tone RTs

across TGPNs when the tone occurred 500 msec
before the target
the remaining six TOPMs showed no systematic
effects, and con-

formed to the shape of the functions in Figure 12.

Also in-

cluded in Figure 12 are the mean tone RTs on trials
on which no
target occurred, for the NC and PC conditions, separately.
These means were compared to the mean RTs at each TOPM
within
the appropriate
11.

C

condition.

RTs were reliably

The results are shown in Table

slower at the

0

and 20 msec separa-

tions under the NC condition, and the effect extended to the
50 msec separation

under the PC condition.

In both cases,

RTs at the 500 msec separation were reliably faster than at
the no target controls.

Tone RTs on target trials, plotted as a function of TGPN
for the two C conditions separately, were found to be flat.

An analysis of variance showed only the
ficant (F (1,5)

=

6.88, p

<

C

effect to be signi-

.05).

Response Coordination
Correlations

computed between target and tone RTs,

v/ere

as in Experim.ent 1, separately for each subject at each TOPN
X SS

X C

condition.

about zero, averaging

The correlations shov/ed a distribution
.

037.

Although

131^

of the correlations

reached the 5% level of significance or beyond, these displayed an essentially random pattern across conditions.

These re-

sults were interpreted as providing little evidence for the

existence of response synchronization.
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Table 11
P Values of Pairwise Comparisons
of Tone RTs on Target

Trials with the Corresponding No-Target
Control/
for Each Conf usability Condition and
Tone Position
of Experiment

2

Tone Position

Confusability
Condition
-500
7.07^
PC

2.05

^p

<

p

<
<

.025
.05
.10

-50

0

3.08

6.18^

<1

9.95^

20

12.4^
5.04^

50

80

500

<1

1.91

6.98^

<1

4.98^

5.05''

i
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Errors

Figures

8,

9,

11,

and 12 contain error proportions for

each data point (in parentheses), calculated
on the basis of
the number of occurrences of the conditions
defined
by the

point.

Errors were so infrequent in the study (less
than k%

overall, and less than \% for most of the points
in the

figures), that quantitative analyses were not attempted.

Inspection of the figures revealed no systematic variations
in error rates with RTs, except for the tendency for
more

errors to occur on the primary task under the PC condition
(3.8552)

than under the NC condition (2.3^).

Discussion
The overall target SS functions clearly replicated the

results of the Sternberg and Scarborough study.

The only

difference appeared to be the lower slopes found in the
present study (13 msec vs. ^0 msec).

Perhaps these faster

scan rates can in part be attributed to the extended prac-

tice given the subjects in Experiment

2.

However, these

scan rates do agree with those obtained by Sperling, Budiansky, Spivak, and Johnson (1971), using arrays of items in a

similar simulated visual search procedure, and

it

will later

be argued that the scan rates also agree with the slopes ob-

tained in Experiment

1.

Other results showed item conf usability and SS to be ad-
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dltlve, with the intercepts of
the PC functions averaging
about HO msec higher than the NC
functions. Since the C condition did not affect the type of
response emitted (all responses were yes), it seems unlikely
that the response stage
can account for the observed intercept
difference.
The effect can then be attributed to either
the encoding or decision stage, or both.
It was also found that target
RTs and
error rates were stable across TGPNs.
RTs to targets on trials on which a
tone also occurred

were shorter than on no-tone trials, provided
that the temporal separation between the two stimuli was
relatively small
(under 80 msec).
Although the causes of this effect are not
clear, this same sort of intersensory facilitation
has also

been found by others (e.g., Nickerson, 1970).

The approxi-

mately U-shaped functions displayed by the overall target
RTs did not interact with c, but when separate SS functions

were calculated for each target-tone separation, a different

pattern emerged.

Intercepts generally showed the same shape

as the overall RT function and slopes rem.ained stable, except

for one critical point, which differed for the two
tions.

C

condi-

At these points the RT functions were estimated to

have flattened out at a level close to the SS

conclusion will be elaborated on later).

4

RTs (this

This finding at

first seems difficult to reconcile with a serial scan model
for two reasons.

First, it is difficult to interpret the

meaning of a zero slope in terms of a serial scan under these

i
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conditions.

Second, the slope and intercept
of the SS functions both formed second-order
interactions with TOPN and C,
while C was earlier found to
affect only the intercepts.
Some models will be considered
shortly which are consistent
with this pattern of results.

The tone RTs showed the same
interference effects as
Comstock (1975) obtained in her mask
conditions, and as were
observed in Experiment 1, occurring
even at zero separation
between the two stimuli.
In addition, the significance
of
the interference effect at greater
separations under the PC,
than under the NC, condition, suggests
that the interference
was located in the same stage or stages
as the C effect.

Several models have been considered to account
for the
observed pattern of results, especially the flat
SS functions
at certain probe-tone separations.

The first two models can

be rejected almost out of hand, while the second
two appear

equally able to account for the findings, each based upon
quite different underlying processing structures.
The first model assumes that when a tone occurs during
the processing of the visual probes, unless a target has al-

ready been detected, the subject switches his internal at-

tentive mechanism to m.onitor the auditory channel while
suspending activities related to the processing of the probes.
After initiating a tone response, he returns to the visual

processing and resumes where he left off.
two predictions.

This model makes

First, if a tone occurs during the process-
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ing Of a target, but before the
target is recognized as such,
the RT to that target should be
lengthened, compared to RTs
on no-tone trials, by an amount
equal to the time spent on
the auditory channel.
This means that an increase in
the
intercept, rather than a change in slope,
should be expected.
Second, errors would be expected to
increase on the visual
task, especially on PC trials, when
identification of visual
items would be more difficult and might
take longer.
Only
the second prediction was supported by
the data.
Error rates
on the visual task on tone trials, and
in the PC condition,

were slightly higher than in other conditions.
The second model assumes that when a tone occurs
shortly

after the target, at that point the subject uses whatever
in-

complete information he has about the identity of the probe
to execute a scan of the TS, and then switch to
process the

tone.

This scan is slower than it would normally have been

due to the degraded nature of the stimulus information.

This

model, like the one above, predicts increased error rates on
the visual task on tone trials, especially in the PC condition.

It also

predicts that the slope of the SS function at

short SOAs should be steeper than normal, and that this in-

crease in slope should be even more pronounced in the PC than
in the NC conditions.

The observed slope decreases clearly

contradict this prediction.

This model also fails to account

for the difference in SOA at which the slope change occurs in

the two C conditions.

'
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The third model, which has been
called the rolling ball
model for reasons which will soon become
clear, is able to
predict the main trends in the data from
Experiment 2, and at
the same time to be consistent with the
model proposed in Ex-

periment

1.

First, it is assumed that the Sternberg
and

Scarborough model is correct.

The subject com.pares each suc-

cessive probe item serially with the items in the
TS, with
successive probes being processed in parallel.

The reason

why this partially serial, partially parallel,
processing

can occur is related to the capacity demands of the
various

operations constituting the processing of a single item.

In

particular, it is assumed that using the output of the encoding stage to initiate a scan requires processing capacity.
It m.ay be assumed either that the encoding process is extend-

ed over time and requires capacity for its entire duration,

or that, it is an all-or-none process that is completed in a

brief interval of time, perhaps after some waiting period,
and v/hich requires capacity only during that brief interval.

The scan, once initiated, requires no capacity to keep going.
It can thus be compared to the act of rolling a ball down a

hill.

It requires effort both to get the ball to the top of

the hill and to set it in motion, but once started it con-

tinues to the bottom by itself.

This self-perpetuating scan

only occurs with a fast exhaustive scan, and not with

terminating one.

a

self-

In this latter case, attention would be re-

quired throughout the scanning process in order to make de-

.
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least until a target is detected, which
would then bring the
response stage into operation. This
allocation of capacity
allows substantial parts of the processing
operations for

each probe to overlap one another, as well
as the processing
of the tone.
The attentive mechanism is basically
required
to monitor the visual display to initiate
the encoding of

successive items, to initiate the scan stages, to
watch for
the com.pletion of previous scans to utilize the
information

for the decision stage, and to check for the occurrence
of a

tone

Regarding this last point, it is assumed that when a
tone occurs, the subject briefly switches his attention to
the auditory channel, unless a decision is about to be made
on the visual task, to confirm the tone's occurrence and to

initiate the tone response process.

V/hen he

switches back

to the visual channel, any processing not requiring capacity

which was under way when the switch occurred, will either
still be in progress, or will have finished.

If it is finish-

ed, the information output from that stage will be awaiting

capacity to be allocated to it in order to be utilized in a
later stage.

Of course it may be assumed that information

awaiting the attentive mechanism may be lost if the mechanism
does not return soon enough, but the time intervals involved
in performing the present set of operations should not give

rise to this type of problem.
If the tone occurs during the encoding of a probe, but
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before the scan has been initiated,
two possibilities occur.
The subject Tnay wait for encoding
to be completed, and perhaps to sample the encoded information
before it can be lost,
and then service the auditory channel,
initiating the scan
when he returns. This sequence of
operations will cause the
intercept of the SS function to increase
by an amount equal
to the duration of the switching process.
Alternatively,
if

the encoding process is composed of a
waiting time followed
by a brief, capacity-requiring, encoding
operation, then the

subject could switch before encoding occurred.

He would then

return either in the waiting interval before encoding
occurred, or some time after it would have occurred had
capacity

been available.

In either case, encoding would be accomplish

ed as soon as possible.

In the latter case we would again

predict an intercept increase in the SS function for that

probe-tone separation, corresponding to the average time that
the encoding process had to await the return of the attentive

mechanism

from,

the auditory channel.

If the scan has already been initiated when the tone

occurs, the subject will switch to the tone and return.

If

the scan is already completed when he returns, he will use

the waiting information for the decision and response stages.
If the scan had not finished, he will await events as he

would have if no tone had occurred.

When the scan has finish

ed while the subject was monitoring the auditory channel, RT

would be increased by the difference in time between when the
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scan was completed, and when the
attentive mechanism returned
to use the waiting information.
If the switch occurred early
in the scan, RTs to smaller SSs would
be expected to be in-

creased more than RTs to larger SSs, since
the information
would be ready and waiting, on the average,
for longer
periods of time.
If the tone occurred after
the scan was

completed, it seem.s reasonable that because of
the emphasis

placed on the visual task the decision stage would
be executed first, and a target response initiated if
necessary
before the auditory channel would be serviced.

In this case

no change in the SS function would be expected but the
tone

RT would be expected to be delayed.

The question now be-

comes, when is the switch likely to occur to give rise to the
flat SS functions observed, and can an estimate of the dura-

tion of the switching operation be obtained?
If the switch were occurring before even two comparisons

could be completed, and the return did not occur until at
least the tim.e at which four comparisons could be completed,
the RT function would be expected to be flat, since then all

scans for all SSs would have to await the return of the

attentive mechanism.

This would cause larger increases in

the RTs for sm.aller TSs, since these would have finished

earlier.

If the switch occurred after two comparisons could

have been completed, RTs to SS

2

would be unaffected, and the

SS function would be negatively accelerated.

If the switch

occurred after three comparisons, only the SS

H

point would
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be higher, and the SS function
positively accelerated. If
the switch occurred early in
the scan, but the return
occurred

before four, but after three,
co^.parisons could be completed,
the function would be positively
accelerated with the SS 2
and 3 points being equal.
By manipulating the switching
and
return times, a variety of different
functions can be obtained, either positively or negatively
accelerated. However,
only those conditions mentioned
first will lead to the predictions of a flat function.
Based on these predictions for nonlinear
probe RT SS
functions it should be clear that under the
conditions of

Experiment

subjects must have either -been using their
central attentive mechanism to control the
comparison process,
1

or the scan m.ust have been suspended whenever
a tone which

required immediate attention occurred during its
execution,

with the scan later resuming where it had been interrupted.
If the scan had continued autonomously while a tone
was being

processed as suggested in Experiment
functions in Experiment

1

2,

the slopes of the SS

would have been expected to show

significant nonlinear components.
To estimate the duration of the switching process, we

assign the point in time at which the scan is initiated the
•

arbitrary value of T
from, the

=

0.

The scan rate can be estimated

average slope at those probe-tone separations where

the slope seems relatively unaffected by the occurrence of a
,

tone, yielding a value of about l6.7 msec.

From the argu-
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ments above, the subject
33.^1

ir.ust

switch between T

msec, and must return after T

=

=

0

and T

=

66.8 msec.

How long after 66.8 msec he mdght return will
depend on the level at
which we would expect the SS 4 RT point
to lie if no tone had
occurred, but if the intercept had
still followed the overall
U-shaped function obtained in the data
for the tone trials.
If the drop in RT of 23 msec for SS
4 between TOPN 2 and
3
were taken as the upper limit to the
drop which might be ex-

pected

fr^cn

TOPN

3

to 4, then the level at which the
function

would be expected to flatten out would be
about 428 msec instead of the observed 445 m.sec. This
difference
of 17 nisec

would be the m^aximum amount of time, after the
expected

com.-

pletion of four comparisons, which could elapse
before the
return.

The subject must therefore return no later than T

83.8 msec

(66.8+17).

=

The upper and lower limits on the

switching process would then be 83.8 msec, and 66.8 - 33.4

=

33.4 msec.
In either C condition,

lengthening the probe-tone sep-

aration by 30 msec restored the function of its overall shape.
It seems reasonable to assume that this extra 30 msec placed

the occurrence of the tone close enough to, or after, the
com.pletion of the scan stage, so that the subject m.ade his

decision on the visual task before switching to the auditory
channel.

We may then assum.e that the switch must occur with-

in about 30 msec of the end of the scan, or at least within
30 msec of the point at which the subject v;ill delay switch-

.
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ing until the decision has been
made.

This raises the lower

estimate of the time of the switch to
a point closer to the
upper limit, and correspondingly revises
the maximum duration of the switching process downward.
The best

estimates,

of the duration of the switching
process are now 33.

i|

m.sec

to 50.1 msec, or approximately the
duration of two to three

comparisons
The confusability conditions were blocked
in Experiment
2,

which would be likely to produce more careful,
and even

longer, encoding durations for the stimuli in the
PC condition.

We should therefore expect that a longer probe-tone

separation would be required in the PC condition to give rise
to the above pattern of RTs

,

since a separation of the same

magnitude as gives rise to the flat SS functions in the NC
condition would place the tone's occurrence within the span
of the encoding stage.

This model, then, predicts the probe-

tone separation x slope x

C

condition interaction found in

the data.

The rolling ball model is not the only one which can

predict the observed patterns in the data.

Consider a coun-

ter model similar to Morton's logogen model described briefly
in the preceding review.

We assume that the subject sets up

a counter for each of the items in the TS.

Associated with

each- counter is a cutoff which, when exceeded, m.akes a re-

sponse available to the output system.

The critical values

of these cutoffs may depend on the number of counters pres-
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ent, or the rate of information
buildup in the counters rr.ay
depend on their number.
It is further assumed
that the counters do not require capacity for
the information to accumulate in them, but that it does
take capacity to monitor the
counters 3 which must be done to determine
their status relative to their cutoffs.
This implies that in the visual
search
task in which probes are occurring
in rapid succession, the
subject has only to m.onitor the absolute
levels, or cumulative rate of buildup, of information
in the counters.
As scon
as a target occurs, the level or rate
of one of the counters

will increase over the others with a
differential proportional to the target-distractor discrim.inability
.

This then

requires only that the monitor be available to
pick up the
change.

Switching is assumed to occur according to the same set
of assumptions that were presented for the rolling ball model.
The larger the target SS, the sooner a counter will be likely
to exceed its cutoff, and the sooner the attentive mechanism

will he able to use that information to make a response

available to the output mechanism.
is switched away,

If the attentive mechanism

the information will have to wait.

The pre-

dictions for the SS functions follow the same reasoning presented above for the rolling ball model, and so they will not
be presented again.

These

sam.e

The predictions are identical.

predictions would follow if it was assum^ed

that a counter existed for every item in both the target and
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nontarget sets.

m

this case, the critical
values for the
cutoffs would have to depend
upon target SS. This might
occur, for example, if the
counters registered differences
between features of the item in
question, and the items in the
TS.
While the variation described
above would require that
negative responses in the usual
memory scanning task be made
by default,
the present form these responses
can be made
naturally, as long as the appropriate
responses were assumed

m

to be associated with each
counter.

Of course, even if negat-

ive responses were determined by
default as above, response

preparation or set could still predict faster
negative than
positive responses under the appropriate
conditions. Another
alternative is to have both counter types register
rate of

firing or rate of information buildup.

Other variations are

also possible which lead to the same predictions,
but since

these do not add any new information, we will dispense
with
any further discussion of them.
The above discussion of counter models was presented to

show that the rolling ball miodif icat ion of the Sternberg

model is not the only one which can account for the present
results.

Hov;ever, because of the continuity of the Sternberg

model in accounting for the results of both the present ex-

periments, and because of the central focus of this paper
which' has been to examine the effects of dual task processing

on the stages proposed by this model, the alternative counter

models will not be pursued further.
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There is one point of seeming
discrepancy between the
two studies.
in Experiment 1, the
confusahility manipulation
affected the slope and intercept
of the SS functions, while
in Experiment 2 it affected
only the intercept.
In Experiment 1, the increased slope
for the no-PC condition
was in-

terpreted as reflecting a rechecking
operation occurring on
negative trials with confusable
stimuli, prior

to the execu-

tion Of a no response.
ating in Experiment

2,

Clearly this process cannot be
opersince negative responses were
never

given.

The reduced slope for the no-NC
stimuli (12.9 msec)
in Experiment 1 was attributed to
the m.ore rapid scanning
which cound occur with more distinct
stimuli.
This slope is
almost identical to those obtained in
Experiment 2 for both
NC and PC items.
This value for the NC slopes is clearly

indicated by the results of Experiment

item-similarities were the same.

1,

since the inter-

It can only be assumed that

the time pressure and other task demands in
Experiment

2

in-

duced the subjects to scan the PC items at the faster
rate.
If PC items were being scanned at a faster rate due
to

factors such as the rapid succession of probes, error rates
for these items would be expected to increase dramatically.
In fact,

v.-hile

PC errors were Gl% more frequent than

i:c

er-

rors, this represents an increase amounting to only 1.55% of
the total possible errors.

The increase in the PC-NC inter-

cept difference, from about 19 msec in Experiment

1

to over

^1 msec in Experlm.ent 2, might have in some way compensated
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for the faster scan rate,

since confusablUty conditions

were blocked over days in Experiment

2,

it seems possible

that subjects could have increased
the processing time spent
on one or more of the intercept
stages to avoid soaring error
rates.
While response stage time could
have been lengthened.
It is not clear how this could
have made the processing less
error prone.
Similarly, while m.ore time could have
been
spent on the decision stage, it is
not easy to see how this
could have made processing m.ore accurate
either, without re-

cycling information back through the comparison
stage.
The
encoding stage, therefore, seems to be the
most likely candidate for the location of the confusability
effect in Experiment 2.
By increasing the depth of processing
done on PC

Items during the encoding stage, more refined
information

could be fed to the later stages, thereby making the
process

more accurate and the intercept higher.

.
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CONCLUSIONS
The present experiments were
conducted to obtain infor-

mation relating to two basic questions
about the nature of
dual task processing.
One question involved the manner
in
which strategies in assuming task
priorities, and in which
variations in task demands across the two
experiments,
af-

fected the various stages implicated in
the probe processing.
The other question concerned the capacity
requirements of the

various mental operations involved in performing
each of the
tasks

Concerning the first question, the data from both experim.ents indicated that the nature of the processes
involved
in probe processing remained substantially unchanged
by

either task priorities or stimulus demands.
the discrete tasks in Experiment

1

The data from

indicated that the pro-

cessing of the tone apparently caused some delay in emitting
the probe response which was unrelated to the scanning stage.
It was the tone responses which showed the strongest syste-

matic interference from the probe processing.

Tone RTs were

facilitated by those procedures used to emphasize the pri-

mary nature of the task without detriment to performance on
the probe task.

In addition, both groups showed clear evidence

that the processing of the two signals overlapped, since RTs
to the response emitted second was faster than a completely

serial model would predict.
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Evidence from Experiment

2

further indicated that under

the demanding conditions created
by the more continuous
visual scanning task, subjects were
forced to use their attentive processes in a more efficient
manner.
This
involved
the parallel processing of
successive probe items, made possible by divorcing the scanning
process from any direct attentional control. Apparently the
occurrence of a tone stimulus under these conditions facilitated
responding
to a

temporally adjacent probe.

These conditions also induced

more extended encoding of physically
confusable distractors
to compensate for their unusually
rapid scan.
The data from the two experim.ents also
provide informa-

tion concerning the second question about the
capacity re-

quirements of various mental operations.

The main conclusion

is that the central attentive mechanism appears
to be the

source of the capacity resources.

Those processes which re-

quire the attentive mechanism, require capacity.

These in-

clude the decision process, the response stage, the initia-

tion of the scan stage, and at least part of the encoding
process.

Scanning and encoding may be done completely under

attentional control, but under some conditions this control
may be dispensed v:ith.

Thus, while at least parts of these

processes may be capable of operating autonomously, apparently making use of these capabilities may be difficult unless sufficiently motivated by the task demands.

The related question as to whether the overlap in the
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processing of continguous stimuli
was due to the ability to
conduct some stages of the processing

of the two signals in

parallel, or to an efficient switching
or time sharing operation, must be answered by saying
that either or both may have
occurred.
While the simultaneous occurrence
of certain m.ental operations may be possible,
unless conditions force this
mode of processing a less efficient
and less demanding serial
mode of processing is likely to be used.
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FOOTNOTES
^Sternberg has pointed out that
two factors may influence a co^^on stage, but do
so in such a way that
their effects are additive.
It is also possible
that if a factor
affects the output of some stage
as well as its duration,
then it may be found to interact
with a factor which selectively influences a different stage
which follows the
first

in the processing sequence.

It may be possible to
discover

such exceptions either through the
use of an appropriate
multif actor design, or through the use
of converging experimental operations.
The low stimulus contrast condition was
achieved by

immediately replacing a light prestimulus field
on the slowly
decaying visual display with the probe stimulus.
Thus, as

the background decayed on the low contrast trials
the stim.ulus contrast increased.
3

It should be noted that in a self-terminating
search

such as the one being proposed here by Sternberg the
ratio
of the negative to positive SS function slopes should be
2:1.

Thus the scan rate would be double the slope reported here
for the positive function, or about 250 msec/digit.
'The positive RT functions in the Corballis et al.

studies are non-linear, but this effect can be explained in
terms of the specific practice received with nested positive
sets and the consistent response assignments used.
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V

thanks to Charles Clifton, for bringing
this point
to my attention.
^Thus additivity and independence should be
examined

separately.
"^It

can be argued that encoding consists of an
autono-

mous buildup of information which decays fairly
rapidly.
This information must be sampled by a central attentive

mechanism requiring capacity to operate before it has
chance to decay.

a

The effect of using shorter exposure dura-

tions, or the mask, would then be to force the sam.pling process to operate within

a

narrow time interval immediately

following the stimulus presentation, and it is the capacity
of this sam.pling process which is being reflected by the
tone RTs under the masking procedure.

The position of the

present paper is to consider such a sampling process, as well
as the autonomous information buildup, as part of the overall

encoding process.
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APPENDIX
Instruction Sets for Groups
Groups

P

P

and T in Experiment

1

and T

This experiment is being conducted to study how
people
memories for previously stored information, and
fv^^^'L^^^^'^
the effect that the performance of a second task has
upon the
speed with which this information can be retrieved
To determine this you will be asked to perform two tasks. One
task will involve responding YES or NO to a test item which
will appear on the screen in front of you on each trial.
The
other task will be to respond to a tone whenever one occurs
The experiment will be run in four daily sessions, each lasting approximately one hour.
Each session will be divided up
into 13 groups, or blocks, of 40 trials each.
The first day
of the study will be used as a practice session, so that you
can become thoroughly familiar with the tasks and can achieve
reasonable speed and accuracy in miaking the required responses
In addition, the first trial block on days two, three, and
four will be warm up blocks, and will not be scored.
The response console is located on the table directly in
front of you.
Place the five fingers of your right hand on
the right most five keys.
This position, or one close to it,
should be used throughout the experiment. YES and NO responses to test item.s (which will be letters) will be m.ade
with the index and middle fingers respectively of the right
hand.
Now place the index finger of your left hand on the
left m.ost of the ten keys.
Responses to the tone, when it
occurs, will be miade with this key.
Now press each of the
keys, in turn, indicating which response it signifies.
All
of the other keys are inactive, and will not record any response if pressed. V/hen miaking a response, depress the appropriate key and release it quickly. Do not hold it down,
since this may slow down, or even cause an error, in the recording procedure.
•

At the beginning of each trial block the word READY will
appear on the screen in front of you. When you wish to beg
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n p c r' s e

kev r
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The

word TARGS will then appear followed, one at a tim.e, by a
list of up to six target items for that block of trials.
You will probably find it essential to continuously rehearse
the list of items throughout the course of the trial block.
On each of the, HO trials in the block a fixation point, a
You
plus "+" sign, will appear in the center of the screen.
It
should immediately direct your attention to this point.

.
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will be replaced almost immediately by a test letter,
which
''^}} f!'"'^^'^ present for only a fraction of a second, and which
Will then be obscured by some random lines.
If your eyes are
not fixated on the screen for the fraction of
a second in
which the test item alone is present, you may miss it entirely, so be careful not to let your attention wander.
As
soon as the test item is presented, you are to respond as
quixjkly as possible YES or NO depending on whether or not
the
test item is or is not a member of the list for the current
trial block.
This is done by depressing the appropriate key
as just explained.
Exactly half of the test items in each
trial block will be list members and require a YES response,
while the other half will be nonmiembers and require a NO
response

Group

P

Only

On 70% of the trials in each trial block a tone will occur in addition to the test letter. Whenever you hear this
tone you are to press the left most key with your index finger as quickly as possible.

Your prim.ary responsibility in this experiment is to be
as fast and as accurate as possible at all "times in responding to the test letter.
You should also try to be as fast
and as accurate as possible in responding to the tone, without letting this interfere v/ith your letter responses.
Do
not deliberately delay your responses to either task while
responding to the other.
Ideally you should strive to make
the tone and letter responses as independent of one another
as possible, v;hile keeping your primary attention on the letter task.
At the end of each trial your reaction tim.e to the
test letter V7ill be displayed, in thousandths of a second,
at the top center of the screen.
A time of 500 would thus
correspond to a reaction tim.e of 1/2 second, a time of 637 to
a reaction time of .637 seconds, etc.
The visual task will be difficult at first, but will beIt v/ill require
come easier as you become more practiced.
your full attention and concentration to keep both of these
reaction times fast and accurate. Your error rate in this
experiment should be kept to a m.inimum. In general, no more
net
t?:an aLcut 5." arrcrG over the course of the exr crir~.ent
during
that
counting practice, can be tolerated. This means
the final 12 blocks on days two, three, and four you should
not be making more than about two errors, on the average, per
Naturally more errors are to be expected during pracblock.
tice on day one, and on warm up blocks on days two, three,
If an error occurs in responding, or failing to
and four.
respond, to either task on a trial, the word ERR will be dis,
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played at the top center of the screen instead
of
reaction time feedback. Tone reaction times will the usual
never be
displayed.
Including a 1 second inter-trial-interval the
fixation point for the next trial will appear about 2
'seconds
after the leedback for the previous trial.
Group T Only
On 70% of the trials in each trial block a tone will
ocV/henever you hear this tone you are to press the left
most key with your left index finger as quickly as possible.
You should always try to be as fast and as accurate as possible in responding to the tone. To assist you in doing this,
at the end of each trial on which a tone occurs, in the upper
left hand corner of the screen, you will be told how good
your response to the tone vias.
The word GOOD means that your
response v/as very fast, and you should strive to maintain this
speed.
FAIR means that your response was still acceptably
fast, but that you should be careful not to let it get any
slower.
SLOW means that your response was too slow, and an
Immediate effort should be made to speed up your tone reactions to one of the acceptable levels.
In the upper right
hand corner of the screen your reaction time to the test letter will be displayed, in thousandths of a second.
A time of
500 would thus correspond to a reaction timie of 1/2 second,
a time of 637 to a reaction time of .637 seconds, etc.
You
should try your best to keep your tone reaction time in the
acceptable range (GOOD or FAIR) on every trial, and at the
same tim.e to be as quick and as accurate as possible in responding to the letters.
cur.

The visual task will be difficult at first, but will get
easier as you become more practiced.
It will require your
full attention and concentration to keep both of these reaction times fast and accurate.
Ideally you should strive to
m.ake the tone and letter responses as independent of one another as possible, v/hile rem.embering that your primary responsibility is to keep your tone reaction times in the fast
range.
Your error rate in this experiment should be kept to
In general, no more than about ^% errors over the
a minim.um.
course of the experimient not counting practice, can be tolThis means that during the final 12 blocks on days
erated.
l;;c, t;::-c-j, :,nd four you should not ce mikinr; mere thp.n about
two errors, on the average, per block. Naturally more errors
are to be expected during practice on day one, and on warm, up
If an error occurs in
blocks on days two, three, and four.
either task on a
to
respond,
failing
to
or
in
responding,
the top center of
displayed
at
be
trial, the word, ERR will
Infeedback.
time
reaction
the screen instead of the usual
point
fixation
the
cluding a 1 second inter-trial-interval,
,

.

.
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for the next trial will appear about
feedback for the previous trial.

Groups

F

2

seconds after the

and T

Trials within a trial block are paced at a fixed rate,
but a new trial block will never begin until you press -a response key.
You may rest, stretch, or get up between trial
blocks, but the longer you spend in such activities, the
longer the session will take. With minimal pauses between
blocks, a session should last a whole hour. A delay of even
a minute betv;een blocks will stretch the session out almost
You set your own pace. A summary of your re15 minutes.
action times and error rates will be printed out on the teletype in the next room after each trial block.
After the
seventh block, and again at the end of the session, you will
be invited to come in and lock at your summary data if you
wish.
If any any tim^e during the session a problem arises or
you have a question, just speak up clearly.
An intercome
will enable us to communicate with one another v/ithout having
to yell or leave our rooms.

The diagram below summarizes the sequence of events which
Tim.e intervals are not dravjn
will occur in each trial block.
to scale, and words in all CAPITALS signify displays which
will appear on the screen.
1st

2nd

item item
READY-^TARGS

Your response
to start the
block

test
item

last
item
'"

+ "-^ X-

mask
etc

feedback-

Trial l--a tone will occur somewhere in 70% of
the trials in each block.
1

Yial

2

sec
ITI

The above sequence of events will be repeated on each of the
i|0 trials.

Group

P

Only

Before we begin, are there any questions? Okay, remember, respond as quickly and as accurately as possible, while
remembering to give your primary attention to the letter task,
You may begin by pushing any of the response keys as soon as
the READY appears.

22k

Group T Only

Before we begin, are there any questions? Okay
remember respond as quickly and as accurately as
possible to each
task while being sure to keep your tone reaction
times
within the fast range.
Give your full attention to the tasks
pushing any of the response keys as soon as
the 2?:It.?-^^^"
READlt appears.

Instruction Set for Experiment

2

The purpose of the present study is to examine the processes involved in searching a tem.poral string of letters for
any of a prespecified set of letters, and to investigate the
processing demands when this task is combined with a second
simple reaction time, task.
'

At the beginning of a session or block of trials you
will verbally be given a set of from 2 to 4 letters (called
the Target Set).
Then, -on each trial a fixation point (a -i-)
will be presented in the center of the screen in front of you
for half a second, followed immediately by a succession of 20
letters each flashed briefly in the same central location as
the previous character (this is called the Background Set).
If one of the Target letters appears am.cng the Background letters you are to press the right most (left) button with your
right (left) hand as soon as you detect it.
If no Target
appears on the trial no right (left) hand response is required..
On a random half of the trials one and only one Target will appear among the Background letters, while on the
other half of the trials no Target will appear. This is your
primary task and your responses should be made as quickly,
and with as few errors, as possible.

There will also be a secondary task.
On a random half
of the trials a brief tone will occur with the restriction
that an equal number of trials in each session contain both
events. Target only, tone only, and neither. Whenever you
hear the tone you are to press the left most (right) button
with your left (right) hand as quickly as possible. Do not
dellber.'i t ely withhold your resporne to the tone (for example,
until after the Target has appeared and you have m.ade your
primary response, or until the end of the Background string
of letters if no Target occurs.) Both responses should be
made as quickly as possible, and v;ith few if any errors, with
the Target (or visual) task receiving your prim.ary attention.

When you make a response push the button and release it
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quickly.
Don't hold the button down, don't press either button more than once on any single trial (remember you may
push both buttons, once each, on some trials), and don't push
any of the other eight buttons.
If such a mistake inadvertently occurs, usually it will be ignored and the session will
continue unaffected.
If, however, some irregularity in either task does occur just speak up into the intercom which will
be on and will pick up your voice at any time just by you
speaking, and continue with the session.
Do not stop unless
I specifically instruct you to do so.
The computer is programmed so that none of these problems should occur, but I
mention this just in case the impossible happens (as those
who work with computers will realize sometimes d^es).

You will receive feedback at the end of a trial under
either of tv;o conditions. First, if you m.ake an error on
either the primxary or secondary task the word "ERROR" will
appear briefly on the screen at "che end of the trial to let
you know that an error was made. Second, if you were correct
on the trial and responded to a Target, v/hether there was a
tone or not, your reaction time to the Target only v;ill apFor
pear, in lOOths of a second, at the end of the trial.
took
Target
.^5
example, if 45 appears your response to the
to
Otherwise, the computer will proceed directly
seconds.
No reaction time feedback is given for the
the next trial.
secondary task.
Are there any questions concerning anything
tioned so far?

I

have men-

The experiment will run for eight sessions, each lasting
The first two sessions will be practice sesabout -one hour.
In
sions and the last six will be the experimental sessions.
per
trials
of
112
blocks
three
be
will
there
session
each
In the practice sessions you will be given a new Tarblock.
In the experimental sessions
get Set before each trial block.
to you at the beginning of
given
be
will
a single Target Set
in addiall three blocks,
for
used
the session which will be
exeach
precede
will
trials
tion, a short block of warm up
in
used
be
will
as
Targets
perimental session using the same
the session.

Error rates must be kept below a certain maximum for the
If it is determined that your' error
data to be acceptable.
rerate is exceeding this maximum and it cannot be quickly
drop
to
necessary
duced to an acceptable level it may become
be
not
do
occur
you from the study. If this eventuality does
sort
embarrassed since physiological differences of this
experiamong individuals cause many Ss to be dropped from
If you are dropped it will be done as
ments of this sort.
sessions you
early as possible and you will be paid for the
Everyone will be paid at the end of their final
complete.
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session or as scon thereafter as
funds from the department.

I

receive the S payment
- ^""•^'"''''^

Instructions concerning Target Sets and the number
trial blocks the Set will be used for will be repeated of
at the
beginning of each session.
let

'

s

Before. v/e begin, are there any further questions?
begin.

Okav^ '

